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BUILDING SEISMIC SAFETY COUNCIL 

The Building Seismic Safety Council (BSSC) Is an Independent, voluntary body 
tl'lat was establ lshed unoer the ausolces of the National Institute of Building 
Sciences (NIBS) In 1979 as a direct result of nationwide Interest In the seismic 
safety of buildings. It has a merrcership of 57 organizations representing• 
wide variety of building conmunlty Interests. Its fundamental PUrPOse Is to 
enhance public safety by providing a national forum that fosters 1111)roved seismic 
safety provisions for use by the building ccmnunity In the planning, design, 
construction, regulation, and utilization of buildings. To f'ulffll Its PUrPOse, 
the BSSC: 

I. Promotes the develoClfflent of seismic safety provisions suitable for use 
throughout the United States: 

z. Reconmends. encourages. and pr0110tes the adoption of aooroc:,rfate seismic 
safety provisions tn voluntary standaro, and mooel codes; 

3. Assesses progress In the ln-Qlementatton of such orovlslons by federal, 
state, and local regulatory and construction agencies: 

,. Identifies opoortunltles for IIT'Clrovlng seismic safety regulations and 
practices and encoura;es public and private organizations to effect 
such Improvements: 

S. Promotes the develocment of training and educational courses and mate
rials for use by design professionals, builders, building regulatory 
officials, elected offic ials, Industry reoresentatives, other merrcers of 
the building conmunity, and the publ le: 

6. Advises government bodies on their programs of resesrch, develoc::ment, 
and lll'Qlementation; an~ 

7. Periodically reviews and evaluates resesrch findings, practices, and 
exoerience and makes reconmendations for Incorporation Into seismic 
design practices. 

The BSSC's area of Interest enc011¥)8sses all building-type structures and Includes 
explicit consideration and assessment of the social, technical, administrative, 
political, legal, and economic IIT'Clllcations of Its del lberatlons and rec0t1111enda
tions. 

The BSSC believes that the achievement of Its purpose Is a concern shared by 
al I in the P\Jbllc and private sectors; therefore, Its activities are strutured 
to provide all Interested entities (e.g., government boaies at all levels, 
voluntary organizations, bus:ness, lnoustry, the design profession, the construc
tion Industry, the research conmunity, and the general puQlicl with the oooortu
nity to participate. The BSSC also believes that the regional and local •dif~eren
ces In the nature and magnitude of patentially hazaroous earthauake events reouire 
a flexible aoproach to seismic safety that al lo~s for consideration of the 
relative risk, resources, and caoabi litles of each c0111111Jnity. 

The BSSC Is conmltted to continued technical lmorovement of seismic design 
provisions, assessment of advances In engineering knowlecge and design experience, 
and evaluation of earthauake irnoacts. It recognizes that approoriate earthauake 
hazard reduction measures and initiatives should be adoct~ by existing organiza
tions and institutions and fncoroorated, whenever oossible, Into their legisla
tion, regulations, practices, rules, codes, rel ief procedures, and loan reauire
ments so that these measures .and initiatives bec~e an integral part of estacl i
shed activities, not additional curdens. The 8S5C Itself assumes no standaros
making and -promulgating role; rather. It advocates that stancards-Formulation 
organizations consicer BSSC recO!TTT14!ndattons for Inclusion Into their documents and 
standards, 
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NOT I CE : Any op f n f ons , ff nd i ngs , cone I us f ons , or recommendat ions ex
pressed In this publication do not necessarily reflect the views of the 
F edera I Emergency Management Agency. Addi t Iona I I y, neither FEMA nor 
any of Its employees make any warranty, expressed or implied, nor assumes 
any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of any information, p.roduct, or pi:-ocess Included In thf s 
pub! icatfon. 

This report was prepared under Contract EHW-C-0903 between the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency and the National Institute of Building Sci
ences. 

For further Information regarding this document, contact the Executive 
Director, Bui ldfng Seismic Safety Councf 1, 10.15 15th Street, N.W., Suite 
700, Washington, O.C. 20005. 

Reports prepared by the Bui !ding Seismic Safe.ty Counci I as part of Its 
Program on Improved Seismic Safety Provisions include the following: 

Plan for Stimulating ltaximum Utilization of the NEHRP Recommended 
Provisions, 1986 

Improving the Seismic Safety of New Buildings, A Nontechnical 
Explanation of the NEHRP Recommended Provisions, 1986 

Handbook for Earthquake Resistant Building Design, Application of 
the 1985 Edition of the NEHRP Recommended Provisions, 1986 

Guidelines for Preparing Code Changes Based on the NEHRP Recommended 
Pr-ovisions, 1986 

The Potential Impact on the Building Regulatory System of Using 
the NEHRP Recommended Provisions, 1986 

NEHRP Recommended Provisions for the Development of Seismic Regu-
lations for New Buildings, 1985 Edition, 3 Parts, 1985 

Societal Implications, _A Community Handbook, 1985 
Societal Implications, Selected Readings, 1985 
Overview of Phases I and II of the BSSC Program on Improved Seismic 

Safety Provisions, 1984 
Trial Designs, 17 Volumes, 1984 

The fol lowing materials on existing but ldlngs were developed for FEMA 
during the ABE Joint Venture (conducted by the Applied Technology Coun
ci 1, Bui !ding Seismic Safety Councf I, and Earthquake Engineering Research 
Institute) and are available from FEMA, Earthquake Programs, Washington, 
o.c. 20472; 

Proceedings, Workshop ~n Reducing Seismic Hazards of Existing 
Buildings, 1985 

An Action Plan for Reducing Earthquake Hazards of Existing Build
ings, 1985 

Printed in the United States of America. 



PREFACE 

The Federal Emergency 11anagement Agency (FEHA) fs pleased to have the 
opPortunlty to sponsor the Program on Improved Seismic Safety Provisions 
being conducted by the Building Seismic Safety Council (BSSC). The 
mater fa 1 s produced by th Is program represent the f I rst new tang i b 1 e 
results of a significant effort, under way for several years, to lessen 
the seismic effects on buildings. This 1985 edition of the NEHRP (Ha
t1onal Earthquake Hazards Reduct1on Program) Recommended Provisions for 
the Development of Seismic Regulations for New Buildings Is particularly 
worthy of attention. It was balloted twice by the BSSC ment>er organiz
ations and received very strong supPort. We look forward to the wide
spread use of the 1985 NEHRP Recommended Provisions by design and regula
tory entitles In developing stronger seismic regulations for new build
ings. One of the main objectives of the Earthquake Hazards Reduction 
Act of 1977 Is thereby being met. 

This significant seismic mitigation effort f s the product of a broad 
consensus of representatives of the American building Industry. It was 
made Possible through very generous contributions of time and expertise 
on the part of many lndfvlduals over many years. FEHA compliments the 
participants In this program and gratefully acknowledges their efforts. 
Particular thanks are due to Dr. James R. Harris, J. R. Harris and Can
pany, and Dr. Edgar V. Leyendecker, Center for Bui ldlng Technology, 
National Bureau of Standards, respectively the Co-chairman and Secre
tariat of the BSSC Technf cal Overvl ew Committee, and to Hr. Wf 11 lam 
W. Moore, Dames and Moore, and Hr. Roy G. Johnston. Brandow and Johnston. 
past Chairmen of the BSSC Board of Direction, for their unstinting ef
forts In behalf of this program. 

Federal Ellergency Nanagement Agency 
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I NTROOUCT ION 

The 1985 edition of the NEHRP (National Earthquake Hazards Reduction 
Program) Recommended Provisions represents one product of the Building 
Seismic Safety Council's multiyear, multitask Program on Improved Seismic 
Safety Provisions, which ts described in some detail below. It has the 
consensus approval of the Counci 1 membership (see i nslde back cover) 
and Is Intended tp serve as a source document for use by any interested 
member of the building conrnunlty. 

The provisions and accompanying convnentary are based on a document issued 
by the Applied Technology Council (ATC) in 1978, Tentative Provisions 
for the Development of Seismic Regulations for Buildings. I The con
siderable amount of research conducted since that document was issued 
generally Is not reflected here. In addition, the BSSC itself has iden
t If i ed spec I ff c areas in need of further attent I on and is, in fact, 
pursuing such matters so that the next edition of the NEHRP Recommended 
Provisions, which should be issued in 1988, will be more definitive. 
Nevertheless, it is believed that the provisions and conmentary provided 
here represent the best state-of-the-art set of guidelines now available 
concerning the seismic-resistant design of new buildings. 

BACKGROUND OF THE BSSC PROGRAM 

The genesis of the effort of which the Building Seismic Safety Council 
(BSSC) Program on Improved Seismic Safety Provisions Is a major element 
began with initiatives taken by the National Science Foundation (NSF) 
as a part of its earthquake research support program. Through the Na
tional Bureau of Standards (NBS), Tentative Provisions for the Develop
ment of Seismic Regulations for Buildings (referred to in this report 
as the Tentative Provisions) was prepared by the Applied Technology 
Council (ATC) and published as ATC 3-06. As the ATC noted, the document 
included many Innovations and a careful assessment was needed: 

lTh~ provisions and convnentary presented as Parts I and 2 of this 
report forcus on new buildings. Part 3 presents the material concern
ing existing buildings that was included as Chapters 13 through 15 of 
the original ATC document; these provisions were not tested or evaluated 
durfng the BSSC program and are included solely for the information of 
the reader. Hore recent work concern f ng ex i st Ing bu i Id I ngs has been 
sponsored by FEHA and fs referenced in Chapter l, Part l, of the NEHRP 
Recommend Provisions. 
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Because of the many new concepts and procedures included fn 
these tentative provisions, they should not be considered for 
code adoption unt i 1 their workab i 1 i ty, pr act i cab i 1 i ty, enforce
ability, and impact on costs are evaluated by producing and 
comparing building designs for the various design categories 
included in this document. 

Fol lowing the issuance of the Tentative Provisions in 1978, NBS released 
Technical Note 1100, "Analysis of Tentative .Seismic Design Provisions 
for Buildings." In this note, NBS reported its " •.• systematic analysis 
of the logic and internal consistency of the [Tentative Provisions]." 
Based on its determination of the need to deal with unresolved public 
comments on the Tentative Provisions and issues raised in its own anal
ysis, NBS issued a Plan for the Assessment and Implementation ot Seismic 
Design Provisions for Buildings in November 1978 as its final submission 
to NSF. This plan included four tasks: 

1. A thorough review of the Tentative Provisions by all interested 
organizations; 

2. The conduct of trial designs to establish the technical validity 
of the new provisions and to predict their economic impact; 

3. The es tab 1 i shment of a mechanism to encourage consideration 
and adoption of the new provisions by organ i zat Ions promulgating the 
appropriate national standards and model codes; and 

4. Educational, technical, and administrative assistance to faci 1 i
tate implementation and enforcement. 

During this same period, other events significant for this effort were 
taking place. In October 1977, Congress passed the Earthquake Hazards 
Reduction Act of 1977 (P.L. 95-124) and the National Earthquake Hazards 
Reduction Program was released on June 22, 1978. The concept of an inde
pendent agency to coordinate all emergency management functions at the 
federal level also was under discussion. When this concept was effected 
and the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) was created, FEMA 
became the implementing agency with NSF retaining its research-support 
role. 

The emergence of FEMA as the agency responsible for implementation of 
P.L. 95-124 and the President's program on earthquake hazard mitigation 
also required establishment of a mechanism for obtaining a broad public 
and private consensus on both recommended improved housing and building 
design and construction regulatory provisions and the means to be used 
in their promulgation. A series of meetings was held between representa
tives of the original participants in the NSF-sponsored project on seis- 
mic design provisions (the ATC; its parent organization, the Structural 
Engineers Association of California; NSF; and NBS) and FEMA, the American 
Society of Civil Engineers, and the National Institute of Building Sci
ences (NIBS). From these meetings, the concept of the Building Seismic 
Safety Council was born. As the concept began to take form, progressive
ly wider public and private participation was sought, culminating in a 
broadly representative organizing meeting in the spring of 1979 ip St. 



Louis, Missouri, at which time the BSSC was established under the aus
P ices of NI BS and a charter and organ i zat i ona 1 ru 1 es and procedures 
were thoroughly debated and agreed upon. 

Jn essence, the BSSC provided the mechanism envisioned fn Task 3 of the 
1978 NBS plan (a forum for elements of federal. state. and local govern
ments; standards and model code bodies; professional societies; building 
industry and trade organizations; the research conrnunity; and consumer 
groups to participate equally in the development of a consensus on im
proved building seismic safety provisions and the means of their promul
gation through the existing public and private building regulatory sys
tems throughout the nation). A joint BSSC-NBS committee then was formed 
to conduct the rev few ca 11 ed for in Task 1 of the p 1 an. The review 
effort concluded in 1980 and resulted in 198 recommendations for changes 
in the Tentative Provisions (Review and Refinement of ATC 3-06 Tentative 
Seismic Provisions, NBSIR 80-2111-11). FEMA provided funds to both the 
BSSC and NBS to support this activity. 

As the review effort drew to a close, the BSSC and NBS created another 
joint committee (Conmittee lOA) to develop criteria by which the trial 
designs called for in Task 2 of the 1978 NBS plan could be evaluated and 
to reconvnend a specific trial design program plan. Subsequently, the 
BSSC created a special BSSC-NBS Tri ;3l Design Overview Committee (desig
nated Conmittee 12 and sometimes referred to as the Technical Overview 
Committee) and charged it to, among other activities, revise the Com
mittee lOA plan to accommodate a multiphased effort and to refine the 
Tentative Provisions, to the extent practicable, to reflect the recom
mendations generated during the earler review. (NBS provides the Sec
retariat for the Overview Committee). 

The Overview Committee completed the revised plan in August 1982. It was 
released in November 1982 as Plan for a Trial Design Program-to Assess 
Amended ATC 3-06 Tentative Prov is ions for the Development of Seismic 
Regulations tor Buildings (NBSIR 82-2589/BSSC 82-1). ( It should be 
noted that this plan was modified in some ways during the course of the 
BSSC program.) The result of the committee's revision effort was released 
in December 1982 as Amendments to ATC 3-06 Tentative Provisions tor the 
Development of Seismic Regulations tor Buildings tor Use in Trial Designs 
(NBSIR 822626/BSSC 82-2). (The term "amended Tentative Provisions" is 
used in this report to refer to this document in conjunction with the 
original ATC document.) 

It is all of these efforts that provided the basis for the BSSC Program 
on Improved Seismic Safety Provisions. The basic objectives of the 
BSSC program are to: 

I. Estimate the economic impact that various sectors of the bui !d
ing community would experience in changing from current practice to the 
amended Tentative Provisions with particular attention to design, con
struction, and regulatory time and cost. 

2. Evaluate the usability of the amended Tentative Provisions 
insofar as desi c ·ers, builders, regulatory officials are concerned in
cluding consideration of relevance (i.e., determine whether there is a .. 
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reasonable balance between the effort and/or cost involved in carrying 
out the amended Tentative Provisions and the significance of the re
sults), clarity (i.e., determine whether the amended Tentative Provisions 
can be interpreted and applied consistently), completeness (i.e., deter
mine whether the amended Tentative Provisions address all the applicable 
types of buildings and components), and practicability (i.e., determine 
whether the design procedures required by the amended Tentative Provi
sions are viable and the resulting designs practical to construct). 

3. Establish the technical validity of the amended Tentative Provi
sions (i.e., determine whether seismic safety will be enhanced by their 
adopt ion). 

4. Generate objective information for use in the future resolution 
of disputes concerning specific provisions. 

5. Generate objective information that wi 11 be transferable to 
components, building types, and locations not specifically investigated. 

CONDUCT OF THE BSSC PROGRA" 

During Phases I and II of the BSSC program, 17 professional design organ
izations from 9 cities were retained to prepare trial designs of the fol
lowing building types: 

1. Low-, mid-, and high-rise residential buildings (Type R), 

2. Mid- and high-rise office buildings (Type 0), 

3. One-story industrial buildings (Type I), and 

4. Two-story commercial buildings (Type C). 

Each building was designed twice: once according to the amended Tenta
tive Provisions and once according to the prevailing local code for the 
particular location of the design. Basic structural designs, partial 
structural designs (special studies to test specific parameters, provi
sions, or objectives), and partial nonstructural designs (complete enough 
to assess the cost of the nonstructural portion of the building) were 
prepared and design and construction cost estimates were deve 1 oped. 
The BSSC-NBS Overv I ew Committee, assisted by a techn i ca I consu 1 tant, 
reviewed the design concept and approach at various stages (interpre
tation of design criteria, analysis of load effects, and completion of 
design). The design firms were asked to certify the accuracy of their 
calculations and to report their findings. 

During Phase I of the program, 10 design firms were retained to prepare 
trial designs for 26 new buildings in 4 cities with medium to high seis
mic risk--10 in Los Angeles, 4 in Seattle, 6 in Memphis, and 6 in Phoe
nix. During Phase II, 7 firms were retained to prepare trial designs 
for 20 buildings in 5 cities with medium to low seismic risk--3 in Char
leston (S.C.), 4 in Chicago, 3 in Ft. Worth, 7 in New York, and 3 in 
St. Louis. 



The schedu 1 e of basic designs and the design firms are presented f n 
Tables 1 and 2, respectively. 

Phase ll concluded with publication of: 

1. A draft version of the reconvnended prov1s1ons, The NEHRP Recom
mended Provisions for the Development of Seismic Regulations for New 
Buildings, that included three parts--the draft provisions, the draft 
conmentary to the provisions, and an appendix that presented Chapters 
13-15 concerning existing buildings of the original ATC document; 

2. An overview of Phases I and II of the BSSC program that included 
the BSSC- NBS Overview Committee's analysis of the results and the execu
tive sunmaries from the reports of the design firms participating in 
the program as well as a series of appendixes that presented the ini
tial amendments to the original ATC document, the original trial design 
program plan, the plan for studies to be conducted in Phase Ill of the 
program, the detailed contract work plans for Phases I and II. and a list 
of the members of the BSSC technical committees. 

3. The design firms' reports. 

The draft provisions issued at the conclusion of Phase 11 reflected the 
initial amendments to the original ATC document as well as further re
finements made by the Overview Committee during Phases 1 and II of the 
program. They represented an interim set of provisions pending their 
first balloting by the BSSC member organizations, which began in July 
1984. This first ballot was conducted on a chapter-by-chapter basis 
using a ballot that provided for four resp onses: yes. yes with reserva
tions, no, and abstain. (The "yes with reservations" and "no" votes 
were to be accompanied by an explanation of the reasons for the vote and 
the "no" votes were to be accompanied by specific suggestions for change 
if those changes would change the negative vote to an affirmative). 

During Phase III of the program, all comments and "yes with reservation" 
and "no" votes received as a result of the first ballot were compiled. 
Proposals for dealing with these responses then were developed for con
sideration by the Technical Overview Committee and, subsequently, the 
BSSC Board of Direction. The draft provisions were then revised to 
reflect the changes deemed appropriate by the BSSC Board and were sub
mitted to the BSSC membership for balloting .again in August-September 
1985. 

As a result of this second ballot, virtually the entire prov1s1ons doc
ument received consensus approval, and a special BSSC Council meeting was 
held in November 1985 to resolve the remaining differences. Some aspects 
of the provisions are being referred to BSSC Technical Commit tee for 
further study during the updating effort. These committees also will 
consider any new deve 1 opments that come to · 1 i ght so that subsequent 
editions of the provisions wil I be as up-to-date as possible. 
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TABLE I Schedule of Basic Trial Designs 
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TABLE 2 Design Firms and Types of Building Designs 

Cfty/Desfgn Firm 

Charleston, S.C. 

Enwright Associates, Inc. 

Chicago 

Alfred Benesch and 
Company 

Klein and Hoffman, Inc. 

Ft. Worth, Texas 

The Datum/Moore Partnership 

Los Angeles 

S. B. Barnes and Associates 

Johnson and Nielsen 
Associates 

Type of Building/Number from Table I 

o 5-Story Brick and RC B 1 ock Bearing 
Wal ls (R)/CSC-6 

o 10-Story Steel Frame w f th RC Shear 
Walls (O)/CSC-24 

o I-Story Steel Moment and Braced FramP. 
(I}/CSC-39 

o 3-Story Brick and RC Block Bearing 
Walls with Plywood Floor & Roof Dia
phragms (R)/C-2A 

o 20-Story RC Frame with RC Shear Walls 
(R)/C-16 

o 12-Story RC Bea.ring Wall (R)/C-9 
o Parametric Study of Steel Homent 

and/or Braced Frames (O}/C-26, C-27, 
& C-30 / 

o I-Story Precast RC Bearing Walls 
with PC Double Tee Roof (1)/C-36A 

o 5-Story RC Block Walls with Prestres
sed Slabs (R)/FW-3 

o 10-Story RC Frame with RC Shear Walls 
(R)/FW-15 

o 5-Story Steel Moment Frame (O)/FW-27A 

o 3-Story Wood with Plywood Walls (R) 
/LA-1 

o I-Story Wood Frame with Precast Con
crete Tilt-Up Walls (I)/LA-37 

o I-Story Steel with Moment and Braced 
Frames (I)/LA-39 

o 2-Story Steel Frame with RC Block 
Wa I Is ( C) /LA-41 

o 20-Story Steel Moment Frame with 
Shear Wal Is (Dual) (O)/LA-34 
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TABLE 2 Contfnued 

Cfty/Oesfgn Ffrm 

Wheeler and Gray 

Memphis 

Allen and Hoshall 

Ellers, Oakley, Chester 
and R i ke, I nc. 

New·York City 

Weidlinger Associates 

Robertson, Fowler and 
Associates P.C. 

Phoenix 

Hagadinf-Alagfa Associates 

Type of Bufldfng/Number from Table 1 

o 12-Story Reinforced Brick Bearing 
Wall with RC Slabs (R)/l~-5 

o 10-Story RC Frame w 1th Shear Wa 11 s 
(R)/LA-15 

o 10-Story RC Frame (Perimeter) with 
RC Slabs (R)/LA-18 

o 10-Story Stee I Homent Frame {O) /LA-27 

o 5-Story Bearing Wall (R)/H-8 
o 1-Story Steel Frame with RC TIJt-Up 

Exterior Shear Walls (l)/M-38 
o 2-Story Steel Frame with Non-Bearing 

RC Block Walls (C)/H-42 

o 20-Story Steel Moment and Braced 
Frame with RC Slab -Floors (R)/H-14 

o to-Story RC Moment Frame (Perfmeter) 
(R)/M-18 

o 1 0-Story Stee 1 Moment Frame ( Spec i al ) 
with RC Slabs (O)/H-27 

o 12-Story Brick Bearing Wall (R}/NY-5 
o 30-Story RC Moment Frame and Non-

Bear f ng Shear Wall (Dual) (R)/NY20A 
o lo-Story RC Moment Frame (O)/NY-32 

o 20-Story RC Bearing Wal 1 ·(O)/NY-22 
o 5-Story Steel Moment Frame (O)/NY-

27A 
o 30-Story Steel Moment Frame (0)/NY-

28A 
o 2-Story Steel Frame with RC Block 

Walls (1)/NY-41A 

o 5-Story RC Bearing Wall (R}/P-10 
o 20-Story RC Bearing Wall with 

Core Shear Walls (0)/P-22 
o lo-Story RC Frame (Ordinary) 

(0)/P-32 



TABLE 2 Continued 

Cfty/Desfgn Firm 

Read Jones 
Chrlstoffersen, Inc. 

St. Louis 

Theiss Engineers, Inc. 

Seattle 

ABAH Engineers, Inc. 

Bruce C. Olsen 

Skilling Ward Rogers 
Barkshire, Inc. 

Type of Building/Number from Table 1 

o 3-Story RC Block Bearing Wall CR}/ 
P-2 

o 5-Story RC Block Bearing Wall (R)/P-
3 

o 1-Story Steel Frame with RC Block 
Shear Walls (l)/P-35 

o 10-Story Clay Brick Bearing Wall 
CR)/ SL-SA 

o 20-Story RC Frame with RC Shear Walls 
(R)/SL-16 

o 5-Story Steel Frame with Braced Frames 
at Core (0)/Sl-26A 

o 1 0-Story Stee 1 Frame with RC Shear 
Wall (0)/5-24 

o 3-Story Wood with Plywood Walls (R)/ 
5-1 

o 1-Story Long Span Stee I , 30' C 1 ear 
Height-MF and Braced Frames (I)/5-40 

o 20-Story Steel Frame-Dual Special 
& Braced Frames (0)/S-30 

NOTE: Letters in parenthesis denote building type--R = Residential, 0 
= Offf ce, I = I ndustria 1, and C = Commerci a 1 ·. 
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RELATED B5SC PROJECTS 

Also being prepared during Phase Ill of the BSSC program to support and 
complement the NEHRP Recommended Provisions are: 

1. A ~echnfcal applications handbook, 

2. An explanatory version of the provisions for the lay audience, 

3. Guidelines for making code changed based on the Provisions. 

4. A plan to encourage maximum utilization of the Provistons. 

These documents are expected to be available In early 1986. 

A study of the societal implications of using new or Improved seismic 
des I gn prov ts Ions has a I ready been comp I eted. The reports resu It Ing 
from this study, Societal Implications, Community Handbook and Societal 
Implications, Selected Readings, have been published as Numbers 13 and 
14, respect Ive I y, In FEHA' s Earthquake Hazards Reduct I on Ser I es. A 
study of the regulatory Impact of applications of the provisions also 
fs virtually complete. 

Finally, al I users of the NEHRP Recommend Provtsions should be aware 
that the effort to update the provisions fs under way, and the second 
edition is expected to be available In 1988. 

xvi I I 
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I.I PURPOSE 

Chapter 1 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 

The purpose of these prov1s1ons is to establish design and construction 
criteria for buildings subject to earthquake motions in order to minimize 
the hazard to life and improve the capability of essential facilities 
to function during and after an earthquake. 

The design earthquake motions specified in these provisions are selected 
so that there is a low probability of their being exceeded during the 
normal life expectancy of the building. Buildings and their components 
and e 1 ements that are designed to resist these motions and that are 
constructed in conformance with the requirements for framing and mater
ials contained in the fol lowi_ng chapters may suffer damage but should 
have a 1 ow probab i l i ty of co 11 apse due to se i sm i c-i nduced ground-shaking. 

1.2 SCOPE ~d I ~ f '1p(1z~,,f11./ ~~ ver-f,cc;/ tiddf;P'f 'h> JJv• ld1w1~ ') 
1--, / 

~cft~ These prov1s1ons stablish requirements for the design and construction 
-~ of new buildings to resist the effects of earthquake motions. Part 3 

• ~ t ese prov1s1 ns a resses requ1 ent s-fnr-s trerrgtnen1ng existing 
bu i l dings when a 1 terat ions reducing the seismic force resistance are 
made or when changes in occupancy occur that would result in the 
ment of the building to a higher Seismic Performance Category.I 

lPart 3 presents prov1s1ons concerning existing buildings that 
were developed by the Applied Technology Council (ATC) and published In 
1978 as Chapters 13 through 15 of ATC Report 3-06, Tentative Provisions 
for the Development of Seismic Regulations for Buildings. They were not 
considered during the BSSC program 1 ead i ng to the NEHRP Recommended 
Provisions and are included only as guidance for those interested in 
existing buildings. It should be noted, however, that a comprehensive 
plan for mitigating seismic hazard~ in existing buildings was recently 
completed for FEMA by the ABE Joint Venture (conducted by the Applied 
Technology Council, Building Seismic Safety Council, Earthquake Engineer
ing Research Institute) and is being evaluated by the appropriate federal 
agencies. A workshop was held as part of the plan development effort 
and the proceedings were published by FEMA in September 1985 (Proceed
ings: Workshop on Reducing Seismic Hazards of Existing Buildings). 
Copies of both the plan and the proceedings are available from FEMA, 
Earthquake Programs, Washington, O.C. 20472. 
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EXCEPTION: 

The following buildings need not comply with these provisions: 

l. Buildings classified for agricultural use and intended 
only for incidental human occupancy. 

2. One- and two-family dwel I ings 
areas having a Seismicity Index of l or /, 4.,) 

-- -~ - 1 

These pro~ is iori"s do c..9_y_er - ~~ -tLcement s for des_Lg_n ~ nd constr uct i Qll'------E'. __ 
o pecia st r uct ures including, but not limited to, bridges, transmis - 1 sion towers, industrial towers and equipment, piers and wharves, hydrau- ; 
I i c struct _':!.~~-s, offshore structures, cmci~~ reactors , ese- spec Tai)-----. 

s tr uc·tures requ ire spec i a 1 consideration of their response character
istics and environment that is beyond the scope of these provisions. 

----Yo <~ -;,,,c,.;/ cr7 
1. 3 APPLICATION OF PROVISIONS 

New and existing buildings coming within the scope of these provisions 
shall be designed and constructed as required by this section. Design 
documents shall be submitted to determine compliance with these provi
sions. 

Buildings and components shall be designed for the larger of the effects 
due to gravity loads in combination with either other prescribed loads 
in the code administered by the Regulatory Agency or the seismic forces 
in these provisions. 

1.3.1 New Buildings 

New bui !dings shall be designed and constructed in accordance with the 
applicable requirements of Chapters 2 through 12 and shall be subject 
to the Quality Assurance Requirements of Sec. 1.6. One- and two-story 
wood frame dwellings not over 35 feet in height located in areas having 
a Seismicity Index of 3 or 4 in Table 1-B need only conform to the re
quirements for Conventional Light Timber Construction as set forth in 
Sec. 9. 7. 

The analysis and design of structural systems and components, including 
foundations, frames, wa 11 s, floors and roofs, sha 11 be in confor111ance 
with the app l i cab 1 e requirements of Chapters 3 through 7. Mater i a 1 s 
used in construction and components made of these materials shall be 
designed and constructed to meet the requirements of Chapters 9 through 
12. Architectural, electrical, and mechanical systems and components 
shall be designed in accordance with Chapter 8. 

Arr cr.>L-, ,,. ::., -/-i) 
v > ✓ ..s 1:-:::., 

1.3.2 Existing Bui lding e_r ations and Repai~ __ _,e_ 

The repair or alteration of an existing building subject to these pro
visions either: (I) shal 1 not reduce the lateral force resistance of 



'):~ ~ building below the requirements of these provisions or (2) shall 
/(;q/ provide for the seismic forces determined in accordance with these pro-

1,1 ~ isions Including the modifications permitted by Part 3.2 
I ,3,a, 
J,5, 'J ,"' 

.3.3 Change of Use 

A building subject to these prov1s1ons because of a change of use shall 
be capab 1 e of res i st Ing the se i sm i c forces determined in accordance 
with these provisions including the modifications permitted by Part 3.2 

1 1.3.4 Systematic Abatement of Seismic Hazards in Existing Bui Jdings 

For guidance concerning the systematic abatement of seismic hazards In 
existing buildings, see Part 3 of these provisions.2 _______________________/ 
1.4 SEIS"IC PERFORtlANCE 

Seismic Performance is a measure of the degree of protection provided 
for the pub 1 i c and bu i 1 ding occupants against the potent i a 1 hazards 
resulting from the effects of earthquake motions on buildings. The 
Seismicity Index and the Seismic Hazard Exposure Group are used in as
signing buildings to Seismic Performance Categories. Seismicity Index 
4 is associated with the most severe ground-shaking expected; Seismic 
Hazard Exposure Group I I I is associated w f th the uses requiring the 
highest level of protection; Seismic Performance Category Dis assigned 
to provide the highest level of design performance criteria. 

I. 4. I Seismicity Index and Design Ground tlotions 

1. Determine the appropriate Map Area for the building site from 
Figure -2 or Av, 

I· 4-, I fl 
the va 1 ue o· -p;_-

8
--=-a=-n,,,_ __ _,, ao1 e r=a-· or 

I. 

3. Determine the Seismicity Index 
of Av as determined above. 

from Table @ for the value 
/,4-,/ @ ote ==~)-_.-e__--

/fe,!ow1c;/~G/e, 1.4.1 

+ o fJ e-r v 3 
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.\ lfi -t. ( For reference and use by the Regu 1 atory Agency, contour maps for Aa and 
f;/ Av are provtded as Figures 1-3 and 1-4 to supplement Figures 1-1 and 

Cl
.\c t/ 1-2. Where the acceleration parameters are determined using the contour 
t maps,3 the Seismicity Index shall be determined from the following table: \/ -
fl'( -

/.J J,- ' ,II t? \ 
Seismicity 
Index 

_ \ c/ \ \~r I 
J., r.g,v' 

1\\1\• 1 

✓ (/''' 
l/ 1 , n 

? ii-\' i .\ 
, 1 ., k , 
J _§•e,1/ 

Av 
0.05 i Av 
O. 15 i Av 
0.20 i Av 

< 0.05 
< 0. 15 
< 0.20 

1 
2 
3 
4 .. 

Alternate Section 1.4.1 for Regulatory Agencies That Have Made a Deter
mination of A8 • Av• and the Selsmicity Index 

The design ground motions are defined in terms of Effective Peak Acce
leration and Effective Peak Velocity-Related Acceleration, represented 
by coefficients Aa and Av, respectively. The Seismicity Index is related 
to the effective Peak Velocity-Related Acceleration Coefficient. The 
coefficients Aa and Av and the Seismicity Index to be used in the appli
cation of these provisions are established as: 

1.4.2 

Aa = __ ; 
Av= __ ; 
Seismicity Index is It 

Seismic Hazard Exposure Groups 

All buildings shall be assigned to one of the fol lowing Seismic Hazard 
Exposure Groups for the purpose of these provisions: 

A. Group Ill. Seismic Hazard Exposure Group III shall be build
ings having essential facilities that are necessary for post-earthquake 
recovery. Essential facilities, and designated systems contained there
in, shall have the capacity to function during and lnmediately after an 
earthquake. Essential facilities are those that have been so designated 
by the Regulatory Agency. Access to essential facilities shall conform 
to the requirements of Sec. 1.4.2.E. 

3Figures 1-1, 1-2, 1-3, and 1-4 are enclosed for i 1 lustration and 
information only. The BSSC plans tore-establish and convene its Tech~ 
nical Corrmittee on Seismic Risk Maps for the purpose of ensuring consis
tency -between the two approaches and incorporating any new or additional 
Information and data acquired since the development of these Figures. 
New maps w i 11 be prep~red and distributed as soon thereafter as is pr act i cab 1 e. 

n 



Examples of possible Group III facilities are: 

Fire suppression facilities 
Police facilities 
Structures housing medical° facilities having surgery and emergency 

treatment areas 
Emergency preparedness centers 
Power-stations or other utilities required as emergency 

back-up facilities 

Examples of possible Group II facilities are: 

P b 11_ c assent, 1 y for 100 or more. persons 
0 n-alr stands for 2,000 or -more perso s 
Day re centers 
School 
Colleges 
Retail st res with 5,000 squar 

more th n 35 feet In heig 
Shopping cent rs with cover malls, over 30,000 square feet gross 

area exclu {ng parkln 
Offices over 4 s't rles height or more than 10,000 square feet 

per floor 
Hotels over 4 stories n height 
Apartment houses ov 
Emergency vehicle 
Ambulatory heal 

In height 

Hospital facll les other tha those In Group III 
Wholesale st es over 4 stories ~height ' 
Factories ;,> er 4 stories In height 
Prlntlng /> ~ants over 4 stories In he Q!: 
Hazardo~s occupancies consisting of flamQJ__e or toxic 

1 quids Including storage -facilities for ~ e 

C. Group I. Seismic Hazard Exposure Group I shall be all other 
buildings not classified in Group III or II. 

O. Multiple Use. Bui ldlngs having multiple uses shal 1 be assigned 
the classification of the highest Set smfc Hazard Exposure Group that 
occupies 15 percent or more of the total building area. 

c/e 6 ,7 o/1 e,f --1-t; ./; e.-
E. Protected Access. Buildings assigned to Seismic Hazard E~po

sure Group I I I sha 11 be access I b I e dur Ing and after ah earthquake. 
Where access Is through a ther structure, that structure shall conform 
to the requirements for Group III. Where access fs within 10 feet of 
side -property lines, protection against potential falling hazards from 
the adjacent property shall be provided. 

5. 



1.4.3 Seismic Performance Categories 

For the purpases of these provisions, all bufldfngs shall be assigned, 
based on the Seismicity Index established and the Seismic Hazard Exposure 
Groupg gnated, to a Seismic Performance Category fn accordance with 
Table 1-

,1-,tl 
Any method of ana 1 ys i s or type of construction requ f red for a higher 
Seismic Performance Category may be used for a lower Seismic Perfor
mance Category. 

lfe !Pc/if<./ hbf e.-- I· 4-. :3 he re.. 
1.4.4 Site Limitation for Seismic Design Perfor11ance Category D 

No new building or existing building that is, because of change in use, 
assigned to Category D shall be sited where there fs the patentfal for 
an active fault to cause rupture of the ground surface at the building. 

1.5 ALTERNATE ttATERIALS AND NETHOOS Of CONSTRUCTION 

Alternate materials and methods of construction to those prescribed in 
these provisions may be used subject to the approval of the Regulatory 
Agency. Substantiating evidence demonstrating that the propased alter
nate, for the purpose intended, w i l 1 be at 1 east equa 1 in strength, 
durability, and seismic resistance shall be submitted. 

,fhe{C "f 
1.6 QUALITY ASSlRANCE a , r-+rfl11 f 

r; f / 
This section provides mini.✓.;;; requirements for Quality Assurance for 
Designated Seismic Systemsru•These requirements are in addition to the 
testing and inspection req0irements contained in the reference standards 
given in Chapters 9 through 12. 

1.6.1 Quality Assurance Plan_ 

be submitted to the Regulatory Agency 
t.1.F ~lloWJ ,' 

1. Buildings assigned to Group D category for the Designated Seismic Systems. 
2. Buildings assigned to Category C for Structural Seismic Resisting Systems. 
3. For all other buildings as determined by the local jurisdiction. 

6 

in areas having a Seismicity Index of 2 or 3. 

A. Details of Quality Assurance Plan. The Quality Assurance Plan 
shall specify the Designated Seismic Systems that are subject to quality 
assurance. The person responsible for the design of a Designated Seismic 
System shall be responsible for the portion of the Quality Assurance 
P 1 an app 1 i cab 1 e to that system. The Spec i a 1 Inspect i ans and Spec i a 1 
Tests needed to establish that the construction is in conformance with 



these provisions shall be included in the portion of the Quality As
surance Plan applicable to the Designated Seismic System. 

B. Contractor Responsibility. Each contractor responsible for 
the construction of a Designated Se i smlc System or Component 11 sted 
in the Quality Assurance Plan shall submit a written statement to the 
Regulatory Agency prior to the convnencement of work on the system or 
component. The statement shall clearly show the following: 

1 • His acknow 1 edgement that he is aware of the spec i a 1 re
quirements contained in the Quality Assurance Plan. 

2. His acknowledgement that he will exercise control to obtain 
conformance with the Design Documents approved by the Regulatory Agency. 

3. HI s procedures for exercising contro 1 within his organ
ization, the method and frequency of reporting, and the di str f but ion 
of the reports. 

4. The person exercising such control and his position in the e u 
management of the organization. 1 ~ 1ub\ \ ( 

[,1.?11 b< iv.tu '~ u"L'°1 
k o 4 ~v11 er? )-1 4f 

1.6.2 Special Inspection '-l1/}i!. 1'<{.; !Jt 

The building owner shall employ an approved ~,G nspe ~tor to observe 
the construction of all Designated Seismic Systems in accordance with 
the following requirements: 

A. F oundat i ens. Continuous Spec i a 1 Inspection required during 
driving of piles, construction of drilled piles, and caisson work. 

B. Reinforcing Steel. Special Inspection for reinforcing steel 
shall be as follows: 

I. Continuous Special Inspection required during the placement 
of steel in reinforced concrete Special Moment Frames. 

2. Periodic Special Inspection required during the placement 
of steel in reinforced concrete and reinforced masonry shear walls and 
Ordinary Moment Frames. 

3. Continuous Special Inspection required during the welding 
of reinforcing steel. 

C. Structural Concrete. Periodic Special Inspection required 
during the placement of concrete in drilled piers, caissons, reinforced 
concrete frames, and shear walls. 

D. Prestressed Concrete. Continuous Special Inspection required 
during the placement of prestressing steel, during stressing and grouting 
operations, and during the placement of concrete. 

7 
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E. Structura I Masonry. Continuous Spec i a I Inspection required 
during the placement of al 1 masonry units for buildings assigned to 
Category D. Continuous Special Inspection required during al 1 grouting 
operations for masonry that is part of the seismic resisting system in 
buildings assigned to Categories C and D. 

F. Structural Steel . Continuous Special Inspection required during 
al 1 shop and field welding of al 1 multiple-pass welded connections. 
Periodic Special Inspection required during high-strength bolting oper
ations for joints. 

G. Structural Wood. _ ontinuo y.s_Spec-i.aJ In Aectian r.~gl,Jj red_d_u.c..j~ 
1eld gluing operatic Periodic Special Inspection required for 

1ng, or other fastening. 

H. Architectural Components. Special Inspection for Architectural 
Components designated in Chapter 8 as requiring Sor G performance shal 1 
be as fol lows: 

I. Periodic Spec i a I Inspection required during the erection 
and fastening of exterior and interior architectural panels. 

2. Periodic Spec i a I Inspection required during the adhesion 
or anchoring of veneers. 

I. Mechanical and Electrical Components. Periodic Special Inspec
tion required during the installation and anchorage of the following 
components when designated in Chapter 8 as requiring Sor G performance: 

I. Equipment using combustible energy sources; 

2. Electrical motors, transformers, switchgear unit substa
tions, and motor control centers; 

3. Machinery, reciprocating and rotating type; 

4. Piping distribution systems 3 inches or larger; and 

5. Tanks, heat exchangers, and pressure vessels. 

1.6.3 Special Testing 

The Special Inspector shall be responsible for verifying that the special 
test requirements are performed by an approved testing agency for the 
types of work in Designated Seismic Systems 1 isted below. 

A. Reinforcing and Prestressing Steel. Special Testing of rein
forcing and prestressing steel shall be as fol lows: 

I . Samp 1 e at fabr i cater' s p 1 ant and test reinforcing stee 1 
used in reinforced concrete Special Moment Frames and boundary members 
of reinforced concrete or reinforced masonry shear walls for limitations 



on weldabllity, elongation and actual-to-specified yield, and ultimate
strength ratios. 

EXCEPTION: 

Certified mill tests may be accepted for ASTM A706 and, where 
no welding is required, for ASTH A615 reinforcing steel. 

2. Examine certified mill test reports for each lot of pre
stressing steel and determine conformance with specification require
ments. 

B. Structura 1 Concrete. Samp 1 e at job site and test concrete 
in accordance with requirements of ACI 318-83. The rate of sampling 
shall be at least once per day for each class placed. 

C. Structural Masonry. Special Testing of structural masonry 
shall be as follows: 

I. Sample at job site and test mortar and grout at the rate 
of at least once per day but not less than once for each 2,000 square 
feet of wall area. 

2. When f~ is to be established by prism tests, at least five 
representative prisms sha I I be prepared and tested prior to start of 
work. During construction, at least one sample prism shall be prepared 
per day but not 1 ess than one samp 1 e prism per 5,000 square feet of 
wal I area or less than five such sample prisms for any building during 
the progress of the work. · 

3. Sample at manufacturer's plant and test masonry units pro
posed for use. Samp 1 i ng rate sha 11 be at 1 east five representative 
units per production lot but not less than one unit per 5,000 square 
feet of wall area. Tests shall be performed for compressive strength 
in accordance with ASTM standards appropriate for the type of unit used. 

O. Structural Steel. Special Testing of structural steel shall 
be as fol lows: 

I. Welded connections for Special Homent Frames shall be tested 
by nondestructive methods conforming to AWS 01.1-85. All complete pene
tration groove welds contained in joints and splices shall be tested 
100 percent either by ultrasonic testing or by other approved equivalent 
methods. 

EXCEPTION: 

The nondestructive testing rate for an individual welder may 
be reduced to 25 percent with the concurrence of the person 
responsible for structural design, provided the reject rate 
is demonstrated to be 5 percent or less of the welds tested 
for the welder. 

9 
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2. Partial penetration groove welds when used in column splices 
shall be tested by ultrasonic testing or other approved equivalent me
thods at a rate established by the person responsible for the structural 
design. All such welds designed to resist tension resulting from the 
prescribed seismic design forces shall be tested. 

3. Base metal thicker than 1.5 inches when subject to through 
thickness weld shrinkage strains shal 1 be ultrasonically tested for 
discontinuities behind and adjacent to such welds after joint comple
tion. Any material discontinuities shall be accepted or rejected on 
the basis of criteria acceptable to the Regulatory Agency with the con
currence of the person responsible for the structural design. 

E. Mechanical and Electrical Equipment. For Designated Seismic 
Systems or components requiring Sor G performance ratings in Chapter 
8, each component manufacturer shall test or analyze the component and 
its mounting system or anchorage as required in Chapter 8. He shall 
submit a certificate of comp 1 i ance for review and acceptance by the 
person responsible for the design of the Designated Seismic System and 
for approval by the Regulatory Agency. The basis of certification re
quired in Sec. 8.3.4 shal 1 be by actual test on a shaking table, by 
three-dimensional shock tests, by an analytical method using dynamic 
characteristics and the forces from Eq. 8-2, or by more rigorous analysis 
providing for equivalent safety. The Special Inspector shall examine 
the Designated Seismic System component and shall determine whether its 
anchorages and label conform with the certificate of compliance. 

1.6.4 Reporting and Compliance Procedures 

Each Special Inspector shall furnish to the Regulatory Agency, the owner, 
the persons preparing the Qua 1 ity Assurance Pl an, and the contractor 
copies of regular weekly progress reports of his observations, noting 
therein any uncorrected deficiencies and corrections of previously re
ported deficiencies. All deficiencies shall be brought to the immediate 
attention of the contractor for correction. 

At completion of construction, each Special Inspector shal 1 submit a 
f i na 1 report to the Regu 1 atory Agency certifying that a 11 inspected 
work was completed substantially in accordance with approved plans and 
specifications. Work not in compliance shall be noted. 

At completion of construction, the building contractor shall submit a 
final report to the Regulatory Agency certifying that all construction 
work incorporated into the Designated Seismic Systems was constructed 
substant i a 11 y in accordance with the Design Documents and app 1 i cab 1 e 
workmanship requirements. Work not in compliance shall be noted. 

1.6.5 

,. 



taln an approved qual tty control program . Evidence of such approval 
shall be clearly and permanently marked on each component piece of equip
ment shipped to the job site. 

: 

11 
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TA8LE0 Seismic Performance Category 

Set,mlcfty 
Index · 

4 
3 
2 
I 

Seismic Hazard Exposure Group 

111 

D 
C 
B 
A 

II 

C 
B 
B 
A 



lr:!t1caf-0 ~O et1£ Cr 
/ ,4-.f Get--t(tJ-t,,, /, Jf-, ( 

TABLE Coefficients A8 and Av and Seismicity lndexa 

Coefficient A8 .Hap Area Coefficient Av Seismi city 
Figure 1-1 'Number Figure 1-2 Index 

0.40 7 0.40 4 
0.30 6 0.30 4 
0.20 5 0.20 4 
0. 15 4 O, 15 3 
o. 10 3 0. 10 2 
0,05 2 0.05 2 
0.05 l 0,05 1 

aThe Seismicity Index values in this table have been contro
vers i a 1 and are of economic concern. The rat i ona 1 e for the 
number of Se i sm i city Index va 1 ues and the c 1 ose 1 y affected 
Seismic Performance Categories are in need of careful review. 
lt has been suggested that the number of Seismicfty Index values 
and the Seismic Performance Categories should be increased. The 
BSSC program for updating these provisions will pay particular 
attention to this subject. 

13 





2.1 DEFINITIONS 

Chapter 2 

DEFINITIONS ANO SY"BOLS 

The definitions presented in this section provide the meaning of the 
terms used in these provisions. 

Appendage is an architectural component such as a canopy, marquee, orna
mental balcony, or statuary. 

Approval is the written acceptance by the Regulatory Agency of documenta
tion that estab ·I ishes the qua I ification of a material, system, component, 
procedure, or person to fulfill the requirements of these provisions 
for the intended use. 

Architectural Equipment is equipment such as shelving, racks, laboratory 
equipment, and storage cabinets. 

Area Separation Partition is any partition installed to provide a re
quired fire separation between portions of buildings. 

Base is the level at which the horizontal seismic ground motions are 
considered to be imparted to the building. 

Code Required Coq)onent is a component required by the Building Code 
administered by the Regulatory Agency. 

Coqlonent is a part of an arch i tectura 1 , e 1 ectr i ca I , mechan i ca 1 , or 
structural system. 

Confined Region is that portion of a reinforced concrete component in 
which the concrete is confined by closely spaced special lateral rein
forcement restraining the concrete in directions perpendicular to the 
applied stress. 

Container is a large-scale independent component used as a receptacle 
or vessel to accommodate plants, refuse, or similar uses. 

Cross-Tie is a continuous bar havng a 135-degree hook with at least a 
6-diameter extension at one end and a 90-degree hook with at least a 
6-diameter extension at the other end. The hooks shall engage peripheral 
longitudinal bars. 

15 
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Design Docunents are the drawings, specifications, computations, reports, 
certifications, or other substantiation required by the Regulatory Agency 
to verify compliance with these provisions. 

Designated Seismic Systems are the Seismic Resisting System and those 
architectural, electrical, and mechanical systems and their components 
that require special performance characteristics. 

Diaphragn is a horizontal, or nearly horizontal, system designed to 
transmit seismic forces to the vertical elements of the Seismic Resisting 
System. 

Effective Peak Acceleration and Effective Peak Velocity-Related Acceler-
ation are coefficients for determining the prescribed seismic forces 
and are given in Sec. 1.4. 

Frame 

Braced Frame is a vertical truss, or its equivalent, provided in a 
Building Frame or Dual System to resist seismic forces in the system 
and in which the truss members are subjected primarily to axial 
stress. 

Building Frame System is a structural system with an essentially 
complete Space Frame providing support for vertical loads. Seismic 
force resistance is provided by shear walls or braced frames. 

Dual System is a structural system with an essentially complete 
Space Frame providing support for vertical loads. A Special Moment 
Frame shall be provided that shall be capable of resisting at least 
25 percent of the prescribed seismic forces. The total seismic 
force resistance is provided by the combination of the Spec i a I 
Moment Frame and shear wa 11 s or braced frames in i:_>roport ion t°✓i /, d lc'r:A 
t b_eir r1-e la~.ive rigidi ,t~s. 1,,-; rm<l/y ,6r;-, .. t;{_-f(dl'11""-' tt-1 y-/lr?f'[ _ 
/; r c-,~,n·r,,,,,,,.A B<Mrc-~ 1--r,,,.,c:..- /~ rr l't;;:;le,r f-t, e<!lf'I, bfr., ... .-/''('i'l, ;,r'? ,..,---f-, VI U ('u l,,J /'l_ 

" I z, u p 1.4 ,;, <"+ z/ IM,,,.,., (,v....- .f1~~,,, e,f' u,•,,;; -~1 <!-o /i,, ..... ,' ) 6 . ~• 
Intermedi ate Homent Frame is a space rrame in which members and o"-f · -' 
joints are capab I e of resisting forces by flexure as we II as a I ong _,' l't1t, , .-ii,,'-II,/ 
the axis of the members. Intermediate Moment Frames of reinforced a,~1°11111 &r'.11L, 

concrete sha I I conform to Sec. I I . 4. 01, 1c. ~l.0 ---t 
h r,;,,,,, f1, 11,,. :f J, 

Homent Resisting Frame System Is a structural system with an essen- Jlt Ye- /,.,"'° 
ti a 11 y comp 1 ete Space Frame providing support for vert i ca I loads. b1Y:·r,,;

1 
Seismic force resistance Is provided by Ordinary or Special Moment 
Frames capable of resisting the total prescribed forces. 

Ordinary Homent Frame is a Space Frame in which members and joints 
are capable of resisting forces by flexure as well as along the 
axis of the members. Ordinary Moment Frames shall conform to 
Sec. l O. 4. I or Sec. I I . 3. 



Specfal Noment frame is a Space Frame in which members and joints 
are capable of resisting forces by flexure as well as along the 
axis of the members. Special Moment Frames shall conform to Sec.-
10.5.1 or Sec. 11.5. 

Space Frame is a structural system composed of interconnected mem
bers, other than bearing walls, that is capable of supporting ver
tical loads and that also may provide resistance to seismic forces. 

High Teq>erature Energy Source is a fluid, gas, or vapor whose tempera
ture exceeds 220 degrees F. 

Hoop is a one-piece closed tie or continuously wound tie, No. 3 or larg
er, that encloses the longitudinal reinforcement and has 135-degree 
hooks with 10-diameter extensions at each end. 

Joint i s that portion of a co 1 umn bounded by the highest and 1 owe st 
surfaces of the other members framing into it. 

Joint. Laterally Confined. is a joint that, in the direction under con
sideration, has the opposite faces confined by members which are mono
lithic with the joint and cover 75 percent of the width and depth of 
the joint. 

loads 

Dead Load is the gravity load due to the weight of all permanent 
structural and nonstructural components of a building such as walls, 
floors, roofs, and fixed service equipment. 

Gravity Load. W. is as defined in Sec. 4.2. 

Live Load is the load superimposed by the use and occupancy of the 
bu i 1 ding not including the wind 1 oad, earthquake 1 oad, or dead 
load. The live load may be reduced for tributary area as permitted 
by the Building Code administered by the Regulatory Agency. 

Snow Load is a vertical load due to the weight of the accumulation 
of snow. For use in combination with seismic forces, an effective 
snow 1 oad sha 11 be used that sha 11 be equa 1 to either 70 percent 
of the ful 1 snow load or, where conditions warrarit and when approved 
by the Regulatory Agency, not less than 20 percent of the ful 1 
snow load. 

EXCEPTION: 

Where snow load is less than 30 pounds per square foot, 
Al 1 n~art of the load need be included in seismic loading. 
<../M'brJ?-t'(; J--n 5 r' c t,-r 

P-Delta Effect' is the secondary effect on shears and moments of frame 
members due to the action of the vertical loads induced by displacement 
of the building frame resulting from seismic forces. 

17 
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Quality Assurance Plan is a detailed written procedure that establishes 
the systems and components subject to Special Inspection and testing. 
The type and frequency of testing and the extent and duration of Special 
Inspection are given in the Quality Assurance Plan. 

Resilient Mounting System is a system incorporating helical springs, 
air cushions, rubber-in-shear mounts, fiber-in-shear mounts, or other 
comparable approved systems. 

Resilient Mounting System, Stable, is a system in which the force dis
placement ratios are equal in the horizontal and vertical directions. 

Restraining Device is a device used to limit the vertical or horizontal 
movement of the mounting system due to earthquake motions. 

Restraining Device, Elastic, is a fixed restraining device that 
Lncorporates an elastic element to reduce the seismic forces 
transmitted to the structure due to impact from the resilient mount
ing system. 

Restraining Device, fixed, is a nonyielding or rigid type of re
straining device. 

Restraining Device, Seismic Activated, is an interactive restraining 
device that is activated by earthquake motion. 

Roofing Unit is a unit of roofing material weighing more than 1 pound. 

Seismic Forces are the assumed forces prescribed herein, related to the 
response of the building to earthquake motions, to be used in the design 
of the building and its components. 

Seismic Hazard Exposure Group is a classification assigned to a bul iding 
based on its use as defined in Sec. 1.4. 

Seismic Performance Category is a classification assigned to a building 
as defined in Sec. 1.4. 

Seismic Resisting System is that part of the structura1 system that has 
been considered in the design to provide the required resistance to the 
seismic forces prescribed herein. 

Seismicity Index is an identification number related to the expected 
severity of earthquake ground motion as defined in Sec. 1.4. 

Shear Panel is a floor, roof, or wall component sheathed to act as a 
shear wall or diaphragm. 

Special Lateral Reinforcement is composed of spirals, closed stirrups, 
or hoops and supplementary cross-ties provided to restrain the concrete 
and qua 1 i fy the portion of the component, where used, as a Confined 
Region. 

I' 
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Special Inspection is the observation of the work by pecia nspector 
to determine compliance with the approved Design Documents and these 
provisions. 

Special /':>._......._~ is the full-time observation of 
the work by an approved ecia Inspector who is present in the 
area where the work is being performed. · 

&wJ,,J~i,5 

Special Inspection. Periodic, is the part - t· e or intermittent 
observation of the work by an approved , Speci Inspector who is 
present in the area where work has been or is being performed. , 

(9,~,0Pi ~ lnspector i~ a person approved by the Regulatory Agency as being 
qualified to perform Special Inspection required by the approved Quality 
Assurance Plan. The quality assurance personnel of a fabricator may be 
approved by the Regulatory Agency as a Special Inspector. 

Testing Agency is a company or corporation that provides testing 
inspection services. The person in reponsible charge of the :...:-::-.,,-~OV'll,Jer's 
1 n spec tor ( s) and the testing services shall be an engineer ----=--~-
the State to practice as such in the applicable discipline. 

Utility or Service Interface is the connection of the building's mechan-
ical and electrical distribution systems to the utility or service com-
pany's distribution system. 

Veneers are facings or ornamentation of brick, concrete, stone, tile, 
or similar materials attached,to a backing. 

Wall is a component, usually placed vertically, used to enclose or divide 
space. 

Bearing Wall is a wal 1 providing support for vertical loads and 
may be exterior or interior. 

Bearing Wall System is a structural system with bearing walls pro
viding support for all, or major portions of, the vertical loads. 
Shear walls or braced frames provide seismic force resistance. 

Nonbearing Wall is a wall that does not provide support for ver
tical loads other than its own weight or as permitted by the Build
ing Code administered by the Regulatory Agency. It may be an ex
terior or interior wall. 

Shear Wall is a wall, bearing or nonbearing, designed to resist 
seismic forces acting in the plane of the wall. 
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The unit dimensions used with the ftems covered by the symbols shall be 
consistent throughout except where specifically noted. The symbols and 
deffnitions presented in this section apply to these provisions. 

Ca 

Cc 

Cd 

Cs 

Cs 

Csm 

Cr 

Cvx 

Ds 

The seismic coefficient representing the Effective Peak 
Acceleration as determined in Sec. 1.4.1. 

Cross-sectional area of a component measured to the out
side of the Special Lateral Reinforcement. 

Total cross-sectional area of hoop reinforcement, including 
supplementary cross-ties, having a spacing of Sh and cross
Ing a section with a core dimension of he (square inches). 

The area of the load-carrying foundation. 

The seismic coefficient representing the Effective Peak 
Velocity-Related Acceleration as determined fn Sec. 1.4.1. 

The amplification factor related to the response of a system 
or component as affected by the type of seismic attachment, 
determined in Sec. 8.3.2. 

The incremental factor related to P-delta effects In Sec. 
4.6.2. 

The amplification factor at level x related to the varia
tion of the response in the height of the building, 
Sec. 8. 3. 2. 

Coefficient for upper limit on calculated period; see Table 
4-A. 

The seismic coefficient for components of buildings as 
specified in Tables 8-B and 8-C (dimensionless). 

The deflect ion amplification factor as gl ven in Tab 1 e 3-8. 

The seismic design coefficient determined in Sec. 4.2 (di
mensionless). 

The seismic design coefficient determined in Sec. 6.2.1 
and 6.3.1 (dimensionless). 

The modal seismic design coefficient determined in Sec. 5.5 
(dimensionless). 

The framing coefficient in Sec. 4.2.2. 

The vertical distribution factor as determined in Sec. 4.2. 

The total depth of the stratum r in Eq. 6-10. 



Fi ' 

f' m 

Fp 

Fxm 

fyh 

G 

Go 

g 

Fi 

he 

h1' 

hsx 

Io 

K 

k 

k 

L 

F n• Fx 

hn, hx 

The portion of the seismic base shear, V, induced at level 
i, n, or x, respectively, as determined in Sec. 4.3. 

Ultimate compressive strength of masonry. 

The seismic force acting on a component of a building as 
determined in Sec. 3.7, 8.2, or 8.3. 

The portion of the seismic base shear, Vm, induced at level 
x as determined in Sec. 5.5. 

The specified yield stress of the Special Lateral Rein
forcement, psi. 

yvs 2 /g = the average shear modulus for the soils beneath 
the foundation at large strain levels. 

yv50
2 /g = the average shear modulus for the soils beneath 

the foundation at small strain levels. 

The acceleration due to gravity. 

The effective height of the building as determined in Sec.-
6.2 or 6.3. 

The core dimension of a component measured to the outside 
of the Special Lateral Reinforcement. 

The height above the base level, i, n, or x, respectively. 

The story height below level x = (hx-hx-1). 

The static moment of inertia of the load-carrying foun
dation, Sec. 6.2.1. 

The building level referred to by the subscript i; = 
designates the first level above the base. 

The stiffness of the equ i ment support attachment, Sec. 
8.3.2. 

The lateral stiffness of the foundation as defined in 
Sec. 6.2. 

The rocking stiffness of the foundation as defined in 
Sec. 6.2. 

The distribution exponent given in Sec. 4.3. 

The stiffness of the building as determined in Sec. 6.2. 

The overall length of the building (in feet) at the base 
in the direction being analyzed. 
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The over a 11 1 ength of the side of the foundation in the 
direction being analyzed, Sec. 6.2.1. 

The foundation overturning design moment as defined in 
Sec. 4. 5. 

The overturning moment at the foundation-soil interface as 
determined in Sec. 6.2.3 and 6.3.2. 

The tors i ona I moment resu 1 ting from the 1 ocat ion of the 
building masses, Sec. 4.4. 

The accidential torsional moment as determined in Sec. 4.4. 

The building overturning design moment at level x as defined 
in Sec. 4.5 or Sec. 5.8. 

A subscript denoting the mode of vibration under consid
eration; i.e., m = 1 for the fundamental mode. 

Designates the 1 eve 1 that i s uppermost in the main por
tion of the building. 

The performance criteria factor as given in Table 8-A (di
mensionless). 

The algebraic sum of the se i sm i c forces and the m 1 n 1 mum 
gravity loads on the joint surface acting simultaneously 
with the shear, Sec. 11.8. 7. 

The total unfactored vert i ca 1 design 1 oad at and above 
level x. 

The effect of dead load. 

The effect of seismic (earthquake-induced) forces. 

The effect of 1 ive load, reduced as permitted in Sec. 2. 1. 

The effect of snow load, reduced as permitted in Sec. 2. 1. 

The seismic response modification coefficient as given in 
Table 3-B. 

A characteristic I ength of the foundation as defined in 
Sec. 6. 2. 1. 

The characteristic foundation length defined by Eq. 6-7. 

The characteristic foundation length as defined by Eq. 6-8. 

The seismic coefficient for the soil profile characteris
tics of the site as given in Table 3-A. 
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sh 

T 

r, T1 

Ta 

Tc 

Tm 

Vt 

Vx 

V1 

AV 

AV1 

Vs 

Vso 

w 

w 

Wm 

We 

Wj' wn, Wx 

X 

The Soil Profile Types as defined in Sec. 3.2. 

Spacing of Special Lateral Reinforcement. 

The fundamenta I period of the bu i Id i ng as determined in 
Sec. 4. 2. 2. 

The effective fundamental period of the bui I ding as deter
mined in Sec. 6.2.1 and 6.3.1. 

The approximate fundamenta 1 period of the bu i 1 ding as deter
mined in Sec. 4.2.2. 

The fundamental period of the component and its attachment. 

The modal period of vibration of the mth mode of the build
ing as determined in Chapter 5. 

The design value of the seismic base shear as determined 
in Sec. 5.8. 

The seismic shear force at any level as determined in 
Sec. 4.4 or Sec. 5.8. 

The portion of the seismic base shear, V, contributed by 
the fundamental mode, Sec. 6.3. 

The reduction in Vas determined in Sec. 6.2. 

The reduction in V1 as determined in Sec. 6.3. 

The average shear wave velocity for the soils beneath the 
foundation at large strain levels, Sec. 6.2. 

The average shear wave velocity for the soi ls beneath the 
foundation at small strain levels, Sec. 6.2. 

The total gravity load of the building as defined in 
Sec. 4. 2. 

The effective gravity load of the building as defined in 
Sec. 6.2 and 6.3. 

The effective modal gravity load determined in accordance 
with Eq. 5-2. 

The gravity load of a component of the building. 

The portion of W that is located at or assigned to level 
i, n, or x, respectively. 

The level under consideration; x = 1 designates the first 
level above the base. 
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0xm 

lxl 

The rela~ive weight density of the structure and the soil 
as determined in Sec. 6.2.1. 

The fraction of critical damping for the coupled 
structure-foundation system, determined in Sec. 6.2.1. 

The foundation damping factor as specified in Sec. 6.2.1. 

The average unit weight of soil. 

The design story drift as determined in Sec. 4.6.1 or 4.6.2. 

The allowable story drift as specified in Sec. 3.8. 

The design modal story drift determined in Sec. 5.6. 

The deflection of level x at the center of the mass at and 
above level x, Eq. 4-9. 

The deflection of level x at the center of the mass at and 
above level x determined by an elastic analysis, Sec. 4.6.1. 

The modal deflection of level x at the center of the mass 
at and above I eve l x determined by an e 1 ast i c analysis, 
Sec. 5. 6. 

The modal deflection of level x at the center of the mass 
at and above level x as determined by Eq. 5-5 and 6-15. 

The deflection at the center of the mass at and above level 
X, Eq. 6-11 and 6-14. 

The stabi 1 ity coefficient for P-delta effects as deter
mined in Sec. 4.6.2. 

The overturning moment reduction factor, Eq. 4-6. 

The capacity reduction factor. 

The displacement amplitude at the ith level of the build
ing for the fixed base condition when vibrating in its mth 
mode, Sec. 5.5. 



Chapter 3 

STRUCTURAL DESIGN REQUIRENENTS 

3.1 DESIGN BASIS 

The requirements of this chapter sha 11 contra 1 the se 1 ect ion of the 
seismic analysis and design procedures to be used in the design of build
ings and their components. The design seismic forces, and their dis
tribution over the height of the building, shal 1 be established in accor
dance with the procedures in Chapter 4 or Chapter 5; the corresponding 
internal forces in the members of the building shall be determined using 
a linearly elastic model. An approved alternate procedure may be used 
to establish the seismic forces and their distribution; the corresponding 
i nterna 1 forces and deformations in the members sha 11 be determined 
using a model consistent with the procedure adopted. Individual members 
shall be sized for the shears, axial forces, and moments determined in 
accordance with these provisions, and connect i ans sha 11 develop the 
strength of the connected members or the forces indicated above. The 
deformation of the building shall not exceed the prescribed limits when 
the building is subjected to the design seismic forces. 

A continuous load path, or paths, with adequate strength and stiffness 
shall be provided to transfer all forces from the point of application 
to the final point of resistance. The foundation shall be designed to 
accorrvnodate the forces developed or the movements imparted to the build
ing by the design ground motions. In the determination of the foundation 
design criteria, special recognition shall be given to the dynamic nature 
of the forces, the expected ground motions, and the design basis for 
strength and ductility of the structure. 

3.2 SITE EFFECTS 

Soil profile types and site coefficients, S, are given in this section. 

3.2.1 Soil Profile Types 

The effects of site conditions on building response shal I be established 
based on soil profile types defined below. 

SOIL PROFILE TYPE 51 is a profile with: 

I. Rock of any characteristic, either shale-I ike or crystal line in 
nature. Such mater i a 1 may be characterized by a shear wave velocity 
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greater than 2,500 feet per second or by other appropriate means of 
classification, or 

2. Stiff soil conditions where the soil depth is less than 200 feet 
and the . soil types overlying rock are stable deposits of sands, gravels, 
or stiff clays. 

SOIL PROFILE TYPE Sz is a profile with deep cohesionless or stiff clay 
conditions, including sites where the soil depth exceeds 200 feet and 
the soil types overlying rock are stable deposits of sands, gravels, or 
stiff clays. 

SOIL PROFILE TYPE S3 is a profile with soft- to medium-stiff clays and 
sands, characterized by 30 feet or more of soft- to medium-stiff . clays 
with or without intervening layers of sand or other cohesionless soils. 

In locations where the soil properties are not known in sufficient detail 
to determine the soil profile type or where the profile does not fit 
any of the three types, Soil Profile 52 or Soil Profile 53 shall be 
used depending on whichever soil profile type results in the higher value 
of seismic coefficient, Cs, as determined in Sec. 4.2.1. 

3.2.2 Site Coefficient 

S is a coefficient for the effects of the site conditions on building 
response and is given in Table 3-A. 

3.2.3 Soil-Structure Interaction 

The base shear, story shears, overturning moments, and deflections deter
mined in Chapter 4 or Chapter 5 may be modified in accordance with the 
procedures set forth in Chapter 6 to account for the effects of soil
structure interaction. 

3.3 FRA"ING SYSTEHS 

Four types of general framing systems are recognized for purposes of 
these provisions as shown in Table 3-8. Each type is subdivided by the 
types of vertical element used to resist lateral seismic forces. Special 
framing requirements are given in Sec. 3.6 and in Chapters 9 through 12 
for buildings assigned to the various seismic performance categories. 

3.3.1 Classification of framing Systems 

Each building or portion thereof shall be classified as one of the four 
general framing system types of Table 3-B. The response modification 
factor, R, and the deflection amplification factor, Cd, are given in 
Table 3-B and are used in determining the base shear and the design 
story drift. Inverted pendulum-type structures associated with bui !dings 
are included in Table 3-B. 



3.3.2 Canbfnations of Framing Systems 

Where combinations of framing systems are incorporated into the same 
building the following requirements shall be fulfilled: 

A. R Value. The value of R in the direction under consideration 
at any level shall not exceed the lowest value of R obtained from Table 
3-B for the seismic resisting system in the same direction considered 
above that level. 

EXCEPTION: 

This requirement need not apply to supported systems with a 
weight equal to or less than 10 percent of the weight of the 
building. 

B. Detailing Requirements. For components convnon to systems having 
different R values, the detail Ing requirements required by the higher R 
value shall be used. 

3.3.3 Seismic Performance Categories A and B 

Any type of building framing system permitted in these prov1s1ons may 
be used for buildings assigned to Categories A and B except frames li
mited to Category A only by the requirements of Chapters 11 and 12. 

3.3.4 Seismic Performance Category C 

Buildings assigned to Category C shall conform to the framing system 
requirements for Category Band to the additional requirements and limi
tations of this section. 

A. Seismic Resisting Systems. Seismic resisting systems in build-
ings over 160 feet In height shall be one of the following: 

l. Moment resisting frame system with Special Moment Frames. 

2. A Dual System utilizing Special Moment Frames. 

3. A system with structural steel or cast-in-place concrete 
braced frames or shear walls in which there are braced frames or shear 
walls so arranged that braced frames or shear walls in one plane resist 
no more than the fol lowing proportion of the seismic design force in each 
direction, including torsional effects: 

a. 60 percent when the braced frame or shear walls are 
arranged only on the perimeter, 

b. 40 percent when some of the braced frames or shear 
walls are arranged on the perimeter, 

c. 30 percent for other arrangements. 
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This system is limited to buildings not over 240 feet in height. 

B. Interaction Effects. Moment resisting space frames that are 
enclosed or adjoined by more rigid elements not considered to be part 
of the seismic resisting system shall be designed so that the action 
or failure of those elements wil 1 not impair the vertical load and seis
mic force resisting capability of the space frame. The design shall 
consider and provide for the effect of these rigid elements on the struc
tural system at building deformations corresponding to the design story 
drift A as determined in Sec. 4.6. 

C. Deformational Compatabllitv. Every structural component not 
included in the seismic force resisting system in the direction under 
consideration shall be investigated and shown to be adequate for the 
vertical load-carrying capacity and the induced moments resulting from 
the design story drift A as determined in accordance with Sec. 4.6. 

D. Special Moment Frames. A Special Moment Frame that is used 
but not required by these provisions may be discontinued and supported 
by a more rigid system with a lower R value subject to the requirements 
in Sec. 3.7.3. 

A Special Moment Frame that is required by these provisions shall be 
continued down to the foundation. 

3.3.5 Seismic Performance Category D 

The framing systems of buildings assigned to Category D shall conform 
to the requirements for Category C and to the additional requirements 
and limitations of this section. 

The height limitations of Sec. 3.3.4 shall be reduced from 160 feet to 
100 feet and for braced frame or shear wall systems the maximum height 
shall be reduced from 240 feet to 160 feet. 

3.4 BUILDING CONFIGURATION 

For purposes of seismic design, buildings shall be classified as regular 
or irregular as specified in this section. Both plan and vertical con
figuration of a building shall be considered when determining whether a 
building is to be classified as regular or irregular. 

Buildings that have an approximately symmetrical geometric configura
tion and that have the building mass and seismic resisting system nearly 
coincident shall be classified as regular. 

3.4.1 Plan Configuration 

For purposes of determining diaphragm component forces and distribution 
of seismic forces to vertical components of the seismic resisting system, 



a building shall be classified as irregular when any of the following 
occurs: 

l. The building does not have an approximately synvnetrical geo
metric configuration or has re-entrant corners with significant dimen
sions. , 

2. There is the potential for large torsional moments because 
there is significant eccentricity between the seismic resisting system 
and the mass tributary to any level. 

3. The diaphragm at any single level has significant changes in 
strength or stiffness. 

3.4.2 Vert I ca 1 Confl gurat I on 

For purposes of selecting an analysis procedure for determining seismic 
forces and the distribution of these forces, a building shall be classi
fied as Irregular when any of the following occurs: 

1. The building does not have an approximately symmetrical geo
metric configuration about the vertical axes or has horizontal offsets 
with significant dimensions. 

2. The mass-stiffness ratios between adjacent stories vary sig
nificantly. 

3.5 ANALYSIS PROCEDURES 

This section prescribes the minimum analysis procedure to be followed. 
An alternate generally accepted procedure, including the use of an ap
proved site specific spectrum, if desired, may be used in lieu of the 
minimum applicable procedure. The I imitations upon the base shear stated 
in Chapter 5 apply to any such analysis. 

3.5.1 Seismic Performance Category A 

Regular or irregular buildings assigned to Category A need not be ana
lyzed for seismic forces for the builing as a whole. The provisions of 
Sec. 3.6 shall apply to the components indicated therein. 

3.5.2 Seismic Perfornence Category B 

Regular or irregular buildi~gs assigned to Category B shall, as a mini
mum, be analyzed in accordance with the procedures given in Chapter 4. 
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3.5.3 Seismic Performance Categories C and 0 

Buildings classified as regular and assigned to Category C or D shall, 
as a minimum, be analyzed in accordance with the procedures given in 
Chapter 4. Buildings classified as irregular and assigned to Category 
C or D shall be analyzed with special consideration of the dynamic char-
acteristics of the building. For bui !dings having only verti~al irreg
ulariti~s, this requirement may be satisfied by the use of the procedures 
given in Chapter 5. 

3.6 DESIGN ANO DETAILING REQUIREHENTS 

The design and detailing of components of the seismic resisting system 
and of other structural and nonstructural components shall be as speci
fied in this section. 

3.6.1 Seismic Performance Category A 

Buildings assigned to Category A may be constructed using any material 
or system permitted in Chapter 7, 9, 10, 11, or 12. These buildings 
need only comply with the minimum seismic force requirements presented 
in Sec. 3.7.5 and 3.7.6 and to the requirements in Sec. 3.7.7 and 7.3. 

3.6.2 Seismic Performance Category B 

Buildings assigned to Category B shall conform to the requirements for 
Category A and the following requirements and limitations: 

A. Components. Components of the seismic resisting system and 
other structural components shall conform to the requirements of Sec. 3.7 
(except Sec. 3.7.3 and 3.7.12) and to Sec. 7.4. 

B. Materials. The materials and the systems composed of those 
materials shall conform to the requirements and limitations in Chapters 
9 through 12 for Category B. 

C. Openings. Where openings occur in shear wall or diaphragms 
or other plate-I ike elements, chords shall be provided at the edges of 
the openings to resist the local stresses created by the presence of 
the opening. These chords shall extend into the body of the wall or 
diaphragm a distance sufficient to develop and distribute the stress 
of the chord member. 

3.6.3 Seismic Performance Category C 

Buildings assigned to Category C shal I conform to the requirements for 
Category Band ~o the fol lowing requirements and limitations: 



A. Components. Components of the seismic resisting system and 
other structural components also shall conform to the requirements of 
Sec. 3.7.3, 3.7.12, and 7.5. 

B. Materials. The materials and the systems composed of these 
materials shall conform to the requirements and limitations in Chapters 
9 through 12 for Category C. 

3.6.-i Seismic Performance Category D 

Buildings assigned to Category D shall conform to the fol lowing require
ments and limitations: 

The materials and the systems composed of those materials shall conform 
to the requirements and limitations of Chapters 7, 9, 10, II, and 12 
for Category D. 

3.7 STRUCTURAL COttPONENT LOAD EFFECTS 

In addition to the evaluation required by the governing Building Code 
for other load combinations, all building components shall be provided 
with strengths sufficient to resist the effects of the seismic forces 
prescribed herein .and the effects of gravity loadings from dead, live, 
and snow loads. The direction of application of seismic forces used in 
design shall be that which will produce the most critical load effect 
in each component. The second-order effects shall be included where 
applicable. 

3.7.1 Camination of Load Effects 

The effects on the building and its components due to gravity loads and 
seismic forces shall be combined in accordance with Eq. 3-1 or, asap
plicable, Eq. 3-2 or 3-2a. 

Combination of load effects 
= (I. l + 0.5 Av> Q0 + I .O QL + 1.0 Q5 ± I .0 QE ( 3-1) 

Combination of load effects 
= (0.9 - 0.5 Av> Q0 ± 1.0 QE (3-2) 

For partial penetration welded steel column splices or for unreinforced 
masonry and other brittle materials, systems, and connections: 

Combination of load effects 
= (.o. 7 - O. 5 Av) q0 ± 1. o QE 

The term 0.5 Av may be neglected where Av is equal to 0.05. 

(3-2a) 
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3.7.2 Orthogonal Effects 

In buildings assigned to Category B, the design seismic forces may be 
applied separately in each of two orthogonal directions. In buildings 
assigned to Categories C and D, the critical load effect due to direc
tion of application of seismic forces on the building may be assumed to 
be satisfied if components and their foundations are designed for the 
following combination of prescribed loads: 100 percent of the forces 
for one direction plus 30 percent of the forces for the perpendicular 
direction. The combination requiring the maxi mum component strength 
shall be used. 

3.7.3 

EXCEPTION: 

Diaphragms and components of the seismic resisting system 
ut i l i zed in only one of the two orthogona 1 directions need 
not be designed for the combined effects. 

Discontinuities in Strength of Vertical Resisting System 

The design of buildings assigned to Seismic Performance Category C or D 
shall consider the potential for adverse effects when the ratio of the 
strength provided in any story to the strength required is significantly 
less than that ratio for the story immediately above and the strengths 
shall be adjusted to compensate for this effect. 

3.7.4 Nonredundant Systems 

The design of a building shall consider the potentialJy adverse effect 
that the failure of a single member, connection, or component of the 
seismic resisting system would have on the stability of the building. 

3.7.5 Ties and Continuity 

All parts of the building between separation joints shall be intercon
nected and the connections shall be capable of transmitting the seismic 
force, Fp, induced by the parts being connected. As a minimum, any 
smaller portion of the building shall be tied to the remainder of the 
building with elements having at least a strength to resist Av/3 times 
the weight of the sma 11 er portion but not less than 5 percent of the 
portion's weight. 

As a minimum, a positive connection for resisting a horizontal force 
shall be provided for each beam, girder, or truss to its support which 
shall have a minimum strength acting along the span of the member equal 
to 5 percent of the dead and live load reaction. 



3.7.6 Concrete or Masonry Wall Anchorage 

Concrete and masonry walls shall be anchored to the roof and all floors 
that provide lateral support for the wall. The anchorage shall provide 
a direct connection between the walls and the roof or floor construc
tion. The connections shall be capable of resisting a seismic lateral 
force, Fp, induced by the wall but not less than a force of 1,000 Av 
(lb) per 1 i nea l foot of wall. Wal ls1 shall be designed to resist bending 
between anchors where the anchor spacing exceeds 4 feet. 

3.7.7 Anchorage of Nonstructural Systems 

When required by Chapter 8, all portions or components of the building 
shall be anchored for the seismic force, Fp, prescribed therein. 

3.7.8 Collector Elements 

Collector elements shall be provided that are capable of transferring 
the seismic forces originating in other portions of the building to the 
element providing the resistance to those forces. 

3.7.9 Diaphra~ 

The deflection in the plane of the diaphragm, as determined by engineer
ing analysis, shall not exceed the permissible deflection of the attached 
elements. Permissible deflection shall be that deflection which will 
permit the attached element to maintain its structural integrity under 
the ind iv i dua 1 1 oad i ng and continue to support the prescribed 1 oads 
without endangering the occupants of the building. 

Floor and roof diaphragms shall be designed to resist the seismic forces 
determined as follows: A minimum force equal to 0.5 Av times the weight 
of the diaphragm and other elements of the building attached thereto 
plus the portion of the seismic shear force at that level, Vx, required 
to be transferred to the components of the vertical seismic resisting 
system because of offsets or changes in stiffness of the vertical compo
nents above and below the diaphragm. 

Diaphragms shall provide for both the shear and bending stresses resul
ting from these forces. Diaphragms shall have ties or struts to dis
tribute the wall anchorage forces into the diaphragm as prescribed in 
Sec. 3.7.5 or 8.2.2. 

3.7.10 Bearing Walls 

Exterior and interior bearing walls and their anchorage shall be designed 
for a force of AvWc normal to the flat surface with a minimum of 0.1 
We, Interconnection of dependent wall elements and connections to sup
porting framing systems shall have sufficient ductility or rotational 
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capac f ty or sufff cf ent strength to res f st shr f nkage, therms I changes, 
and differential foundation settlement when combined with seismic forces. 

3.7.11 Inverted Pendulla-Type Structures 

Inverted pendulum-type structures are structures where the sefsmfc re
sf sting system acts essentially as an isolated canti lever(s). Supporting 
columns or piers of inverted pendulum-type structures shall be designed 
for the bending moment calculated at the base determined using the proce
dures given fn Sec. 4.2 and varying uniformly to a moment at the top 
equal to one-half the calculated bending moment at the base. 

3.7.12 Verttcal SelSllllc ttotlons for Bl.lildlngs Assigned to Categories 
C and D 

The vertical component of earthquake motion shall be considered In the 
design of horizontal cantilever and horizontal prestressed components. 
For horizontal cantilever components, these effects may be satisfied by 
designing for a net upward force of 0.2 QO• 

3.8 DEFLECTION AND DRIFT LI"ITS 

All portions of the building shall be designed and constructed to act 
as an Integral unit in resisting seismic forces unless separated struc
turally by a distance sufficient to avoid damaging contact under total 
deflection, 6x (as determined In Sec. 4.6.1), or modified deflection, 8x 
(as determined in Sec. 6.2.3), corresponding to the seismic des!gn for
ces. 

The desi~story drift, A, as determined in Sec. 4~6 or 5.8, shall not 
exceed tH allowable story drift A as ob ained from Table 3-C for any 
story. SI le-story buildings in ~elsmic ~~ard Exposure Group I that 
are construe d with nonbrittle finishes an whose seismic resisting 
system is pot a ched to equipment or processes ~d not meet the drift 
requirement in Ta 3-C. For structures with s lffcant torsional 
deflect I ont the . . ef f e t of maxi mum drift, Inc 1 ud i ng t Iona 1 effects, 
shall be considered for stability and damage control. 



TABLE 3-A Soil Profile Coefficient 

Soil Profile Type 

s 1.0 1.2 I. 5 ~-0 
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TABLE 3-8 Respanse Hodif-ication Coefficientsa 

Type of Structural System 

BEARING WALL SYSTEM: A structural 
system wfth •bearlng walls providing 
support for a 11 or major port f ons 
of the vertical loads. 

Seismic force resistance Is 
provided by shear walls or 
braced frames. 

... 
• 

~ 1•r •· I • 
' . 

' 

.. ' ' 

BUILDING FRAME SYSTEM: A 
structural system with 
essentially complete Space Frame 
providing support for vertical 
loads. 

Seismic force resistance 
is provided by shear walls or 
braced frames. 

Vertical Seismic 
Resisting System 

cgett1c1ents 
~ ~1 

Light framed 
walls with shear 
panels 

Reinforced concrete 
shear walls 

Reinforced masonry 
shear wal 1,9 

.. ..... 

Braced frames 

Unreinforced masonry 
shear wa 11 s9 

Light framed 
walls with shear 

. 
6-1/2 

4-1/2 

3-1/2 

4 

1-1/4 

panels 7 

Reinforced concrete 
shear walls 5-1/2 

Reinforced masonry 
shear walls9 4-1/2 

Braced frames 5 
0

Ccw,,& 1tyk°''",r,-.,'.~F<;~'i!.!.f ~:: _ 
Unre nforced masonry 
shear walls9 1-1/2 

3 

3-1/2 

1-1/4 

4-1/2 

5 

4 

4-1/2 

1-1/2 



TABLE 3-8 continued 

Type of Structural System 

"°"ENT RESISTING FRA"E SYSTE": 
A structural system with an 
essentfally co,q:,lete Spece Frame 
provfdlng support for vertical 
loads. 

Sefsmlc force resistance Is 
provided by Ordinary or Speclal 
t1oment Frames capable of 
resisting the total prescribed 
forces. 

.DUAL SYSTE": A structural system 
with an essentially co,q:,lete Space 
Frame providing support for 
vertf cal loads. 

A Special "anent Frame shall be 
provided that shall be capable of 
resisting at least 25 percent of 
the prescribed seismic forces. 

The total seismic force resis
tance is provided by the combi
nation of the Special t1oment 
Frame and shear walls or braced 
frames In proportion to their 
rigidity. 

A structural system with an 
Intermediate moment frame of 
reinforced concrete 2!:. an 
ordinary moment frame of steel 
In combination with the systems 
shown. 

Vertfcal Selsmfc 
Resisting System 

Speclal "anent Frames 
of stee1c 8 

Speclal Moment Frames 
of reinforced 
concreted 8 

Ordinary ttoment Frames 
of steetb 4-1/2 

Ordinary ttoment Frames 
of reinforced 
concretee 

Intermediate 
"anent Frames of 

· reinforced concretef 4 

Reinforced concrete 
shear wal .1 s 8 

Reinforced masonry 
shear walls9 6-1/2 

Wood sheathed 
shear panels 8 

Braced frames 6 

Reinforced concrete 
shear wa I ls 6 

Reinforced masonry 
shear wa 11 s9 

Wood shear panels 

Braced frames 

7 

5 

5-1/2 

5-1/2 

4 

2 

3-1/2 

6-1/2 

5-1/2 

5 

5 

5 

4-1/2 

4-1/2 
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TABLE 3-B continued 

Type of Structural System 

INVERTED PENDULUM STRUCTURES: 
Structures where the framing 
resisting the total prescribed 
seismic forces acts essentially 
as isolated cantilevers and 
provides support for vertical 
load. 

N/A = Not appt.1 cable. 

Vertical Seismic 
Resisting System 

Coefficients 
Rh Cdi 

Special Moment Frames 
of structural steetc 2-1/2 2-1/2 

Special Moment Frames 
of reinforced 
concreted 2-1/2 2-1/2 

Ordinary Moment Frames 
of structural steetb 1-1/4 1-1/4 

arhese values are based on best judgment and data available at time of writing 
and need to be reviewed periodically. 

bAs defined in Sec. 10.4.1. 
CAs defined in Sec. 10.6. 
dAs defined in Sec. 11.5. 
eAs defined In Sec. 11.3. 
fAs defined in Sec, 11.4. 
9As defined in Sec. 12.3. 
hcoefficient for use in Eq. 4-2, 4-3, and 5-3. 
icoefffcient for use In Eq. 4-9. 
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~--~-----------
/ TABl.E 3-C Allowable Story Drift ta 

Hazard Exposure Group 

I 11 

0.010 hsx 

BFor buildings three stori 
where there are no brittle 
be increased by one-third. 
where there are no brittle 

0.015 hsx 

or less in height and 
i nishes, this limit may 

C one-story buildings 
fini 's es and where the 

seismic resisting system is not a t ached to equip
ment or processes, this limit may be exceeded. 

bFor one-story steel buildings where there are no 
brittle finishes and where it can be demonstrated 
that greater drifts can be tolerated by all com
ponents, including nonstructural ones, this limit 
may be exceeded. ,~ 

---------·------ / 
( ' 
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Chapter 4 

EQUIVALENT LATERAL FORCE PROCEDURE 

4.1 GENERAL 

The requirements of this chapter shall control the seismic analysis of 
buildings as prescribed in Sec. 3.5.2 and 3.5.3. 

4.2 SEIS"IC BASE SHEAR 

The building, considered to be fixed at the base, shall be designed to 
resist the lateral seismic base shear, V, in the direction being analyzed 
as determined in accordance with the following: 

where 

V =CW, s 

Cs= the seismic design coefficient, and 

W = the total gravity load of the building. 

(4-1) 

W shall be taken equal to the total weight of the structure and appli
cable portions of other components including, but not 1 imlted to, the 
fol lowing: 

I • 
contents. 

Partitions and permanent equipment including operating 

2. For storage and warehouse str~tures, a minimum of 25 
percent of the floor live load. 

3. The effective snow load as defined in Sec. 2.1. 

The value of Cs may be determined in accordance with Eq. 4-2, 4-3, or 
4-3a, as appropriate. Eq. 4-2 requires calculation of the fundamental 
period of the building as specified in Sec. 4.2.2. For low buildings 
or in other instances when it 'is not desired to ca 1 cu 1 ate the period 
of the building, C5 shall be determined using Eq. 4-3 or 4-3a, as appro
priate. 
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4.2.1 Calculation of Seismic Coefficient 

When the period of the building is computed, the seismic coefficient, 
Cs, shall be determined in accordance with the following: 

where 

Cs= 1.2 AvS/RT213 , (4-2) 

A = the coefficient representing Effective Peak Velocity
v Related Acceleration from Sec. 1.4.1, 

S = the coefficient for the soil profile characteristics 
of the site as given in Table 3-A, 

R = the response modification factor as given in Table 
3-B, and 

T = the fundamental period of the building as determined 
in Sec. 4.2.2. 

Cs need not be taken greater than the value given by Eq. 4-3 or 4-3a. 

The soil-structure interaction reduction as determined in Chapter 6 may 
be used. 

For the design of a building where the period is not calculated, the 
value of Cs shall be determined in accordance with the fol lowing: 

where 

4.2.2 

(4-3) 

A = the seismic coefficient representing the Effective 
a Peak Acceleration as determined in Sec. 1.4.1. 

EXCEPTION: 
~J~ 

For Soil Profile Type S3~n areas where Aa ~ 0.30, 
be determined in accordance with the following: 

Period Detemination 

Cs shall 

(4-3a) 

The fundamental period of the building, T, in Eq. 4-2 may be determined 
based on the properties of the structural system in the direction being 
analyzed and the use of established methods of mechanics, assuming the 
base of the building to be fixed, but shal I not exceed Ca Ta where Ca is 
given in Table 4-A. Alternatively, the value of T may be taken equal 
to the approximate fundamental period of the building, Ta, used to es
tablish a minimum seismic base shear for the building and determined in 
accordance with one of the following: 



I. For moment-resisting structures where the frames are not en
closed or adjoined by more rigid components tending to prevent the frames 
from deflecting when subjected to seismic forces: 

where 

where 

Ta= CThn3/1+, (4-4) 

CT = 0.035 for steel frames, 

CT = 0.030 for concrete frames, and 

h = the height in feet above the base to the highest n level of the building. 

2. For all other buildings: 

Ta= 0,05 hn/JC, (4-5) 

L = the overall length (in feet) of the building at 
the base in the direction under consideration. 

4.3 VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF SEIS"IC FORCES 

The I at era I seismic shear force, F x, induced at any 1 eve 1 , sha 1 I be 
determined in accordance with the following: 

F = C V, 
X VX 

(4-6) 

where 

Cvx = (4-6a) 

w. and w are the portion of W located at or assigned to level i or x; 
h! and hx are the height above the base to level i or x; and k is an 
e*ponent xre 1 ated to the bu f l ding per i od as fol lows : 

For buildings having a period of 0.5 seconds or less, k=I. 

For buildings having a period of 2.5 seconds or more, k=2. 

For buildings having a period between 0.5 and 2.5 seconds, k may 
be taken as 2 or may be determined by linear interpolation between 
I and 2. 
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4.4 HORIZONTAL SHEAR DISTRIBUTION AND TORSION 

The seismic shear force at any level, Vx, shall be determined in accor
dance with the following: 

n 
Vx = l: Fi• 

i=x 
(4-7) 

The force, Vx, and the associated torsional forces shall be distributed 
to the various vertical components of the seismic resisting system in the 
story below level x with due consideration given to the relative stiff
nesses of the vertical components and the diaphragm. 

The design shal 1 provide for the torsional moment Mt resulting from the 
location of the building masses plus the torsional moments Mta caused by 
assumed displacement of the mass each way from its actual location by a 
di stance equa 1 to 5 percent of the dimension of the bu i 1 ding perpen
d i cu 1 ar to the direction of the applied forces. 

4.5 OVERTURNING 

Every building shall be designed to resist overturning effects caused by 
the seismic forces determined in Sec. 4.3. At any level, the increment 
of overturning moment in the story under consideration shall be dis
tributed to the various walls or frames in the same proportion as the 
distribution of the horizontal shears to those walls or frames. 

The overturning moments shall be determined by the application of the 
prescribed forces as fol lows: 

where 

n 
Mx =Kl: Fi (hi-hx), 

i=x 

K = 1.0 for the top 10 stories, 

(4-8) 

K = 0.8 for the 20th story from the top and below, and 

K = a value between 1.0 and 0.8 determined by a straight 
line interpolation for stories between the 20th and 
10th stories below the top. 

The foundations of buildings, except inverted pendulum structures, may 
be designed for the foundation overturning design moment, Mf, at the 
foundation-soi l i nterfac.e determined using Eq. 4-8 with K = O. 75 for 
all building heights. 



4.6 DRIFT DETER"INATION AND P-DELTA EFFECTS 

Story drifts and, where required, member forces and moments due to P
delta effects shall be determined In accordance with this section. 

4.6.1 Story Drift Detemination 

The design story drift, A, shall be computed as the difference of the 
deflections, 8x, at the top and bottom of the story under consideration. 
The deflections, 8x, shall be evaluated in accordance with following: 

where 

(4-9) 

Cd= the deflection amplification factor as given in Table 
3-B, and 

~xe = the deflect ions determined by an e lastic analysis. 
The elastic analysis of the seismic r esisting system 
sha I 1 be made using the prescribed seismic deS i gn 
forces (see Sec. 4.3) and considering the building 
fixed at the base. 

for determining compliance with the story drift limitation of Sec. 3.8, 
the deflections 8x may be calculated as above, but the seismic resisting 
system and the design forces corresponding to the fundamental period of 
the building, T, calculated without the limit specified in Sec. 4.2.2 
may be used. 

Where applicable, A shall be increased by the incremental factor relating 
to the P-delta effects as determined in Sec. 4.6.2. 

4.6.2 P-Oelta Effects 

P-delta effects on story shears and moments, the resulting member forces 
and moments, and the story drifts induced by these effects need not be · 
considered when the stability coefficient, 8, as determined in accordance 
with Eq. 4-10, is equal to or less than 0.10: 

where 
(4-10) 

A= the design story drift, 

Vx = the seismic shear force acting between level x and 
x-1, 

h = the story height below level x, and sx 

P = the tota 1 unf actored vert i ca I design 1 oad at and 
x above level x. 
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When 8 is greater than 0.10, the Incremental factor related to P-delta 
effects, ad, shall be determined by rational analysis (see Part 2, Com
mentary) • The des 1 gn story dr f ft determ l ned In Sec. 4. 6. 1 sha 11 be 
multiplied by the factor (0.9/1-8 ~ 1.0) to obtain the story drift in
cludfng P-delta effect. 

The increase in story shears and moments resulting from the increase 
in story drift shall be added to the corresponding quantities determined 
without consideration of the P-delta effect. 



TABLE 4-A Coefficient for Upper Limit 
on Calculated Period 

Av Ca 

0.4 1. 2 
0.3 1. 3 
0.2 1.4 
o. 15 1.5 
0. 1 1. 7 
0.05 1. 7 

NOTE: See Sec. 4.2.2 and 5.8 for 
application of Av and Ca. 
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Chapter 5 

ttOOAL ANALYSIS PROCEDURE 

5.1 GENERAL 

The symbols used in this method of analysis have the same meaning as 
those for similar terms used in Chapter 4, with the subscript "m" de
noting quantities in the mth mode. 

5.2 ltODELING 

The building may be modeled as a system of masses lumped at the floor 
1 eve 1 s with each mass having one degree of freedom, that of lateral 
displacement in the direction under consideration. 

5.3 IOlES 

The analysis shall include, for each of two mutually perpendicular axes, 
at least the lowest three modes of vibration or all modes of vibration 
with periods greater than 0.4 second, whichever is greater, except that 
for structures less than three stories in height, the number of modes 
shall equal the number of stories. 

5.4 PERIODS 

The required periods and mode shapes of the building in the direction 
under consideration shall be calculated by established methods of ·mechan
ics for the fixed base condition using the masses and elastic stiffnesses 
of the seismic resisting system. 

5.5 ltODAL BASE SHEAR 

The portion of the base shear contributed by the mth mode, Vm, shall 
be deter mined in accordance with the following: 

where 

( 5-1) 

Csm = the modal seismic design coefficient determined 
below, 
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Wm= the effective modal gravity load determined in accor
dance with the following: 

(5-2) 
n 
r 

i = I 

where 

4>fm = the displacement a~l itude at the 1th level 
of the building when vibrating in fts mth mode. 

The modal seismic design coefficient, C5m, shall be determined In accor
dance with the fol lowing: 

2/3 Csm = 1.2 AvS/RTm • (5-3) 

The value of Csm need not exceed 2.5 Aa/R. For Type 53 soils in areas 
where the coefficient Aa ~ 0. 3, Csm need not exceed 2 Aa/R_. 

EXCEPTIONS: 

l. for Soil Profile Type 53 soils, Csm for modes other 
than the fundamental mode that have periods less than 0.3 sec
onds may be determined in accordance with the following: 

Csm = Aa/R (0.8 + 4.0 Tm>· (5-3a) 

2. for structures in which any Tm exceeds 4.0 seconds, 
the value of Csm for that mode may be determined in accordance 
with the following: 

(5-3b) 

The reduction due to soil-structure interaction may be used as deter
mined in Sec. 6.3. 

5.6 ttOOAL FORCES. DEFLECTIONS. ANO DRIFTS 

The modal force, Fxm' at each level shall be determined in accordance 
with the following: 

fxm = CvxmVm ( 5-4) 

and 



Cvxm = 
n 
r Wi• im 
i = 1 

(5-4a) 

The modal deflection at each level, c5xm, shall be determined in accor
dance with the following: 

(5-5) 

where 

(5-6) 

The modal drift in a story, 6m, shall be computed as the difference of 
the defl ect'i ons, c5xm ~ at the top and bottom of the story under cons i dera
t ion. 

5.7 NODAL STORY St£ARS ANO t10HENTS 

The story shears, story overturning moments, and the shear forces and 
overturning moments in walls and braced frames at each level due to the 
sef smic forces determined from Eq. 5-4 and 5-5 shall be computed for 
each mode by linear static methods. 

5.8 DESIGN VALUES 

The design value for base shear, each of the story shear, moment and 
drift quantities, and the deflection at each level shall be determined 
by combining their modal values, obtained from Sec. 5.6 and 5.7. The 
combination shall be carried out by taking the square root of the sum 
of the squares of each of the modal values. The design base shear, Vt, 
shall be compared with a base shear, V, calculated using a period T = 
1.2 CaTa where Ca is given in Tab le 4-A. Where Vt is less than V, the 
design story shears, moments and drifts, and floor deflections shall be 
multiplied by V/Vt. The base shear need not exceed the values determined 
In accordance with Sec. 4.2. 

5.9 HORIZONTAL SHEAR DISTRIBUTION AND TORSION 

The provisions of Sec. 4.4 apply. 

5.10 FOUNDATION OVERTURNING' 

In the design of the foundation, the overturning moment at the found
ation-soil interface may be reduced by 10 percent. 
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5 .11 P-DEL TA EFFECTS 

Usf ng the story drifts and story shears determined f n Sec. 5.8, the 
P-delta effects shall be determined In accordance with Sec. 4.6.2~ 

·, 



6.1 GENERAL 

Chapter 6 

SOIL-STRUCTI.RE INTERACTION 

The provisions set forth herein may be used to incorporate the effects 
of soil-structure interaction in the determination of the design earth
quake forces and the corresponding displacements of the building. The 
use of these provisions w i l l decrease the des I gn va 1 ues of the base 
shear, lateral forces, and overturning moments but may increase the com
puted values of the lateral displacements and the secondary forces as
sociated with the P-delta effects. 

The provisions for use with the Equivalent Lateral Force Procedure are 
given in Sec. 6.2 and those for use with the Modal Analysis Procedure 
are given in Sec. 6.3. 

6.2 EQUIVALENT LATERAL FORCE PROCEDURE 

\!) The following provisions are supplementary to those presented in Chapter 
4. 

(/1'/t,{(_ (ti( 

1& 6.2.1 Base Shear 
✓ .\ .,r-\t,''j 

(/0 ,,,,, ,. <I .. To account for the effects of soi I -structure inte r action, the base shear, 
_ _..- V, determined from Eq. 4-1 and 4-2 may be reduced to: 
(i; 

r,"' yv1c1fr1r), .. - V = V - l!,.V. (6-1) 
t:.r I/ 

JC. <" rl ,r,c)}·' _.,, The reduction, 6V, shal 1 be computed in accordance with the fol lowing: 

where 

,., ~ 0 .. -!!,.V = [Cs - Cs (0.05/B) · ]W, (6-2) 

C = the seismic des ign coefficient computed from Eq.4-2 
5 using the fundamental natural period of the fixed

base structure, Tor Ta, as specified in Sec. 4.2.2; 

(\ = the va 1 ue of Cs computed from Eq. 4-2 us Ing the 
fundamental natural period of the flexibly supported 
structure, T, defined in Sec. 6.2.1.A; 
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B = the fraction of critical damping for the structure
foundation system, determined in Sec. 6.2.1.B; and 

-w = the effective gravity load of the building, which 
shall be taken as 0.7 W, except that for buildings 
where the gravity load is concentrated at a single 
level, it shall ' be taken equal to W. 

The reduced base shear, V, shall in no case be taken less than 0.7 V. 

A. Et=:f.~£.tJve Bui ldfQfLPeriod_. The effective period, T, shal I 
be determined in accordance with the following: 

where 

T = T /1 + k/Ky (1 + Kyti2/K9), (6-3) 

-k = the stiffness of the bui I ding when fixed at the base, 
defined by the following: 

(6-4) 

-h = the effective height of the building which shall be 
taken as 0. 7 ti mes the total height, hn, except 
that for buildings where the gravity load is effec
tively concentrated at a single level, it shall 
be taken as the height to that level; 

KY= the lateral stiffness of the foundation, defined as 
the static hor i zonta I force at the I eve I of the 
foundation necessary to produce a unit deflection 
at that level, the force and the deflection being 
measured in the direction in which the structure is 
analyzed; 

Ke= the rocking stiffness of the foundation, defined as 
the static moment necessary to produce a unit aver
age rotation of the foundation, the moment and ro
tation being measured in the direction in which the 
structure is analyzed; and 

g = the acceleration of gravity. 

The foundation st iffne sses, Ky and Ke, shall be computed by established 
principles of fou ndati o~ mechanics (see Convnentary) using soil proper
ties that are compatible wj th the soil strain levels associated with 
the design earthquake motion. The average shear modulus, G, for the 
soils beneath the foundation at large strain levels and the associated 
shear wave velocity, vs, needed in these computations shall be determined 
from Table 6-A where: 
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v so = the average shear wave ve I oc i ty for the soi Is beneath 
the foundation at small strain levels (10- 3 percent 
or less), 



G = yv~0 /g = the average shear modulus for the soi ls 
0 beneath the foundation at small strain levels, and 

y = the average unit weight of the soils. 

Alternatively, for buildings supported on mat foundations that rest at 
or near the ground surface or are embedded in such a way that the side 
wa 11 contact with the soi 1 cannot be considered to remain effective 
during the design ground motion, the effective period of the building may 
be determined in accordance with the following: 

where 

T = T / 1 + 250 rah/v~T 2 (1 + 1.12 rah 2 /r~) (6-5) 

a = the relative weight density of the structure and 
the soil, defined by: 

ra and rm= characteristic foundation lengths, defined by: 

ra=,r,;;;;;;, 

rm = 1'410 /n. 

A
0 

= the area of the foundation. 

(6-6) 

(6-7) 

(6-8) 

I = the static moment of the foundation about a horizono 
tal centroidal axis normal to the direction in which 
the structure is analyzed. 

B. Effective Damping. The effective damping factor for the 
structure-foundation system, e, shall be computed from the fol lowing: 

B =Bo+ 0.05/(T/T) 3 (6-9) 

where 

B0 = the foundation damping factor as specified in 
Figure 6-1. 

The values of Bo corresponding to Av = 0.15 in this figure shal 1 be 
determined by averaging the results obtained from the solid lines and 
the dashed lines. 

The quantity r in Figure 6-1 is a characteristic foundation length that 
shall be determined in accordance with the following: 
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For -fl/L0 , o.5, 

r = ra = ✓Ao/Tr, 
and for fi/L0 ) I • 

r = rm = '1410/ff, 

where 

Lo = the overall length of the side of the foundation in 
the direction being analyzed, 

Ao = the area of the load-carrying foundation, and 

I = the static moment of inertia of the load-carrying 0 foundation. 

For intermediate values of n/L
0

, the value of r shall be determined by 
linear interpolation. 

EXCEPTION: 

For bul ldlngs supported on point bearing piles and fn all 
other cases where the foundation soil consists of a soft stra
tum of reasonably uniform properties underlain by a much stif
fer, rock-like deposit with an abrupt increase In stiffness, 
the factor 80 in Eq. 6-9 shall be replaced by: 

Bo= (4Ds/Vsf) 2 Bo, (6-10) 

ff 4Ds/vsT < I where Os is the total depth of the stratum. 

The value of S computed from Eq. 6-9, both with or without the adjustment 
represented by Eq. 6-10, shall in no case be taken as less than S = 0.05. 

6.2.2 Vertical Distribution of Seismic Forces 

The dfstrfbutfon over the height of the building of the reduced total 
seismic force, Q, shall be considered to be the same as for the building 
without interaction. 

6.2.3 Other Effects 

The modified story shears, overturning moments, and torsional effects 
about a vert i ca 1 axis sha 11 be determined as for structures without 
interaction using the reduced lateral forces. 
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~ The modified deflections, &x' shall be determined in accordance with 
the fol lowing: 

where 

~x = V/V [M0 hx/Ke + &x], ( 6-1 l ) 

M = the overturning moment at the base determined in 
0 accordance with Sec. 4.5 using the unmodified seismic 

forces and not including the reduction permitted in 
the design of the foundation, 

h = the height above the base to the level under con
x sideration, and 

& = the deflections of the fixed base structure as deterx mi ned in Sec . 4. 6. l us i ng the unmodified se i sm i c 
forces. 

The modified story drifts and P-delta effects shall be evaluated in 
accordance with the provisions of Sec. 4. 6 using the modified story 
shears and deflections determined in this section. 

6.3 NOOAL ANALYSIS PROCEDURE 

The following provisions are supplementary to those presented in Chapter 
5. 

6.3. l ttodal Base Shears 

To account for the effects of soil-structure interaction, the base shear 
corresponding to the fundamental mode of vibration, v

1
, may be reduced 

to: 

(6-12) 

The reduction, ~v1, shall be compute<:! in accordanc e with Eq. 6-2 with W 
taken as equal to the gravity load W1 defined by Eq. 5-2; C computed 
from Eq. 5-3 using the fundamental period of the fixed basesbuilding, 
T1; and C computed from Eq. 5-3 using the fundamental period of the 
elastical 1\, supported building T1. 

The period Ti shall be~determined from_Eq. 6-3, or from Eg. 6:_5 when 
applicable! taking T = T1, evaluating k from Eq. 6-4 with W = W1, and 
computing h in accordance with the following: 
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h = 

n 
l Wi~i 1hi 
i = 1 

n 
l Wi ~i 1 
i=l 

(6-13) 

The above designated values of W, fi, T, and T a 1 so sha I 1 be used to 
evaluate the factor a from Eq. 6-6 and the factor B from Figure 6-1. 

0 

No reduction shall be made in the shear components contributed by the 
higher modes of vibration. 

The reduced base shear, ~l ' shall in no case be taken less than 0.7 v1• 

6.3.2 Other Pk>dal Effects 

The modified modal seismic forces, story shears, and overturning moments 
shall be determined as for buildings without interaction using the modi
fied base shear, ~I• instead of v1. 

The modified modal deflections, Sxm' shal I be determined in accordance 
with the following: 

and 

where 

(6-14) 

ixm = 6x form= 2, 3, •.. , (6-15) 

a xm 

the overturning base moment for the fundamental mode 
of the fixed-base building, as determined in Sec. 5. 7 
using the unmodified modal base shear v1, and 

= the modal deflections at level x of the fixed-base 
building as determined in Sec. 5.6 using the unmod
ified modal shears, Vm, 

The modified modal drift in~a story, ~m• shal I be computed as the dif
ference of the deflections, 6xm• at the top and bottom of the story under 
consideration. 

6.3.3 Design Values 

The design values of the modified shears, moments, def I ect ions, and 
story drifts shall be determined as for structures without interaction 
by taking the square root of the sum of the squares of the respective 
modal contributions. In the design of the foundation, the overturning 
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moment at the foundation-soil interface determined In this manner may 
be reduced by 10 percent as for structures without interaction. 

The effects of torsion ~bout a vertical axis shall be evaluated in ac
cordance with the provisions of Sec. 4.4 and the P-delta effects shall 
be evaluated in accordance with the provisions of Sec. 4.6.2, using the 
story shears and drifts determined in Sec. 6.3.2. 



TABLE 6-A Values of G/G0 and v~/v50 

Ground Acceleration 
Coef ff cf ent, Av 

Value of G/G0 

Value of vs/Vso 

0.81 

0.9 

o. 15 

o.64 

0.8 

0.20 

0.49 

0. 7 

~0.30 

0.42 

0.65 

= the average shear wave velocity for the sofls beneath the founda-
tion at small strafn levels (Jo-3 percent or less). · 

G0 = yv50 /g = the average shear modulus for the sof1s beneath the foun
dation at small strain levels . . 

y = the average unit weight of the soils. 
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7.1 GENERAL 

Chapter 7 

FOUNDATION DESIGN REQUIRE"ENTS 

This chapter includes only those foundation requirements that are spe
cifically related to seismic resistant construction. It assumes compli
ance with all the basic requirements necessary to provide support for 
vert i ca I 1 oads and 1 at era 1 1 oads other than those due to earthquake 
motions. These inc 1 ude, but are not 1 i mi ted to, provisions for the 
extent of investigation, fi 1 ls, slope stabi I ity, bearing and lateral 
soil pressures, reports, drainage, settlement control, and pile require
ments and capacities. 

7.2 STRENGTH OF CO"PONENTS AND FOUNDATIONS 

For the seismic forces prescribed in Chapters I through 6, the resisting 
capacities of the foundations shall meet the requirements of this chap
ter. 

7.2.1 Structural ttaterials 

The strength of foundation components subjected to seismic forces alone 
or in combination with other prescribed loads and their detai I ing re
quirements sha 11 · be as determined in Chapter 9, IO, 11, or 12. The 
strength of foundation components shal I not be less than that required 
for forces acting without seismic forces. 

7.2.2 Soil Capacities 

The capacity of the foundation soil in bearing or the capacity of the 
soi I interface between pi I e, pi er, or caisson and the soi I sha 1 I be 
sufficient to support the structure with all prescribed loads, without 
seismic forces, taking due account of the settlement that the structure 
can withstand. For the load combination including earthquake as speci
fied in Sec. 3.7, the soi 1 capacities must be sufficient to resist loads 
at acceptable strains considering both the short time of loading and 
the dynamic properties of the soil. 
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7.3 SEISMIC PERFORMANCE CATEGORY A 

Any construction meeting the requirements of Sec. 7 . 1 and 7. 2 may be 
used for buildings classified as Category A. 

7.4 SEISMIC PERFORMANCE CATEGORY B 

Buildings classified as Category B shall conform to all of the require
ments for Category A construction except as modified in this section. 

7.4.1 Investigation 

The Regulatory Agency may require the submission of a written report 
that shall include, in addition to the requirements of Sec. 7.1 and the 
evaluations required in Sec. 7.2.2, the results of an investigation to 
determine the potential hazards due to slope instability, liquefaction, 
and surface rupture due to faulting or lurching, all as a result of 
earthquake motions. 

7.4.2 Pole-Type Structures 

Construction employing posts or poles as columns embedded in earth or 
embedded in concrete footings in the earth may be used to resist both 
axial and lateral · loads. The depth of embedment required for posts or 
poles to resist seismic loads shal I be determined by means of the design 
criteria established in the foundation investigation report. 

7.4.3 Foundation Ti es /17 r<-r1 r h v•)-:? \/,,., l v"« I 
/1 (1:, \/ /,'/ t-' ,(->t., c:\ .,,;:., '/ ;, 

Individual pi I e caps, dr i 11 or caissons sha l l be interconnected 
by ties. Al 1 ties shall _ e capable of carrying, in tension or compres
sion, a force equal t o(f ;; ~ of the larger pile cap or column load unless 
it can be demonstrate tt ttiat equivalent restraint can be provided by 
reinforced beams i thin slabs on grade or confinement by competent rock ; 
or other approved means. c:,~- rr·,;,,f~ifu,:,:.Q /4 -

\j-{ r Ci e fA./v 9 'f((;! ,?,, ./.~;{ "yo I(~ 
&r h -1(~ c~ l(r f ,•rc .>O t /!) 7.4.4 Special Pile Requirements 

The following special requirements for concrete or composite concrete 
and steel piles are in addition to requirements for piles in the code 
administered by the Regulatory Agency. 

The piles shall be connected to the pile cap by embedding the pile rein
forcement in the pile cap for a distance equal to the development length 
as specified in Chapter II. The pi le cap connection may be made by the 
use of field - placed dowels anchored in the concrete pile. For deformed 
bars, the deve l opme.nt length is for compression without reduction in 
length for excess area. Where special re i nforcement at the top of the 
pile is required, alternative measures for containing concrete and main-
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taining ductility at the top of the pile wil 1 be permitted provided due 
consideration is given to forcing the hinge to occur in the contained 
section. 

A. Uncased Concrete Pi les. Reinfor c ing st ee l shall be provided in 
the top port ion of unca sed cas t-in-place concr et e piles or caissons for 
a distance of 10 pile diameters with a minimum steel ratio of 0.0025 
with a minimum of four No. 5 bars. Ties (or equivalent spirals) shall 
be provided at 16-bar-diameter spacing (maximum spacing) with a maximum 
spacing of 4 inches in the top 2 feet. 

B. Metal- Cas ed Concr et e . Reinforcing steel shall be provided for 
metal-cased concrete piles in the upper one-third of the pile length 
(8-foot minimum) with a minimum steel ratio of 0.005 with spiral ties 
of 1/4-inch diameter minimum at 9-inch maximum pitch or equivalent ties. 
For the top 2 feet below the pile cap reinforcing, the pitch shall be 
3 inches maximum. 

C. St ee 1 Pipe Pi l es . Reinforcement equa 1 to 1 percent of the 
cross-sectional area of the pile concrete shall be provided in the top 
of the pile with a length equal to two times the required cap embed
ment. 

D. Precast Concrete Pi l es . Longitudinal reinforcing steel shall 
be provided for precast concrete piles with a minimum steel ratio of 
0. 0 I. 

E. Precast - Pr estress ed Pil es . The upper 2 feet of the pile shall 
have No. 3 ties minimum at not over 4-inch spacing or equivalent spi
rals. The pile cap connection may be by means of dowels as required 
in Sec. 7. 4. 4. C. Pi 1 e cap connection may be by means of deve 1 oping 
pile reinforcing strand if a ductile connection is provided. 

7.5 SEISHIC PERFORMANCE CATEGORY C 

Buildings classified as Category C shal I conform to all of the require
ments for Category B construction except as modified in this section. 

7.5.1 Investigation 

The Regulatory Agency may require the submission of a written report 
that shall include, in addition to the requirements of Sec. 7.4.1, the 
determination of lateral pressures on basement and retaining walls due 
to earthquake motions. 

7.5.2 Foundation Ties ------
Individual spread fo otings, / ~nless founded direct! on rock, as defined 
in Sec. 3. 2. l . I , sha 1 l be ~ nected by ti es. A 1 I t i es sha I l be 
capable of carrying, in tension or compression, a force equa l t ""'Av/4 
of the larger footing or column load unless it can be demonstr ated hcrt: 
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equivalent restraint can be provided by reinforced beams within slabs 
on grade or confinement by competent rock, or other approved means. 

t_ ~ \/ r;" / tf'/4. I.ft.,, 1 / <:?-f,f ., ( ;; {_.. • .G), t/1/ (hf·. 

7.5.3 Special Pf le Requirements h4rJ ~l,rtJ,.,,, .. Y h /r; 

The following special requirements shal I apply: 

A. Uncased Concrete Piles. Reinforcing steel shall be provided 
for unca_sed cast-i n-p 1 ace concrete . pi 1 es, dr i 1 led piers, or caissons 
with a minimum steel ratio of 0.005 with a minimum of four No. 6 bars. 
Ties shalJ · be provided at 8-bar-diameter spacing with a maximum spacing 
of 3 inches in the .top 4 feet. Ties shal 1 be a minimum of No. 3 bars 
for up to 20- inch diameter pi l es and No. 4 bars for pi 1 es of 1 arger 
diameter. 

B. Meta 1-Cased Concrete Pi 1 es. Reinforcing stee 1 sha 11 be pro- .. 
vided for metal-cased concrete piles for the full length of the pile. 
The upper two-thirds of the pile shall have a minimum of four bars with 
a minimum steel ratio of 0.0075 with a minimum of 1/4-inch diqmete,r 
spiral .ties at 9-inch maximum pitch. At the top 4 feet. the pitch shal,1 
be 3 inches maximum. . .. 

C. Precast Concrete Piles. Ties in precast concrete piles shall 
conform to the requirements of Chapter: 11 : for the top ha 1 f qf • the pi 1 e,. 
Precast concrete and prestressed concrete piling shall be designed to 
withstand maximum imposed curvatures resulting from. soi 1 .deformation. 
Pile cap connection shall not be made by developing exposed strand • . 

D. Steel Piles. The connection between the pile cap and steel 
piles or unfilled steel pipe piles shall be designed for a tensi.le for:-~.E:! 
equal to 10 percent of the pile compression capacity. 

E. Precast-Prestressed Piles. • 1 1 • : .• t 

I. For the body of fully embedded foundation piling subjected 
to vert i ca I 1 oads on 1 y. or where the design bending moment does not 
exceed 0.20 Mnb (where Mnb is the unfactored ultimate moment capacity 
at balanced strain conditions as defined in Reference I 1. I, Sec. 10.3.2), 
spiral reinforcing shall be provided such that Ps ~ 0.006 (0.2 percent). 

I 

2. For free-standing piling and hollow-core or marine piling 
subject to severe installation and operational forces, spiral reinforcing 
shall be provided such that Ps ~ 0.022 (0. 7 percent) or a spacing satis
fying the following relationship if it results in a percentage of spiral 
greater than that given above: 

where 

Ssp = spacing of spiral reinforcing, 

fy = yield strength of spiral reinforcing, 
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Asp = area .of spiral reinforcing, 

C = cover over the spiral reinforcing, 

db = diameter of spiral reinforcing, 

fr = modulus of rupture of concrete, and 

Ps = ratio of volume. of spiral reinforcing to 
total volume of core (out-to-out of spirals) 
and not less than that given in Chapter 11. 

3. Any piling installed in layered soils imposing severe cur
vatures during - earthquake shall have the same amount of spiral rein
forcing indicated In Item 2 above, accompanied by additional' amounts 
of flexural reinforcing indicated by moment-curvature relationships de
veloped for the pile and soil profile present. 

4. The top and bottom portion of hollow core piling and rigid 
frame piling where high values of shear and moment· occur simultaneously 
should contain spiral re inforcing with Ps ~ 0.031 ( 1.0 percent) for a_ 
distance of two pile diameters or two times the width of the pile. 

7.6 SEl5"IC PERFOR"ANCE CATEOORY D 

Bui I dings classified as Cate ory D shal 1 conf or.Ll <? al 1 requirements 
for Category C construction. e~cept ;-a·s- ··moc:)Tried in this sec t 1 on. 

Special Pfle Limitations 

\ Precast-prestressed piles shall not be used to resist flexure caused ~ 
·,, __ eart,h_quake motions. · · -<:_ 

------ --- --- -------.-.---------
c..'?&ilf' t~-1 1~/'". "(;/.>,,,, Yi1&,1,1cf/4 // 

/ 
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Olapter8 

ARCHITECTURAL. NECHANICAL. ANO ELECTRICAL CONPONENTS AND SYSTENS 

8.1 GENERAL REQUIRE"ENTS 

The requirements of this chapter establish m1n1mum design levels for 
architectural, mechanical, and electrical systems and components recog
nizing occupancy use, occupant load, need for operational continuity, and 
the interrelation of structural and architectural, mechanical, and elec
trical components. All architectural, mechanical, and electrical systems 
and components in buildings and portions thereof shall be designed and 
constructed to resist seismic forces determined in accordance with this 
chapter. 

EXCEPTIONS: 

I. Those systems or components designated in Table 8-B 
or 8-C for L peformance level that are in buildings assigned 
to Seismic Hazard Exposure Group I and are located in areas 
with a Seismicity Index of I or 2 or that are in buildings 
assigned to Seismic Hazard Exposure Group II and are located 
in areas with a Seismicity Index of 1 are not subject to the 
provisions of this chapter. 

2. Where alterations or repairs are made, the forces on 
systems or components in existing buildings may be modified 
in accordance with Part 3 of these provisions. 

3. Elevator systems that are in buildings assigned to 
Seismic Hazard Exposure Group I and are located in areas with 
a Seismicity Index of I or 2 or that are in buildings assigned 
to Seismic Hazard Exposure Group II and are located in areas 
with a Seismicity Index of I are not subject to the provisions 
of this chapter. 

Seismic Hazard Exposure Groups are determined in Sec. 1.4. Mixed Occu
pancy requirements are provided in that section. 

The seismic force on any component shall be applied at the center of 
gravity of the component and shall be assumed to act in any horizontal 
direction. For vertical forces on mechanical and electrical components, 
see Table 8-C, Footnote b. 
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8.1.l lnterrelatlonshlp of ~ents 

The interrelationship of systems or components and their effect on each 
other shall be considered so that the fai'lure of an architectural, mech
anical, or electrical system or comPonent of one performance level shall 
not cause an architectural, mechanical, or electrical system or compo
nent of a higher level to fail in its performance requirements. 

The effect on the response of the structural system and deformatfonal 
compatibility of architectural, electrical, and mechanical systems or 
components shall be considered where there Is interaction of these sys
tems or components wfth the structural system. 

8.1.2 ~ ~ t achlllents 

Architectural , el ectr i cal , and mechan i ca 1 systems and components required 
to be des I gned to resist seismic forces .sha 1 l be attached so that the 
forces are ultimately transferred to the structure of the building. 
The attachment shall be designed to resist the prescribed forces. 

Friction due to gravity sha 11. not be considered in eva I uat i ng the re
qui red resistance to seismic forces. 

The Design Documents shall include sufficient information relating to 
the attachments to verify comp 1 i ance with the requirements of this 
chapter. 

8.1.3 Performance Criteria 

The performance criteria for architectural, mechanical, and electrical 
components and systems are l i sted in Table 8·-A for use in Eci. 8-1 and 
8-2 and Tables 8-B and 8-C. 

These components and systems shall be designed to meet the performance 
characteristic levels established in Tables 8-B and 8-C. 

8.2 ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN REQUIRENENTS 

8.2.1 General 

Systems or components 1 isted in Table 8-B and their attachments shall 
be de•signed and detailed in accordance with the requirements of this 
chapter. The designs or criteria for systems or components shall be in
cluded as part of the design documents. 

8.2.2 Forces 

Architectural systems and components and their attachments sha l I be 
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designed to res i st se i sm i c f orc:es detertn I n~d in accordance with the 
fol lowing: 

where 

F 
p . (8-1) 

F = The se i sm I c f or -ce app l i ed to a · component of a bu i 1 d-
P ing or equipment at its center of gravity, 

Cc= ' The seismic coefficient for components of architec
tural systems as given in Table 8--B (dimensionless), 

Wc = The weight of a component of a building or equipment, 
· ; · · · · -/Jr yfe~ rpf 

~ = The seismi_c coefficient repres~nting "' the Ef~ecti~e 
IY Peak Velocity-Related Accelerat10 as determined tn 

Sec. 1:.4, and · I) -llrt,, ~d~~~k Accc} r-f,o,, A~ 

P = Performance er i ter i a factor as given · In Tab 1 e 8-A 
(dimensionless). 

The force, Fp, shal 1 be applied independently vertically, longitudinally, 
and laterally in combination with the static load of the element. 

8.2.3 

EXCEPTIONS: . 

When positive and negative wind loads exceed Fp for nonbearing 
exterior walls, these loads shall govern the design. Similar~ 
I y, when the Code hor i zonta I I oads exceed . F P" for i'nter i or 
partitions, these loads shall govern the design. 

Exterior Wall Panel Attactvnent 

-Attachment of ·exterior wall panels to the building - seismic resi -sting 
system shal I have s:ufficient ducti 1 ity and provide rotational capacity 
needed to acconvnodate the design story drift determined in accordance 
with Sec~ 4.6.1. 

, , ..,, :: , . . -~ ~ 

8.2.,4 ~ent Deformation 

Provisions shall be made in the architectural system or component for 
. •the design , story drift .A as determined in ,Sec. 4.6.1. Provision shall 

. ' ·be made for . vert i ca I def 1 ect .ion due to joint rotation of cant i 1-ever 
members. 

EXCEPTION: 

Components assigned an L performance factor in Table 8-B may 
provide .for a design story drift of A/2 • 

. ' 
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8.2.5 Out-of-Plane Bending 

Transverse or out-of-p 1 ane bending or deformation of a component or 
system that is subjected to forces as determined in Eq. 8-1 shall not 
exceed the deflection capability of the component or system. 

8.3 "ECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 

8.3.l General 

Systems or components listed in Table 8-C and their attachments shall 
be designed and detailed in accordance with the requirements of this 
chapter. The designs or criteria for systems or components shail be in
cluded as part of the Design Documents. 

An ana I ys is of a component supporting mechanism based on es tab 1 i shed 
principles of structural dynamics may be performed to justify reducing 
the forces determined in Sec. 8.3.2. 

Combined states of stress, such as tension and shear in anchor bolts, 
shall be investigated in accordance with established principles of me
chanics. 

8.3.2 Forces 

Meehan i cal and el ectr i cal components and their attachments sha l l be 
designed for seismic forces determined in accordance with the fol lowing: 

where 

F , A 
p 

C = 
C 

(8-2) 

P, and Wc are as defined previously in Sec. 8.2.2; 

the seismic coefficient for components of mechanical 
or electrical systems as given in Table 8-C 
(dimensionless); 

a = the amplification factor related to the response of 
c a system or component as affected by the type of 

attachment, determined below; and 

a = the amplification factor at level x related to the 
X variation of·the response in height of the bui !ding. 

The amp l if i cation factor, ax, sha l l be determined in accordance with 
the fol lowing: 

(8-3) 

where 
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hx = the height above the base to level x, and 

h = the height above the base to level n. n 

The attachment amplification factor, ac, shall be determined as fol lows: 

For fixed or direct 
attachment to bui !dings 

For resilient mounting system 
With seismic activated 
restraining device 

With elastic restraining device 

If T /T < 0.6 
C 

or Tc/T > 1.4 

If T /T ~ 0.6 
C 

or ~ l. 4 

If mounted on the ground 
or on a slab in direct 
contact with the ground 

a = 
C 

ac = 2 minimum4 

ac = 2 

The value of the fundamental period, T, shall be the value used in the 
design of the bui !ding as determined in accordance with Sec. 4.2 or 5.4. 

The fundamental period of the component and its attachment, Tc, shall 
be determined in accordance with the fol lowing: 

T = 0.32 J W /K, 
C C 

(8-4) 

where K is the stiffness of the equipment support attachment determined 
in terms of load per unit deflection of the center of gravity (lb/in.) 
as fo 11 ows: 

For stable resi I ient attachments, K = spring constant. 

For other resi 1 ient attachments, K = slope of the load/deflec
tion curve at the point of loading. 

In lieu of Eq. 8-4, properly substantiated values for Tc derived using 
experimental data or any generally accepted analytical procedure may be 
used. 

8.3.3 Attachment Design 

Fixed or direct attachments shall be designed for the forces determined 
in Sec. 8.3.2 and in conformance with Chapters 9, 10, II, or 12 for the 
materials comprising the attachment. 

4see Chapter 8 Commentary. 
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Res i I i ent mounting devices sha 11 be of the stab 1 e type. Restraining 
devices shall be provided to limit the horizontal and vertical motion, 
to inhibit the forces from forcing the resilient mounting system into 
resonance, and to prevent overturning. Elastic restraining devices 
shal 1 be designed based upon the forces obtained from Eq. 8-2 or in 
accordance with the dynamic properties of the component and the structure 
to which it is attached. Horizontal and vertical elastic restr~ining 
devices shall be designed to decelerate the component . or system on con
tact at a rate that will not generate forces in excess of those calcu
lated from Eq. 8-2. 

8.3.4 Component Design 

When the direct attachment method is to be used for components with 
performance characteristic levels of Sor G in areas with a Seismicity 
Index of 3 or 4, the designer shall require certification from the manu
facturer that the components wi 11 not sustain damage if subjected to 
forces equivalent to those resulting from Eq. 8-2 . 

When resilient mounting systems are used for components with performance 
criteria levels Sor G, both the mounting systems and the components 
shall require the certification stated above. Such systems shall be of 
the stable type. 

Testing and certification shal 1 be in accordance with the requirements 
of Sec . 1 . 6. 3 . 

8.3.S Utility and Service Interfaces 

The utility or service interface of a 11 gas, high-temperature energy 
and electrical supply to buildings housing Seismic Hazard Exposure , Groups 
II and Ill and located in areas having a Seismicity Index of 3 or 4 
shall be provided with shutoff devices located at the building side of 
the interface. Such shutoff devices sha 11 be activated e i.ther by a 
failure within a system being supplied or by a mechanism that wil I oper
ate when the ground motion exceeds O. 5 Aa ti mes the acce 1 erat ion of 
gravity. 

8.4 ELEVATOR DESIGN REQUIRE"ENTS 

8.4.1 Reference Docunent 

The design and construction of elevators and components shall conform 
to the requirements of ANSI/ASME Al7.l-1984, American National Standard 
Safety Code for Elevators and Escalators, including Appendix F, Recom
mended Elevator Safety Requirements for Seismic Risk Zone 3 or Greater, 
except as modified by provisions of this chapter. 
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8.~.2 Elevators and Hofstway Structural System 

Elevijtors and hoistway structural systems shall be designed to resist 
seismic forces In accordance with Eq. 8-1 and Table 8-B. 

We is defined as fol lows: 

where 

I• 

8.4.3 

Element= We, 

Traction Car= C + 0.4 L, 

Counterweight= W, and 

Hydraulic= C + 0.4 L + 0.25 P, 

C = the weight of the car, 

L = rated capacity, 

W = the weight of counterweight, and 

P = the weight of plunger. 

Elevator Hachinery and Controller Anchorage(s) 

Elevator machinery and controller anchorages shall be designed to resist 
seismic forces in accordance with Eq. 8-2 and Table 8-C. 

8.4.4 Seismic Controls 

A 11 e I evators with a speed of ·l SO fpm or greater sha 11 be furnished 
w.ith the fol lowing signaling devices: (a) a ~.eismic switch device to 
provide an electrical alert or command for the safe automatic emergency 
operation of the elevator system, and (b) a counterweight displacement 
or derailment device to detect lateral motion of the counterweight. 

A continuous signal from (b) or a combination of signals from (a) and 
(b) will Initiate automatic emergency ' shutdown of the elevator system. 

8.4.5 Retainer Plates 

Retainer plates are required at the top and bottom of the car and coun
terweight except where safety stopping devices are provided. The depth 
of engagement with the . ra i 1 sha 1 1 not be 1 ess than the side running 
face of the rai I. 
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e.4.6 Deflection Criteria 

The maximum deflection of guide rails f 1 
1 ~m~tedfto prevent total disengagement -of th~\if~~~g ~~:~~;s~f ~h~l \ be 
Pa es rom the guide rails' contact surface. ea ner 

&.5'. I LJ,rplK,:ec,,6 ,, -r 
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TABLE 8-A Performance Criteria 

Designations 

s 
G 
L 

Performance Characteristic Level 

Superior 
Good 
Low 

8 See Tables 8-8 and 8-C. 

p 

I • 5 
I. 0 
0.5 
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TABLE 8-B Seismic Coefficient (Cc) and Performance Characteristic 
Levels Required for Architectural Systems or Components (see Table 8-A 
for S, G, and L designations) 

Cc 

Seismic Hazard 
Exposure Group 
Required Performance 
Characteristic Levels 

Architectural Components Factor III I I 

Appendages 
Exterior nonbearing walls 0.9 
Wal I attachments 3.0 

Connector fasteners 6.0 
Veneer attachments 3.0 
Roofing units 0.6 
Containers and miscellaneous 
_,_components (freestanding) 1.5 

lf ;;f , :; D-( I ~ t-:: ,-:: ,/ (,.'fi l-~.1:?1-P r <> ,:::;. , () 
Partitions · 

Stairs and shafts I .5 
Elevator shafts 1.5 
Vertical shafts 0.9 
Horizontal exits including ceilings 0.9 
Public corridors 0.9 
Private corridors 0.6 
Ful I-height area separation partitions 0.9 
Ful 1-height other partitions 0.6 
Partial-height partitions 0.6 

Structural fireproofing 

Ceilings 

0.9 

Fire-rated membrane 
Nonfire-rated membrane 

Architectural equipment-
ceiling, wall, or floor mounted 

Architectural components--
elevator and hoistway structural systems 

Structural frame providing supports 
for guiderail brackets 

Guiderails and brackets 
Car and counterweight guiding members 
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0.9 
0.6 

0.9 

1. 25 
1.25 
1.25 

s 
s 

G 
G 

G 
s 

s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
G 

s 

5 
G 

5 

s 
s 
s 

G 

GC 
LC 
LC 
s 
G 
L 
G 
L 
L 

GC 

GC 
G 

G 

G 
G 
G 

L 
NR 

NR 

G 
Le 
Lf 
G 
L 
NR 
G 
L 
NR 

G 
L 

L 

G 
G 
G 



TABLE 8-8 Continued 

NR = _not required. 

aMay be reduced one performance level if the area facing the exterior 
wall is normally inaccessible for a distance of 10 feet plus l foot of 
each floor of height. 

bMay be reduced one performance level if the area facing the exterior 
wall is normally inaccessible for a distance of 10 feet and the ·build
ing is only one story. 

cshall be raised one performance level if the building is more than four 
stories of 40 feet in height. 

dshall be raised one performance level if the area facing the exterior 
wal I is normally accessible within a distance of 10 feet plus l foot for 
each floor height. 

eMay be reduced to NR if the building is less than 40 feet in heigh~. 

fshall be raised one performance level for an occupancy containing flam
mable gases, liquids, or dust. 
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TABLE 8-C Seismic Coefficient (Cc) and Performance Characteristic Levels 
Required for Mechanical and Electrical Components (see Table 8-A for S, 
G, and L Designations) 

Mechanical/Electrical Componentsa 

Emergency electrical systems 
(code required) 

Fire and smoke detection system 
(code required) 

Fire suppression systems 
(code required) 

Life safety system components 

Elevator machinery and controller 
anchorage 

Boilers, furnaces, incinerators, water 
heaters, and other equipment using 
combustible energy sources or 
high-temperature energy Sources, 

-.:::-chimneys, flues, smokestacks and vents 
_,./ i"'commun i cation systems 

Electrical bus ducts and primary cable 
systems 

Electrical motor control centers, motor 
control devices, switchgear, 
transformers, and unit substations 

Reciprocating or rotating equipment 
Tanks, heat exchangers, and pressure 

vessels 
Utility and service interfaces 

Machinery (manufacturing and process) 

Lighting fixtures 

Ducts and piping distribution systems 
Resiliently supported 
Rigidly supported 
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Cc 

Seismic Hazard 
Exposure Group 
Required Performance 
Characteristic Levels 

Factor Ill I I 

2.00 

1. 25 

2.00 

0.67 

0.67C 

2.00 
o.67d 

s 

s 

s 

s 

s 

s 
s 

s 

G 

G 

G 

G 

G 
G 

s 

G 

L 

L 

L 

NR 
NR 



TABLE 8-C Continued 

Mechanical/Electrical Componentsa 

EJectrical panelboards and dimmers 

Conveyor systems (nonpersonnel) 

NR = not required. 

Cc 

Seismic Hazard 
Exposure Group 
Required Performance 
Characteristic Levels 

Factor III I I 

0.67 

0.67 

s 

s 

G 

NR 

NR 

NR 

awhere mechanical or electrical components are not specifically 1 isted 
in Table 8-C, the designer shall select a similarly listed component, 
subject to the approval of the authority having jurisdiction, and shall 
base the design on the performance and Cc values for the similary com
ponent. 

bee values 1 isted are for horizontal forces. Cc values for vertical 
forces shall be taken as one-third of the horizontal values. 

CHanging- or swinging-type fixtures shall use a Cc value of 1.5 and shal I 
have a safety cable attached to the structure and the fixture at each 
support point capable of supporting four times the vertical load. 

dseismic restraints may be omitted from the following installations: 
(1) gas piping less than 1 inch inside diameter, 
(2) piping in boiler and mechanical rooms less than 1-1/4 inches inside 

diameter, 
(3) all other piping less than 2-1/2 inches inside diameter, 
(4) al 1 electrical conduit less than 2-1/2 inches inside diameter, 
(5) all rectangular air-handling ducts less than 6 square feet in cross-

sectional area, 
(6) all round air-handling ducts less than 28 inches in diameter, 
(7) al 1 piping suspended by individual hangers 12 inches or less in 

length from the top of the pipe to the bottom of the support for 
the hanger, and 

(8) all ducts suspended by hangers 12 inches or less in length from 
the top of the duct to the bottom of the support for the hanger. 
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9.1 REFERENCE OOCU"ENTS 

Chapter 9 

WOOD 

The qua l i ty, testing, design, and construction of members and their 
fastenings in wood systems that resist seismic forces shall conform to 
the requirements of the reference documents listed in this section except 
as modified by the provisions of this chapter. 

Ref. 9. I 

Ref. 9.2 

Ref. 9.3 

Ref. 9.4 

Ref. 9.5 

Ref. 9.6 

National Design Specification 
for Stress Grade Lumber and Its 
Fastenings 

American Softwood Lumber Standard 

Methods for Establishing Structural 
Grades and Related Allowable 
Properties for Visually Graded 
Lumber 

Methods for Establishing Clear 
Wood Strength Values 

Softwood Plywood - Construction 
and Industrial 

Mat Formed Wood Particle Board 

NOS (1982) 

PS 20 (1970) 

ASTM D245 ( 1'19 ') 
( ·J-<J81 

l 'r 
ASTM D2555 
( 1981 ) 

PS 1 ( 1983) 

ANSI A208. 1 
( 1 9 79) 

1
c,r.s,,, 

....,--· .. ~-· <1 - ) I ( / ., : 

Ref. 9.7 Preservative Treatment by 
Pressure Process 

AWPA Cl ( lJ 2) .(!_ 1 ~ . 

C2 1 983) ,,,( C3 ( 1981-{{11£1. ;, 

Ref. 9.8 

Ref. 9.9 

Ref. 9. I 0 

/~ (/._.,,,.,,, 
1
_ --r,;1 .. _. 1 , ....• ~., J. _._,( ....,-, .. 'l~~ t p1.,,,,, .. 71 C9 ( 1979), a nd C29 

- • 7 ' ' · · ,.,..,. ,, ( 1 982 ) 
American National Standard for 4 ,..,_5-,-7-;1 ° !?{-r) ·f /f J_ 
Wood Products--Structural Glued ANSI/AITC Al90~ 
Laminated Timber (1983) 

Design and ManufaGturing Standard 
Specification for Structural Glued 
Laminated Timber of Softwood 
Species A ITC I I 7 ( I 984 >( tc;f3; 

Wood Poles ANSI 05. I ( 1979) (19/{1) 
\ / 
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Ref. 9. 11 

Ref. 9. 12 

Ref. 9. 13 

Ref. 9. 14 

Ref. 9. 15 

Ref. 9. 16 

Round Timber Piles 

One- and Two-family Dwelling Code 
International Conference of 
Building Officials 

Building Officials and Code 
Administrators 

Southern Building Code Congress 

Gypsum Wal l board 

Fiberboard, Insulating 
c e. 11,. 1, 1-f, l'....- r ; :.., , ,. h ,,, "H~ 

Plywood Design Specifications 

Plywood Diaphragm Construction 

9.2 STRENGTH Of "E"BERS AND CONNECTIONS 

ASTM 025 ( I 979) ,1q ,Ft) 

1983 

1983 
1983 

ASTM C36-64 (1980) 

APA (1978) 

I 

The strength of members and connections subjected to seismic forces 
acting along or in combination with other prescribed loads sha 1 1 be 
determined using a capacity reduction factor 4> and 2.0 times the working 
stresses permitted in the reference documents and in this chapter. 

The value of the capacity reduction factor, q>' shall be as fol lows: 

All stresses in wood members 4> = 1.0 

Bolts and other timber connectors 
not 1 isted below 4> = 1.0 

Shear on carriage bolts not having 
washers under the head 4i = 0.67 

Lag screws and wood screws cj> = 0.90 

Shear on diaphragms and shear walls 
as given in this chapter 4> = 0.85 

9.3 SEIS"IC PERFOR"ANCE CATEOORY A 

Bui l dings assigned to Category A may be constructed using any of the 
materials and procedures permitted in the reference documents and this 
chapter except as limited in this section. 

9. 3. l Bracing Requirements 

Al 1 wood frame bui !dings three stories in height shall have sol id sheath
; ng of one of the materials specified in Sec. 9. 7. 3 app l i ed for the 
full height over not less than 25 percent of the length of each exterior 
wall in the first story. 
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9.4 SEIS"IC PERFOR"ANCE CATEGORY B 

Buildings assigned to Category B shall conform to all of the require
ments for Category A and to the additional requirements of this section. 

9.4.1 Detailing Requirements 

The construction shall comply with the requirements given below. 

A. Anehorage of Concrete or Masonry Walls. The diaphragm sheath
ing shall not be used for providing ties and splices required in 
Sec. 3.7.5 and 3.7.6. 

B. Lag Screws. Washers shall be provided under the heads of lag 
screws that would otherwise bear on wood. 

9.5 SEIS"IC PERFORNANCE CATEGORY C 

Buildings assigned to Category C shall conform to al I the requirements 
for Category B and to the additional requirements and I imitations of 
this section. 

9.5.1 ttaterial Limitations 

The limitations on materials used in Category C construction are given 
below. 

Where plywood is used structurally as covering on the exterior of outside 
walls, it shall be of the exterior type. Where used elsewhere struc
turally, it shall be bonded by intermediate or exterior glue. 

9.5.2 Framing Systems 

The limitations on framing systems that may be used in Category Care 
given below. 

A. Diaphragms. Wood diaphragms shall not be used to resist tor
sional forces induced by concrete or masonry construction in structures 
over two stories in height. 

B. Shear Walls. The use of walls sheathed with gypsum sheath
ing, particle board, gypsum wall board, or wire lath and cement plaster 
as shear walls for resisting seismic forces shall be limited to one-story 
buildings or the top story of buildings two stories or more in height. 
Fiberboard sheathed shear walls shall not be used as part of the seismic 
force resisting system. 

C. Conventional Light Frame Construction. Buildings over one 
story in height of conventional light frame construction shall have 
so 1 id sheathing of one of the material s specified in Sec. 9. 7. 3. A or 
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9. 7. 3. B app I i ed for the f u 1 1 he f ght over at 1 east 40 percent of the 
length of the building at each exterior wall of the stories below the 
top story. 

9.5.3 Detailing Requirements 

Special details for Category C construction are given below. 

Common wire nails driven parallel to the grain of the wood shall not be 
used to resist 1 oads greater than 50 percent of working stress va 1 ues 
permitted in Ref. 9.1 for normal duration of loading for nails driven 
perpendicular to the grain. 

Connections using multiple nails driven perpendicular to the grain and, 
used to resist I oads in w i thdrawa I sha I I use the capacity reduction 
factors given for lag screws and wood screws. 

9.6 SE15"1C PERFORNANCE CATEGORY D 

Buildings assigned to Category O construction shall conform to all of 
the requirements for Category C and to the additional requirements and 
limitations of this section. 

9.6.1 9'aterial Limitations 

Walls sheathed with gypsum sheathing, particle board, gypsum wall board, 
fiberboard, or wire lath and cement plaster shall not be ·used as part 
of the seismic resisting system. 

9.6.2 Framing Systems 

Unblocked plywood diaphragms shall not be use .d as part of the seismi ,c 
resisting system. 

9.6.3 Diaphra~ Limitations 

P 1 ywood used for shear pane Is that are a part of the seismic res i.st i ng 
system sha I 1 be app l i ed direct I y to the framing members, except that 
plywood may be used as a diaphragm .when nailed over solid lumber plank
ing or laminated decks. The allowable working stress .shear for vertica -J 
plywood shear walls used to resist horizontal forces in buildings with 
masonry or reinforced concrete walls shall be one-half of the allqwable 
values set forth in Table 9-B. 

9. 7 CONVENTIONAL LIGHT Tl"BER CONSTRUCTION 

Wood frame buildings that require no engineering analysis of the seis
mic loading effects, in accordance with Sec. 1.3.1, shall be subject to 
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the design regu I at ions enforced by the Regu 1 atory Agency for genera I 
wood frame and light frame construction except as modified by the provi
sfons of thfs section. 

9.7.1 11811 Framing and Connections 

The following wall framing and connection details shall apply as a mini
mum. 

A. Anchor Bolts. Foundation sill anchor bolts at least 1/2 inch 
in diameter sha I l be provided at not over 4 feet on center. Anchor 
bolts shall have a minimum embedment of 7 diameters. 

8. Top Plates. Stud walls shall be capped with double-top plates 
i nsta 11 ed to provide over I app i ng at corners and intersections. End 
joints in double-top plates shall be offset at least 48 inches. 

C. Bottom Plates. 
sill of not less than 2 
least equal to the width 
Sec. 9. 7 .3. 

Studs shall have full bearing on a plate or 
inch nominal thickness and having a width at 
of the studs unless specifically excepted in 

9.7.2 Wall Sheathing Requirements 

All exterior walls and main interior partitions shal I be effectively 
and thorough I y braced by one of the types of sheathing described in 
Sec. 9.7.3 at each end of the wall or partition, or as near thereto as 
possible, and at not over 25-foot intervals between the ends. To be 
considered effective as brae i ng, the sheathing sha 1 I be at I east 48 
inches in width covering three 16-inch stud spaces or two 24-inch stud 
spaces. · A 11 vert I ca 1 jo I nts of pane 1 sheathing sha 1 1 occur over studs 
and all horizontal joints shall occur over blocking at least equal in 
size to the studs. All framing in connection with sheathing used for 
bracing shall not be less than 2 inch nominal thickness. 

9.7.3 Acceptable Types of Wall Sheathing 

Sheathing used for bracing shall conform to one of the following types 
of construction: 

A. · Diagonal Boards. Wood boards of 5/8 inch minimum net thickness 
applied ,dlagonally on studs spaced not over 24 inches on center. 

8. Plywood Panels. Plywood panels with a thickness of not less 
than 5/16 inch for 16-inch stud spacing and not less than 3/8 inch for 
24-inch stud spacing. Blocking need not be provided at horizontal join
ts. 

C. Fiberboard. Fiberboard panels, 4-foot by 8-foot panels, not 
less than 7/16 inch thick applied with the long dimension vertical on 
studs spaced not over 16 inches on center. 
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D. Gypsum Sheathing. Gypsum panels not less than 1/2 inch nominal 
thickness on studs spaced not uver 16 inches on center. 

E. Part i c I e Board. Part i c 1 e Board Exterior Type 2-8-1 sheath
ing panels not less than 3/8 inch thick on studs spaced not over 16 
inches on center. 

F. Gypsum Wa 1 1 board. Gypsum wa l 1 board not I es s than I/ 2 inch 
thick on studs spaced not over 24 inches on center. 

Minimum nailing shall be as given in Tables 9-A through 
for diagonal boards shall be as specified in Sec. 9.8.3. 
i ng for particle board sha 1 I be the same as given for 
Table 9-C. 

9.8 ENGINEERED TINBER CONSTRUCTION 

9-0 • Na i 1 i ng 
Hinimum nail
fiberboard in 

For buildings in which a seismic analysis is required, the proportioning 
and design of wood systems, members, and connections shall be in accor
dance with the reference documents and this section. 

9.8.] Framing Requirements 

All wood columns and posts shall be framed to true end bearing. Sup
ports for columns and posts shall be designed to hold them securely in 
position and to provide protection against deterioration. Where post 
and beam or girder construction is used, positive connections shal 1 be 
provided to resist up\ ift and lateral displacement. 

9.8.2 Requirements for All Shear Panels 

Horizontal and vertical shear panels shal I conform to the requirements 
in this section and to the requirements in the following section per
taining to the particular type of panel. The shear values may be doubled 
when identical materials are applied to both sides of the wall. 

A. Framing. All framing members used in shear panel construc
tion sha 11 be at I east 2 inches in nom i na 1 thickness. A 1 I boundary 
members, chords, and collector members of shear walls and diaphragms 
shall be designed and detailed to transmit the induced axial forces. 
The boundary members shall be tied together at all corners. 

Openings in diaphragms and shear walls shall be designed and detailed 
to transfer all shearing stresses. Where the openings would materially 
affect the strength of the diaphragm or shear wall, they shal 1 be shown 
and fully detailed on the approved plans. 

Connections and anchorages capable of resisting the prescribed forces 
shall be provided between the diaphragm or shear wall and the attached 
components. 
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B. Torsion. Buildings that have one side without shear walls 
shall meet the following requirements to acconvnodate the indicated tor
sion. The diaphragm shall be sheathed with diagonal boards or plywood. 
The depth of the diaphragm normal to the open side shall not exceed 25 
feet nor sha 11 the ratio of depth to width exceed I : I for one-story 
buildings or 1:1.5 for buildings over one story in height. Where calcu-
1 at ions show that diaphragm deflections can be tolerated, the depth 
normal to the open side may be increased to a depth-to-width ratio not 
greater than 1.5:l for conventional diagonal sheathing or 2:1 for special 
diagonal sheathing or plywood diaphragms. See Sec. 3.7.9. 

9.8.3 Diagonally Sheathed Shear Panels 

Diagonal I y sheathed shear panels sha I I be constructed in accordance 
with the requirements of this section for either conventional or special 
construction. 

A. Con vent f <:ma 1 Construction. Such 1 umber shear panels sha l 1 
be made up of l inch nominal sheathing boards laid at an angle of approx
imately 45 degrees to supports. Sheathing boards shall be nailed to 
each intermediate bearing member with not less than two 8d nails for I 
by 6 nominal boards and three 8d nails for l by 8 or wider boards. One 
additional nail shall be provided in each board at shear panel bound
aries. Where box nails are used, one additional nail shall be used at 
each bearing and two additional nails shall be used at shear panel bound
aries. End joints in adjacent boards shall be separated by at least 
one stud or joist space and there shall be at least two boards between 
joints on the same support. Wood shear panels made up of 2-inch-thick 
diagonal sheathing using 16d nails may be used at the same shear values 
and in the same locations as for 1-inch boards provided there are no 
splices in adjacent boards on the same support and the supports are not 
less than 4 inch nominal depth or 3 inch nominal thickness. 

The allowable working stress shear for conventional lumber shear panels 
is 200 pounds per lineal foot. 

B. Special Construction. Special diagonally sheathed shear panels 
shall conform to conventional diagonally sheathed shear panel construc
tion and the requirements below. 

Spec i a 1 di agona I 1 y sheathed shear pane 1 s sha I I be sheathed with two 
layers of diagonal sheathing at 90 degrees to each other on the same 
face of the supporting members. Each chord shall be considered as a 
beam loaded with uniform load per foot equal to 50 percent of the unit 
shear due to diaphragm action. The 1 oad sha 11 be assumed as acting 
normal to the chord in the plane of the diaphragm in either direction. 
The span of the chord or portion thereof shall be the distance between 
framing members of the diaphragm such as the joists, studs, and blocking 
that serve to transfer the assumed load to the sheathing. 

Spec i a 1 di agona 11 y sheathed shear pane 1 s sha 11 inc 1 ude conventional 
shear panels sheathed with two layers of diagonal sheathing at 90 degrees 
to each other on the same face of the supporting members. 
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The allowable working stress shear for special diagonally sheathed shear 
panels is 600 pounds per lineal foot (plf). 

9.8.4 P1)'1llf00d Shear Panels 

Horizontal and vertical shear panels sheathed with plywood may be used 
to resist shear due to earthquake forces based on the allowable working 
stress shear set forth in Table 9-A for horizontal diaphragms and Table 
9-B for shear walls or may be calculated by principles of mechanics 
without limitation by using values of nail strength and plywood shear 
values specified elsewhere in the reference standards. 

A. Framing. Plywood shear panels shal 1 be constructed with plywood 
sheets not less than 4 feet by 8 feet, except at boundaries and changes 
in framing. Plywood sheets for diaphragms shall be arranged as indicated 
in Table 9-A. Framing members shall be provided at the edges of all 
sheets in shear wal Is. Plywood sheets shall be designed to resist shear 
stresses only, and chords, collector members, and boundary members shall 
be provided to resist ax i a I forces resu 1 ting from the app 1 i cation of 
the seismic design forces. Boundary members shall be adequately inter
connected at corner intersections. 

Plywood panels less than 12 inches wide shall be blocked. 

B. Nailing. The nails and spacing of nails at shear panel bound
aries and the edges of each sheet of plywood shall be as shown in Tables 
9-A and 9-8. Nails of the same size shall be placed along all inter
mediate framing members at 10 inches on center for floors, 12 inches 
for roofs, and 12 inches for walls, except that the spacing shall be 6 
inches for walls of 3/8-inch plywood installed with the face grain pa
rallel to studs which are spaced 24 inches on center. 

9.8.5 Shear Panels Sheathed with Other Naterials 

Wood stud walls .sheathed with lath and plaster, gypsum sheathing board, 
gypsum wal 1 board, or fiberboard sheathing may be used to resist shear 
due to earthquake forces in framed bu i 1 dings. The a 11 owab 1 e working 
stress shear values are set forth in Tables 9-C and 9-0. Use is re
stricted to certain buildings and categories as contained in this chap
ter. Nails shall be spaced at least 3/8 inch from the edges and ends 
of boards and panels. The maximum height-to-width ratio shall be 1.5:l. 

The shear values tabulated shall not be cumulative with the shear value 
of other materials applied to the same wall. 

9.8.6 Detailing Requirements 

Concrete or masonry walls shall be anchored to all floors and roofs for 
the forces prescribed in Sec. 3.7.6. Such anchorage shall not be ac
complished by use of toe nails or nails subject to withdrawal and wood 
ledgers shal I not be used in cross-grain bending or tension. 
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TABLE 9-A A 11 owab le Shear for Se f sm f c Forces f n Pounds per Foot for 
Horfzontat Plywood Ofaphragms with Framfng of Douglas Fir-Larch or South
ern Pfn_. 

81octed llapllragau Nall Spacing at 
Dlepllrag• Boundaries (All Cases) At 
Continuous Panel Edges Parallel to 
load (Casts 3 I 41 tld at All Panel 
Edges IC.m 5 & 61 · 

Unblocked Dlaphragasr Nalls 
Spaced 6' Naxl ... at 
Supported [nd 

Plywood 
Grade 

COIi, 
Nall 
Size 

Noelnal 
Penetra
tion In 
Fr•lng 
I Inches) 

Nlnl•u• 
No•lnal 
Plywood 
Thickness 
I Inches) 

ftlnl•u1 
Noafnal 
Width of 
Fr•lng 
Ne•bers 
I Inches) 

-,------;--·-·;:;;i•--~i--

••11 Spacing at Other Plywood 
Panel Edges 

' 6 4 3 

load Perpen
dlcular to 
Unblocked Edges 
and Continuous 
Panel Joints 
(Case I) 

All Other 
Configu
rations 
(Cases 2, 
3, and 0 

·············••=••······••=••·••=•••=••·••==••••=••·····••=•••=••·••===~•===••==••====••·••=••========•============== 

Structural I 6d 1-1/4 

8d 1-1/2 

IOd 1-5/8 

C·O, C-C 6d 
Structura I 11 
and Other 
Sl•i lar Grades 

8d 1-1/2 

IOd 1-5/8 

5/16 

3/8 

15/lZ 

5/16 

3/8 

3/8 

15/32 

15/32 

19/32 

z 
3 

2 
3 

z 
3 

z 
3 

z 
J 

z 
3 

2 
3 

z 
3 

z 
3 

185 
21D 

Z70 
300 

320 
360 

170 
190 

185 
210 

240 
ZlO 

270 
300 

290 
325 

320 
360 

Z50 
280 

360 
400 

225 
250 

250 
280 

320 
360 

385 
uo 

530 600 
60D 675 

640 b 730 b 
120 820 

m 
380 

m 
420 

380 
m 

420 
415 

,00 m 
540 6IO 

530 600 
600 675 

5756 mb 
650 735 

640 • 730 t 
720 820 

165 
185 

240 
265 

285 
320 

150 
170 

165 
185 

215 
240 

240 
265 

255 
290 

285 
320 

8Space nails 10 inches on center for floors and 12 inches on center for 
roofs a 1 ong the Intermediate frarn i ng members. A 1 1 owab 1 e shear va 1 ues 
for nails in framing members or other species set forth in Table 8.lA 
NOS (Ref. 9. 1 ) sha 11 be ca 1 cu 1 ated for a 11 grades by mu 1 tip 1 y i ng the 
value~ for nails in Structural I by the fol lowing factors: Group III, 
0.82, and Group IV, 0.65. 

bFraming shall be 3-inch nominal or wider and nai Is shall be staggered 
where nails are spaced 2 inches or 2-1/2 inches on center and where lOd 
nails having penetration into framing of more than 1-5/8 inches are 
spaced 3 Inches on center. 
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180 
zoo 

215 
240 

110 
125 

125 
140 

160 
180 

180 
200 

190 
215 



TABtE 9-A Continued 

CASE 1 

CASE 4 

81ock1119 
11' USN 

D11phr1gin Boundary 

CASE l 

---~ 

/ 

Fr11111ng 
Blocking 

.... 
I~ 
I 

\ Cont 1 nuous Pane 1 Joints 

CASE 5 

NOTE: Framing !Illy be located 1n either d1rect1on for blocked d11phrag1115. 
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CASE 3 

Load ii l ,llocktng 
Fl"ltl111g 

-~J 11 

' 'i,,, .. 

I , ... ... 
\.eont1nuous Panel Joints 

CASE 6 



TABLE 9-8 A11owable Shear for Wfnd or Seismic Forces in Pounds per Foot 
for Plywood Shear Walls with Framing of Douglas Fir-Larch or Southern 
Pf nea · 

Pl ywod App 11 ed 
Penetra- Plywood App1 led 

) Over 1/2-fnch 
tlon In Plywood Direct to Fral119 Gypsm Sheathing~ 

Plywood Nall Fraint Thickness -------------------- Nall -----------------Grldt Size (tnchts) ( f nct111) ' • 3 2 ~ Size ' 4 3 2-C 
:za==~==:::2::::::::::::z::s::2::::::::::::z:::::a::s:::::::::a::::::::s:::::::::s:::::::::::::::s 

Structural I 6d d 1-1/4 5/16 200 300 390 510 8d d zoo 300 390 510 

8d d f f I f d C 1-1/2 3/8 230 360 •60 610 10d 281 00 550 730 

8d d 1-1/2 15/32 280 00 550 130 IOd d 280 00 550 C 130 

l0d d 1-5/8 15/32 340 510 665c 870 

c-o. c-c 6d d d 
1-1/4 5/16 180 270 350 450 8d 180 270 350 450 

Structural II 
6d d 8d d and Other 1-1/4 3/8 200 300 390 510 zoo 300 390 510 

Grades Covered 
8d d 2201 320' 4101 53o

1 10d d 490.c 640 In PS 1-83 1-1/2 3/8 261 380 

8d d 1-1/2 15/32 260 380 490 640 lOd 
d 

260 380 490c 640 

IOd.d 1-5/8 15/32 310 •60 600c 770 

IOd d 1-5/8 19/32 340 510 665 C 870 

Plywood Panel 6d f 1-11• 5/16 140 210 275 360 8d f 140 210 275 360 
Siding In 

8d f 1301 200 
1 

260
1 

3•o 
1 f 

310c410 Grades Covered 1-1/2 3/8 IOd 160 240 
In PS 1-83 

8 Al I panel edges backed with 2-inch nominal or wider framing. Plywood 
installed either horizontally or vertically. Space nails at 6 inches 
on center along intermediate framing members for 3/8-inch plywood in
stalled with face grain parallel to studes spaced 24 inches on center 
arid 12 inches on center for other ~onditions and plywood thicknesses. 
Allowable shear values for nails in framing members of other species 
set forth in Tab I e 8. l A NOS (Ref. 9. I ) sha I l be ca 1 cu 1 ated for a 1 l grades 
by multiplying the values for common and galvanized nails in Structural 
I and galvanized casing nails in other grades by the fol lowing factors: 
Group Ill, 0.82, and Group JV, _0.65. 

bNa 1· 1 spa<'.'. i ng at p 1 ywood pane I edges. 

CFraming shall be 3-inch nominal or wider and nai Is shall be staggered 
where nails are spaced 2 inches on center and where !Od nails having 
penetration into framing of more than 1-5/8 inches are spaced 3 inches 
on center. 
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TABLE 9-8 Cont I nued 

dconvnon or galvanized box nails. 

eThe values for 3/8-fnch plywood applied directly to framing may be 
Increased by 20 percent provided studs are spaced a maximum of 16 Inches 
on center or plywood Is applied with face grain across studs or ff the 
plywood thickness is increased to 1/2 inch or greater. 

fGalvanized casing nails. 
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TABLE 9-C Allowable Working Stress Shears for Wind or Seismic Loading 
on Vertical Shear Panels of Fiberboard Sheathing Boarda 

Size/Application 

1/2 inch by 4 
feet by 8 feet 

25/32 inch by 
4 feet by 8 feet 

Nai I Size 

No. I 1 ga . ga 1 v • 
roofing nail 1-1/2 
inch long, 7/16 
inch head 

No. 11 ga. galv. 
roofing nail 1-3/4 
inch long, 7/16 
inch head 

Shear Value 3-inch Nail 
Spacing Around Perimeter 
and 6-inch at Intermediate 
Points (p 1 f) 

125b 

175 

aFiberboard sheathing diaphragms shal 1 not be used to brace concrete or 
masonry wa 1 I s. 

brhe shear value may be 175 plf for 1/2 inch by 4 foot by 8 foot fiber
board classified as nail-based sheathing. 
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TABLE 9-0 Allowable Working Stress Shears for Shear Wal ls of Lath and 
Plaster, Gypsum Sheathing Board, and Gypsum Wallboard Wood-Framed 
Assembliesa 

Type Thickness Nai 1 Spacing Shear Minimum 
of of Wal 1 Maximumb Value Nai 1 
Material Material Construction (inches) (psf) Size 

Woven or 7/8" Unblocked 6 180 No. 11 ga. 
welded wire l-1/2" long, 
lath and 7 /16" diam. 
portland head, or 
cement No. 16 ga. 
plaster staples hav'g 

7/8" long legs 

Gypsum 3/8" lath Unblocked 5 100 No. 13 ga. 
lath, and 1/2" 1-1 /8" long, 
plain plaster 19/64" head, 
or plasterboard 
perforated blued nai 1 

Gypsum 1/2" by Unblocked 4 75 No. 11 ga. 
sheathing 2' by 1-3/4" long, 
board 8' 7/16" head, 

diamond point, 
galvanized 

1 /2" by Blocked 7 175 
4' 

1 /2" by Unblocked 4 100 
4' 

Gypsum 1 /2" Unblocked 7 100 5d cooler 
wal 1- nails 
board 

Unblocked 4 125 

1 /2" Blocked 7 125 

Blocked 4 150 

5/8" Blocked 4 175 6d cooler 
nai 1 s 

5/8" Blocked Base ply 9 250 Base ply - 6d 
coo 1 er na i 1 s 

5/8" Two-ply Face ply 7 250 Face ply - 8d 
cooler nails 
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TABLE 9-0 Continued 

ashear walls shall not be used to resist loads imposed by masonry or con
crete walls. 

bApplies to nailing at all studes, top and bottom plates, and blocking. 
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Chapter 10 

STEEL 

10.l REFERENCE OOCU"ENTS 

The quality and testing of steel materials and the design and construc
tion of stee 1 components that resist se Ism f c forces sha 1 I conform to 
the requirements of the refereces listed in this section except as modi
fied by provisions of this chapter. 

Ref. I 0. I 

Ref. IO. 2 

Ref. 10. 3 

Ref. 10.4 

Ref. I 0. 5 

The American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) Speci
ffcatfons (Parts I and 2) for the Design, Fabrication and 
Erection of Struct4ral Steel_for Bui !dings, November 1, 1978 (,c,,c,,-1) 
I >-1( /,-,t(i ,,.,1 Sr•?/> /-r..,_"t:-• ,-f No 1- e+-f-ecl"r'-Mti<c 1, I I , /Cl $C 
The Specification for the Design of Cold-formed Steel Struc- (2:_ ~ 
tural Members, American Iron and Steel Institute {AISI), 1 c6,.-;}. 

@ tb eadend •m No. I, Seet ember 3 , 19~ A.,., 1~, 14f'' 

The Specifications for the Design of Cold-formed Stainless 
Steel Structural Members, American Iron and Steel Insti
tute {AISJ), 1974 Edition 

The Standard Specifications, Load Tables, and Weight Tables 
for Steel Joi .sts and Joist Girders, Steel Joist Institute, 

98 Ed I t I on (--re&> -3) 
/~&~ 

The Criteria for Structural Applications for Steel Cables 
for Bui !dings, AISI, 1973 Edition. 

10.2 STRENGTH OF ttE"8ERS AND CONNECTIONS 

The strength of members and connect f ons subjected to sef smi c forces 
act Ing a 1 one . or f n comb f nation with other prescribed 1 oads sha 1 I be 
determined using a capacity reduction factor, •, and the stresses per
mitted fn the reference documents except as modified in this section. . . 

The value of+ shall be as follows: 

Members, connections, and base plates that 
develop the strength of the members or 
structural systems 

Connections that do not develop the strength 
of the member or structural system, including 
connection of base plates and anchor bolts, 
or do not conform to Sec. 10.6.6 

• = 0.90 

• = 0.67 
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Metal deck diaphragms 

Partial penetration welds in columns when 
subjected to tension stresses 

, = 0.60 

, = 0.80 

10.2.1 Structural Steel 

Reference 10.1 shall be modified as follows: 

A. ~oad Combination. AISC Sec. 1.5.6 shall read as follows: 

"The strength of structural steel members for resisting 
seismic forces acting alone or in combination with dead 
and live loads shall be determined by using 1.7 times the 
a 11 owab le stresses in A I SC Sections 1. 5. 1 , 1 . 5. 2, 1. 5. 3, 
and 1. 5. 4." 

B. Euler Stress. AISC Sec. 1.6.1. The definition of F~ for the 
purpose of determining the strength of structural steel members shall 
read as follows: 

(in the expression for F~, lb is 
the actual length in the plane 
of bending and rb is the corre

sponding radius of gyration. K 
is the effective 1 ength factor 
in the plane of bending.) 

C. !:1.~!!l_ber Strength. Amend first paragraph of AISC Sec. 2.1 by 
deleting "or earthquake" and adding the following: 

"The strength of members sha l l be determined by the re
quirements contained herein. Except as modified by these 
rules, all pertinent provisions of Part 1 shall govern." 

D. Shear Strength. In A I SC Sec. 2. 5, substitute 0. 60 (or 
pr'" ate- a ue ro 1na e ra o oa ana Res stance tacto r Desi e 
S ecifications for Str~c:~u!aL.?~_ee_.)_ ~_lJi ldings ~ o . in ormu a 
(2.5- and delete the word "factored" from t e definition of Vu. 

E. P-Delta Effects. Where axial and flexural stresses are deter
mined considering secondary bending resulting from the design P-delta 
effects, all axially loaded members may be proportioned in accordance 
with AISC (Ref. '10. l) Sec. 1.6.1 or 2.4 except as fol lows: 

I. The effective length factor, K, in the Plane of bending may be 
assumed to be unity in the calculation of Fa, F~, Per• or Pe. 

2. The coefficient Cm is computed as for braced frames. 
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10.2.2 Cold formed Steel 

References 10.2 and 10.3 shall be modified as follows: 

A. Member Strength. A IS I Sec. 3. l • 2. l and the first paragraph 
of AISI Sec'. 3.1.2.2 of Ref. 10.2 and AISI Sec. 3.9.l and first paragraph 
of A IS I Sec. 3 . 9. 2 of Ref. l O. 3 sha I I be modi f i ed by subst f tut i ng 70 
percent for the 33-1/3 percent increase to determine the strength of 
cold-formed members subjected to seismic forces alone or seismic forces 
in combination with dead and live loads. 

B. Effective Width. Modify the third paragraph of AISI 
Sec. 2.3.l.l of Ref. 10.2 and add to AISI Sec. 2.3.l.l of Ref. 10.3: 

"When members of assemblies are subject to stresses pro
duced by seismic forces or seismic forces combined with 
dead and live loads, the effective design width, b, shall 
be determined using 0.60 times the stress that would be 
determined using the increase permitted in Sec. 3. l . 2. l 
or 3. 1 • 2. 2 (Sec. 3 • 9. l or 3. 9. 2 for Ref. 10. 3) • " 

C. Steel Deck Diaphragms. Steel deck diaphragms made from materi
als conforming to the requirements of Ref. 10.2 and 10.3 may be assigned 
strength values in accordance with one of the following: 

l. The tested strength values as approved by the Regulatory 
Agency, 

2. The tested strength values defined as the mean minus two 
times the standard deviation of at least three tests, or 

3. Two times the published allowable working stress values as 
approved by the Regulatory Agency. 

Installation, including fasteners, shal 1 be in conformance with the 
procedures used for the tests establishing the strengths. 

10.2.3 Steel Cables 

Reference 10.5, Sec. 5d, shall be modified by substituting 1.5 T4 when 
T4 is the net tension in cable due to dead load, prestress, live load, 
and seismic load. A load factor of 1.1 shall be applied to the pre
stess force to be ·added to the load combination of AISI Sec. 3.1.2 of 
Ref. l O. 6. 

10.3 SEIS"IC PERFORttANCE CATE~Y A 

Buildings assigned to Category A may be of any type of steel construc
tion permitted in the reference documents. 
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.. SEIS"IC PERFORNANCE CATEOORY B 10 .... 

Bufldfngs assfgned to Category B shall conform to all of the requlre-
o ments for Category A and to the additional requirements of this sectfon. 

<7 ,1r-11'-,,t," rt' .-i:1 
:,, 10/1 10.-4.1 Space Frames 

1tb · · 
Ordinary moment frames, space frames in bui ldfng frame systems, and 
space frames incorporated in bearing wall _systems shall be designed and 
constructed in accordance with Ref. 10.1, Part l, or Ref. 10.2, or Ref.-
10.3. 

10.5 SEISNIC PERFORNANCE CATEOORIES CANO D 
. 
Buildings assigned to Categories C and D shall conform to all of the 
requirements for Category Band to the addftional requirements of this 
section. 

10.5.1 Specfal Noment Frames 

Where a Moment Resisting Frame System is used as the seismic resisting 
system, ft shall be composed of Special Moment Frames conforming to the 
requirements of Sec. 10.6. 

EXCEPTION: 

l. Moment frames in one- and two-story buildings assigned to 
Se I sm i c Performance Category C may be Ord f nary Moment 
Frames. 

2. Moment frames in one-story buildings assigned to Seismic 
Performance Category D may be Ordinary Moment Frames. 

10.s.2 Braced Frames 

For seismic resisting systems over two stories In height using braced 
frames, the members shall have a compressive strength equal to at least 
50 percent of the required tensile strength. 
;o. r,''Z, ea r,, J., u,11; i3ntlJ.ri:l P?.o• C y 
/ 0,t . 
~ SPECIAL NOttENT FRAftE REQUIREttENTS 

Special Moment Frames shall be designed in accordance with Part 2 of 
Ref. 10.l with the following modifications: 

J. Substitute the following for the last three paragraphs of AISC 
Sec. 2. l: 
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"Special Moment Frames shall satisfy the requirements for 
Type 1 construction In the plane of the frame as provided 



2. 

in Sec. 1.2. Type 2 construction is permitted for members 
between rigid frames. Connections joining a portion of a 
structure designed on the basis of this Part wfth a por
tion not so designed need be no more rigid than ordinary 
se~t-and-cap angle or standard web connections. Except 
as modified by these rules, all other pertinent provisions 
of Part 1 shall govern. 

The flexural strength of flexural members shall be deter
mined by the moment Hp= Zfy," 

Substitute the following for AISC Sec. 2.2: 

"Structural steel shal 1 conform to one of the fol lowing 
ASTH specifications, A36/36H-84a, A441-84, AS00-84, 
AS0l-84, A572-84; (Grades 42 and 50), or A588-84a. 

EXCEPTION: 

Structural Steel ASTH A283-75 Grade D may be used for base 
plates." 

3. AISC Sec. 2.3.1 shall not apply and the last sentence of AISC 
Sec. 2.3.2 shall be modified to read: 

"The axial force in the columns shall not exceed 0.6 Py." 

4. Add the following to AISC Sec. 2.4: 

"Column splices shall not be placed in an area fn which a 
potential plastic hinge would form unless the splice fully 
deve I ops the co I umn sect I on. Part i a I penetration we Ids 
sha 11 not be used for co I umn sp I ices un I ess It can be 
shown that the splice strength is adequate to resist load 
effects of: 

a. The plastic capacity of the joints at the end of the 
column with the yield strengths of members assumed at 1.25 
Fy, and 

b. The plastic capacity of the joint at one floor, and 
one-half the plastic capacity of the joint at the other 
floor with yield strengths of members assumed at Fy, and 

c. The load as spec -ified In NEHRP Recommended Provisions 
Eq.3-2a." 

5. Add the following to AISC Sec. 2.5: 

"Shear in frame beams and co I umns and their connections 
shall be determined on the basis of dead and live loads 
acting in conjunction with moments equal to the member 
flexural capacities at critical sections. However, these 
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shears shall not be less than the shears resulting from 
elastic distribution of the specified forces. 

Beam-column Jofnt panel zone areas shall be designed to 
resist the shears, fv, based on the capacity of the members 
framing into the joint, but need not exceed·shears produced 
by deforming the frame two times that resulting from the 

p_ prescribed forces. " 
"1-1 <1 

{ce~1''"A App 1 i cab 1 e def In It f ons of terms remain unchanged. 
,r-1 

6. Add the following AISC Sec. 2.8: 

"Beam to co 1 umn connections sha I I deve 1 op the Jo Int ca
pacity determined by the strength of members framing Into 
the joint, unless it can be shown that adequate rotation 
can be obtained by deformations of the connection mate-
r i a Is. The connection consists of on I y those e I ements 
that connect the members of the Joint." 

7. Change the start of the second paragraph in AISC Sec. 2.9 to 
read as fol lows: 
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"The foregoing provisions need not apply to members bend
ing about their weak axis. However, in regions not ad
jacent to a plastic hinge the maximum distance •••• " 
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~-----'\ Appendf x to Chapter I 0 _,,..._ __ 
ECCENTRICALLY BRACED FRAttES 

These tentative provisions for the design of eccentr i-ca 11 y braced frames 
are included for the purpose of completeness. The system is being used 
but there are no generally accepted design crfteria; hence, these pro
visions are In an appendix. They are believed to be conservative but 
should be used carefully and with consideration of subsequent research 
findings. For use with this document, an R value of 7 and Co value of 
5 may be appropriate. 

DEFINITIONS 

Eccentr i ca 1 I y Braced Frame ( EBF) is a braced frame in which at 1 east 
one end of each diagonal brace frames only into a beam and in such a 
way that at least one ductile link beam Is formed in each beam. The 
beam length outside the link beam region is termed an ordinary beam. 

Ofagonal Brace is a tension or compression member in an EBF placed di
agonally in a bay of the frame. 

Brae i ng Members are secondary members designed to prevent 1 atera 1 or 
torsional buck I ing of beams in an EBF. 

Link Beam End Web Stiffeners are vertical web stiffeners placed on both 
sides of the web at the intersection of the toe of the diagonal brace 
and the beam. 

Link Beam Intermediate Web Stiffeners are vertical web stiffeners placed 
within the link beam. 

~ink Beam is the part of the beam in an EBF that is designed to yield 
in shear and/or bending so that buckling or tension failure of the di
agonal brace is prevented. When required, the link beam's length is 
defined by the distance between the toes of diagonal braces or the dis
tance between the toe of a diagonal brace and the column. 

ECCENTRICALLY BRACED FRA"E REQUIREHENTS 

Eccentrically braced frames shall be designed so that in severe earth
quakes energy is dissipated through shear and/or flexural yielding in the· 
link beams whereas the diagonal braces and columns shall remain essen
tially elastic. EBFs shall be designed in accordance with the following 
provisions: 

1. Link beams shall be Grade A36 steel and shall comply with the 
requirements of Ref. 10.1, Sec. 1.5.1.4.1, except that the flange width
thickness ratio, bf/2 tf, shall not exceed 8.5. 

2. An EBF bay, deformed as a rigid-ideally plastic mechanism shall 
be such that the rotation angle between the ordinary beam and the link 
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beam -shall not exceed the rotations specified below at a total story 
drift of Co times the drift determined by an elastic analysis at pre
scribed design forces: 

a. Link beams with I ength of 1 • 6 11p/Vp, or I ess sha 1 I have 
the rotation angle between the beam and the ltnk no greater than 0.06 
rad and shall be provided with intermediate web stiffeners as specified 
in Item 7 below. 

b. Link beams of length greater than 1.6 11p/Vp and less than 
2.6 11p/Vp shall have a rotation angle between the ordinary beam and the 
link beam no greater than 0.06 rad at 1.6 Mp/Vp and 0.015 rad at 2.6 
Mp/Vp• The allowable rotation angle shal I vary on a 1 inear basis between 
1 • 6 Mp/Vp and 2. 6 Hp/Vp. The I ink beams sha I I be provided with inter
mediate web stiffeners at 6 inches and 12 inches from both ends of the 
I ink. Additional intermediate web stiffeners as specified in Item 7 
below shall also be provided. 

c. Link beams of c I ear I ength greater than 2. 6 Mp/Vp sha 11 
not be used as part of an EBF lateral resisting system. Frame members 
of clear length greater than 2.6 Hp/Vp shall meet special moment frame 
(SMRSF) requirements. 

3. The flexural plastic strength, Hp, of a 1 ink beam shal I be 
computed as the smaller of FyZ or 1.18 <Fy - f 8 )Z, where fa at prescribed 
design forces is the axial stress in the link beam. 

4. The web of the I ink beam shal I be single thickness without 
doubler plate reinforcement~ The web shear at prescribed forces shall 
not exceed Vp = 0.55 Fydtw· 

5. Brace to beam connections sha I I deve 1 op the strength of the 
diagonal brace and transfer this force to the beam web. No part of the 
diagonal brace to beam connection shall extend over the link beam length. 

6. Full depth web stiffeners shall be provided on both sides of 
the beam web at the diagonal brace end of the link beam. These stif
feners shall have a combined width not less than (bf - 2 tw> and a thick
ness not less than 0.75 tw or 3/8 inches, whichever is larger. 

7. Intermediate link beam web stiffeners required in Item 2 above 
shall be spaced at intervals not exceeding (38 tw - d/5) for a rotation 
angle of 0.06 rad or (56 tw - d/5) for a rotation angle of 0.03 rad or 
sma I I er. I nterpo I at ion may be used for rotation ang I es between O. 03 
and·0.06 rad. 

8. Intermediate I ink beam web stiffeners sha I I be fu I I depth. 
For beams less than 24 inches in depth, stiffeners are required on only 
one side of the beam web. The stiffener thickness of one-side stiffeners 
shall not be less than tw or 3/8 inch, whichever is larger, and the width 
shal I not be less than (bf/2)-tw. For beams 24 inches fn depth and 
greater, similar intermediate stiffeners as above are required on both 
sides of the web. 
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"9. Fi 1 let welds connecting the l ink beam web stiffeners to the 
beam web shall develop a force of at least Astfy• Fillet welds con
nectfng the stiffener to the flanges shall develop a force of Astfy/4, 
where Ast= bt of stfffener, b = width of stiffener plate, and t = thick
.ness of st I .f fen er p I ate. 

10. The beam flanges of link beams connected to a coll.ffln flange 
shall have full penetration butt welds to the column and the web con
nection shall be welded to develop the full shear yield strength of the 
beam. 

11. Where the link beam Is connected to the column web, the beam 
flanges shall have full penetration welds to the connection plates and 
the web connection shall be welded to develop the full shear yield stren
gth of the beam web. The slope change between the link beam and column 
shall not exceed 0.015 rad when subjected to the total story drift of 
Co times the drift determined by an elastic analysis at prescrfbed design 
forces. 

12. The strength of each diagonal brace sha 11 be at I east l • 5 
times the axial force along the diagonal brace needed to reach the yield 
strength of the l Ink beam. The yield strength shal I be the smal !er 
force as determined from Vp defined in Item 4 above or Mp defined in Item 
3 above. 

13. Columns .shall be designed to remain elastic at the yield ca
pacity of the EBF bay as defined In Item 2 above except that Fy for 
beams shall be increased by a factor of 1.25. 

14. Top and bottom flanges of EBF beams shall be laterally braced 
at the ends of link beams. Bracing shall have a strength to resist at 
least 1.5 percent of the beam flange strength computed as Fybftf. 

15. Top and bottom flanges of the ordinary beam between the bracing 
members specified in Item 14 above shall be laterally braced at intervals 
not exceeding 38 ry. Bracing members shal I have a strength to resist 
1.0 percent of the beam flange force at the brace point. 

16. Ordinary beam connections to columns may be designed as pinned 
about the strong axis. The connection shall have strength to resist 
rotation about the longitudinal axis of the beam based on two equal and 
opposite rotation forces of at least 0.01 Fybftf acting laterally on the 
beam flanges. 

INSPECTION 

Tension groove welded connections between primary members of the frames 
that are part of the lateral load resisting system shall be tested by 
nondestructive methods for compliance with AWS 01.1 and Job specifica
tions. A program for this testing shall be established by the engineer. 
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Chapter 11 

REINFORCED CONCRETE 

11.1 REFERENCE DOCUNENTS 

The quality and testing of concrete and steel materials and the design 
and construction of reinforced concrete components that resist seismic 
forces shall conform to the requirements of the reference listed in this 
section except as modified by the provisions of this chapter. 

Ref. 11. 1 Building Code Requirements for Reinforced Concrete, 
American Concrete Institute, ACI 318-83, including 
Appendix A 

JI B. 
visions 

C. 

Nodifications to Ref. 11.1 

Replace Sec. 9.2.3 of Ref. 11. 1 with Sec. 3.7.1 of this docu-

Replace Sec. A.2.1.3 and A.2.1.4 of Ref. 11.1 with the pro
of this chapter. 

,L/ p /'-C--V• ~ I I( A 
Add the fol lowing to the end of Sec. A.2.5. I of Ref. 11.1: 

"When reinforcing stee I is to be we I ded ,--·~~~--st;~ ~-·-; ~

1 
comply with ASTM A706. This requirement may be satisfied J;;~ 
by the use of steel complying with ASTM A615 provided c ff"? 
that this steel meets the carbon equivalent require 
and chemical 1 imits for ASTM A706 st s a 
com JY. tt _ AW -• -=-1-979, the Str .uctura 1- W.e.LdlnQ-Code-, 
Re nfor f in~ St~·e 1 , ~ut?'l i shed. by t~e American We 1 ding. 5<:>c i -
e , • ~el ding .of Stirrups, ties, inserts, or other similar 
elements to lpngitud fnal rein~orcing shal I not be permit-
t ~d. II I ----- ' ---

D. Change Sec. A.3.3.4 of Ref. 11. I to read: 

"Where hoops are not required, stirrups with 135-degree 
or greater hooks with 6-bar-diameter extensions shall be 
spaced not more than d/2 throughout the 1 ength of the 
member." 
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E. Change Sec. A. 4. 1 of Ref 11 • 1 to read: ' 

"The requirements of this section apply to Special Moment 
Frame members having a factored ax i a I compressive force 
exceed ing Agf~/10. F~~me members shall satisfy the fol-
lowing cond1t1ons:.... - --- ·--·-------· ------

F. Add the following new paragraph to Sec. A.4.4 of Ref. 11. l: 

"At any section where the nomi na I strength, 4>Pn, of the 
column is less than the sum of the shear Ve computed in 
accordance with Sec. A.7 for all the beams framing into 
the column above the level under consideration, special 
transverse reinforcement sha 11 be provided. For beams 
framing into opposite sides of the co I umn, the moment 
components may be assumed to -be of opposite sign. For 
determination of the nominal strength, Pn, of the column, 
these moments may be assumed to result from the deformation 
of the frame in any one principal axis." 

G. Add the fol lowing to the end of Sec. A.4.4.5 of Ref. 11.l: 

"The spec i a I transverse reinforcement sha 11 be p I aced abov~ 
the column for at least the deve 1 opment I ength of the 
largest vertical reinforcement in the column in accordance 
with Sec. A.6.4 and below the discontinuity into the foun- 1 
dation for the same development length unless the column J \ 
terminates on a footing or mat, in which case the special 
transverse reinforcement shall be extended the compres-

\ 
sion development length or the lead length of the standard 
hook." - ____ - -
-----~ --- - -------

H. Add the following to the end of Sec. A.5.1 of Ref. I I. I: 

"A cast-in-place topping on a precast floor system may 
serve as the dia phra gm provided the cast-in-place to pping 
is proportioned and deta i I ed to resist the design s~ 
forces. Where untapped precast elements are used for 
diaphragms, the (j) factor for connections between elements 
sha 11 be o • 5 . " 1 l..£ "i c;;;-J-, (} ,, ____ ___:.__'...-------- ---Y 
Change the last sentence of Sec. A.5.2.3 of Ref. II. I to read: 

~ Stre sses~ be calculated .... " - --------~ 
J . Add the fol lowing to the end of Sec. A.5.3.5 of Ref. 11.1: 

"Reinforcement terminating at the edges of shear wa 11 s 
with a minimum edge reinforcement sha l l have a standard 
hook enc I os i ng the edge reinforcement or the edge rein
forcement sha 1 1 be enc 1 osed in U-st i rrups of the same 
size and spacing as transverse reinforcement." 

, 
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K. Change the definition of Aj in Sec. A.6.3.1 (and Sec. A.0) 
of Ref. 11.1 to read: 

"Effective cross-sectional area within a Joint in a plane 
parallel to the axis of the reinforcement generating the 
shear force, not be greater than the column width times 
the effective depth to the centroid of the longftudfnal 
column reinforcement. Where a girder frames into a support 
of larger width, effective column width shall not exceed 
the width of the girder plus the overall depth of the Jo
int." 

lfcp lrrn .. - v,.,, 1J7 

Ac, 3tt 

~UttjifZr3/ t:/ 

L. Change the reference to Sec. 9.2 in Sec. A.7.1.3 of Ref. 11. 1 
to the load combination specified in Sec. 3. 7.1 of this document for 
earthquake sources. -Delete the fol lowing from Sec. A.7.2.1 of Ref. 11. 1: 

" ••• in wh i ch the earthquake induced shear force ca 1 cu
lated in accordance with Sec. A. 7 • 1 . 1 represents one-fourth 
or more of the total design shear, ..•. " 

-- --
N • Rev i se Sec . A • 8 • 1 of Ref. 1 1 . 1 to read: 

· -- ~ 

"A.8.1 All frame members assumed not to be part of the lateral 
force resisting system shall satisfy the minimum reinforcement 
requirements specified in Sec. A.3.2.1 and A.5.2.1 as well as 
those specified in Chapters 7, 10, and 11." 

t,.J 
O. For the purpose of these provisions, the term "structurel walls" 

in Ref. 11 • 1 means "shear wa 11 s." / 

11.2 SlRENGTH OF NENBERS AND CONNECTIONS 

The strength of members and components sha 1 l be determined using the 
strengths permitted and required in · Ref. 11. las modified by this chap
ter. 

The maximum loads on anchor bolts shall not exceed those given in Table 
11-A. Maximum loads greater than those shown may be used for concrete 
strengths greater than 3,000 psi when accompanied by substantiating 
evidence. 

11.3 ORDINARY ttOttENT FRANES 

Ordinary Moment Frames are frames conforming to the requirements of 
Ref. 11.l exclusive of ~ppendix A. 
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11.4 INTERNEDIATE tlONENT FRANES 

Intermediate Moment Frames are frames conforming to the requirements of 
Sec. A. 9 of Ref. 11 • 1 in addition to those requirements for Ordinary 
Moment Frames. 

Change the tit 1 e of Sec. A. 9 of Ref. 11 • 1 to read: "Requirements for 
Intermediate Ductility Frames." 

11.5 SPECIAL l10NENT FRANES 

Special Moment Frames are frames conforming to the requirements of 
Sec. A. 2 through A. 7 of Ref. .11 • l in addition to those requirements 
for Ordinary Moment Frames. 

11.6 SEISNIC PERFORNANCE CATEOORY A 

Buildings assigned to Category A may be of any construction permitted 
in Ref. 11 .1 and these provisions. 

Anchor bolts at the tops of columns and similar locations shall be en
closed with not less than two No. 4 or three No. 3 ties located within 
4 inches from the top of the column. 

11.7 SEISNIC PERFORNANCE CATEOORY B 

For reinforced concrete construction, Seismic Performance Category Bis 
divided into two classes, B.l and B.2, as defined in Table 11-B. 

ll.7.1 Requirements for Class 8.1 

Buildings assigned to Class B.l shall conform to all the requirements 
for Category A and to the additional requirements for Category B in 
other chapters of these provisions exc 1 us i ve of the requirements for 
Class B.2. 

11.7.1 Requirements for Class B.2 

Buildings assigned to Class 8.2 shall conform to all the requirements 
for Class B.1 and to the additional requirements of this section. 

A. Moment Frames. Al 1 moment frames that are part of the ·seismic 
resisting system sha 11 be Intermediate Moment Frames, conforming to 
Sec. 11.4, or Special Moment Frames, conforming to Sec. 11.5 

B. Discontinuous Members. Columns supporting reactions from dis
continuous stiff members such as walls shall be provided with transverse 
reinforcement at the spacing s0 as defined in Sec. A.9.5.1 of Ref. 11.1 
over their f u 1 1 height beneath the 1 eve 1 at which the di scant i nu i ty _ 
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occurs. This transverse reinforcement shall be extended above and below 
the column as defined in Sec. 11.1.1.G of this chapter. 

11.8 SEIS"IC PERFOR"ANCE CATEGORIES C AND D 

Buildings assigned to Category C or D shall conform to all of the re
quirements for Category Band to the additional requirements of this sec
tion. 

11.8.1 llanent Frames 

All moment frames that are part of the seismic resisting system, regard
less of height, shall be Special Moment Frames in conformance ·with Sec. 
11. 5. 

11.8.2 Seismic Resisting System 

All materials and components in the Seismic Resisting System shall con
form to Sec. A.2 through A.7 of Ref. 11.l. 

11.8.3 Frame Components Not Part of the Seismic Resisting System 

All frame components assumed not to be part of the Seismic Resisting 
System shall conform to Sec. 3.3.4(C) of these provisions and to Sec. A.8 
of Ref. 1 1 . l . 
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TABLE 11-A Maximum Shear and Tension on Boltsa 

Maximum 
Diameter (in.) Embedmentb ( in. ) Shear (lb) Tension (lb) 

1/4 2-1 /2 500 - 360 
3/8 3 1,100 900 
1 /2 4 1,900 1,700 
!;/8 5 3,000 2,700 
3/4 5-1/2 4,300 4,050 
7/8 6 5,900 5,750 
1 7 7,700 7,500 

ava 1 ues shown are for m1 n 1 mum concrete compressive strength of 3,000 
psi at 28 days. Values are for natural stone aggregate concrete and 
bolts of at least A-307 quality. Bolts shall have a standard bolt head 
or equal deformity in the embedded portion. Values are based upon a 
bolt spacing of 12 diameters with a minimum edge distance of 6 diame
ters. Such spacing and edge distance may be reduced 50 percent with an 
equal reduction in value. Use linear interpolation for intermediate 
spacings and edge margins. 

bA minimum embedment of 9 bolt diameters shall be provided for anchor 
bolts located in the top of columns for buildings located in Seismicity 
Index Areas 3 and 4. 
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TABLE 11-8 Definition of Class B.l and B.2 of Seismic Performance Cat
egory B 

Hap Area 
Numbera 

2 

2 

3 or 4 

BFrom Figure 

bf rom Figure 

1-2. 

1-4. 

Coefffcfent 
Avb 

0.05 ' Av ( 

0.05 'Av ( 

0.10 'Av ( 

0.10 

0. l 0 

0. 15 

Sefsmic Hazard 
Exposure Group 

I or 11 

111 

A 11 

Class 

B. l 

B.2 

B.2 
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12. I REFERENCE OOCUNENTS /4 
The ua 1 i ty and test i ng of masonry and stee 1 in, and e design and 
constr ct ion of, masonry components that resist se i i c forces sha l 1 
conform to the requirements of the references list a in this section 
except as ~ ified by the provisions of this chapt r. 

Ref. 12.l merican Standard Building Code quirements for Masonry, 

Ref. 12. 2 

Ref. 12.3 

Ref. 12. 4 

Ref. 12. 5 

Ref. 12 .6 

12.1.1 

1.1-1953 ational Standards Insti-
tu e. 

Bui 1 , i ng Code Requ i remen-ts for Concrete Masonry Struc
AC I 53 1-79 ( R i sed 1983) , American Concrete 

Bui 1 ding ode Reqy rements for Engineered Brick Masonry 
(1969), Br, k Ins ( itute of America. 

equirements for Reinforced Masonry, 
1970), American National Standards Insti-

tute. 

Specif ~ ation fo the Design and Construction of Load 
Bear i}'l g Concrete Masonry ( 1970), Nati ona 1 Concrete 
Maso f y Association. 

U?11form Building Coe (1985 Edition), Chapter 24: 
Masonry, International Co ference of Building Officials. 

ifications to Reference 

12.6 shall be modified as 

Mod If i cations to Section 2402. TliEt fo 11 owing referenced 
Mat r i a 1 Standards and Test Methods sha 11 be b ed in p 1 ace· of the 
st ndards referenced in Section 2402(b) and 2402(c) 

1. Masonry Units - Clay or Shale 

a • . Standard Specification for Structural Clay Load-Bearing 
Wal I Tile, ASTM C 34-62 (1975) 
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ue 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

Standard Specification for Structural Clay Non-Load
Bearing Ti fe, ASTH C 56-71 ( 1981) 

Standard Spec ff f cation for Bu f 1 ding Br f ck ( So 1 id Masonry 
Units Hade from Clay or Shale), ASTH C62-81 

. / 
Standar Spec i ff cat f ons for Ceramic G 1 azed Structura y C 1 ay 
Facing le, Facing Brick, and Sol id Masonry Units, ASTH C 
126-82 

S-;andard Specification for Facing Brick (Sol 'id Masonry 
Units Made from Clay or Shale), ASTH C 216-81 

Standard Specification for Ho 11 ow Brick i o 11 ow Masonry 
Units Ha~e from Clay or Shale), ASTH C652-8la · 

Standard Specification for Structural Clay Facing Ti le, 
ASTM C 212-60 (19.81) 

2. Masonry Units - Concre e 

a. Standard Specificatf 
55-75 (1980} 

for Concre e Building Brick; ASTl"I C 

b. Standard Specification or ~ 11 ow Load-Bearing Concrete 
Masonry Uni ts, ASTM C 90- 5 (11981 ) 

I 
c. Standard Specification f Non-Load-Bearing Concrete 

Masonry Units, ASTM C 129-75 1980) · 

d. Standard Specification for So id Load-Bear Ing Concrete 
Masonry Units, ASTM C 145-75(1981 

3. Masonry Units - Other 

a. Standard Specification for Calcium i 1 icate Face Brick 
(Sand-Lime Brick) , ASTM C 73-75 

b. Glass Block / 

c. 

d. 

I 
i. Glass /block may be sol id or hol lo 

inserts. 

ii. A 11 mortar contact surfaces sha I I be 
ensur y adhesion between mortar and glass. 

Unburned / Clay Mas~nry Units 

Cast Stone 

e. Reclaimed Units 

and contain 

treated to 

i. Reclaimed or previously used masonry units shall 



4. 

5. 

meet the applicable requirements as for new masonry 
units of the same material for their intended use. 

Metal Ties and Anchors ~ 
a. Metal tjes and anchors shall be made of a material having 

a minimum tensile yield stress of 30,000 psi. 

b. All such items not fully embedded In rir tar or grout shall 
be coated with copper, cadmium, zi 9 or a metal havfng at 
leas ~ equivalent corrosion-resist nt properties. 

Mortar 

a. Standard Specification for ortar for Unit Masonry, ASTH C 
270-82 

6. Grout 

a. Standard S ec if i Cjl ion for Grout for Reinforced and 
Nonreinforce Masonry, ASTM C 476-80 

7. Reinforcement 

a. Standard SP.ec i i cat i-on for Deformed Stee 1 Wire for 
Concrete Re, nforc ent, ASTM A 496-78 

b. Standar gls pecific tion for Deformed and Plain Billet
Steel Bi rs Concrete einforcement, ASTM A 615-82 

c. 

d. 

Stan 
Bars for 

SL~ dard 
~; for 

Specificatio 
Concrete Rein 

for Ra i 1 -Stee 1 Deformed and P 1 a in 
rcement, ASTM A 616-82a 

Specif i cation r Ax I e-Stee 1 Deformed and P 1 a in 
Concrete Reinfor ement ," ASTM A 617-82a 

Specification for 
for Concrete Reinforcement, 

Deformed Bars 

Standard Methods of Samp If nQ and Testing Brick and 
Structural Clay Tile, ASTM C 67-B3 

b. Standard Methods of Sampling and T~sting Concrete Masonry 
Units, ASTH C 140-75 (1980) 

c. Standard Methods for Fie Id Testing of Grout, ASTM C 
1019-84 

d. Standard Methods for Preconstruct ion and Construction 
Evaluation of Mortars for Plain and Reinforced Unit 
Masonry, ASTM C 780-80 
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e. Tests of Masonry - See Section 2405(c) 

B. Modfficatfon to Section 240S(c)2. Replace the first sentence 
of the sixth paragraph with the following: 

the 

"Prisms Sf\a 11 be capped and tested 1 n accordance with the 
re 1 evant ~ort ions of ASTH C 140 for prisms of concrete 
masonry uni s and of ASTM C 6 7 for pr i sms of c 1 ay or sha 1 e 
masonry unit." 

C. Modificat ons to Section 2407. Replace Section ~07(h)l with 
fol lowing: \ 

"2407(h) 1. Gene~~ - Masonry structures shal 1 be designed in 
accordance with t e design requirements of thi chapter and 
the special provis ons for each seismic performance category 
given in this sect1o t1. " 

Replace Section 2407(h)2 wi the fol lowing: 

"2407(h)2. Special P ovisions for $ ismic Performance 
Category A and Class B.l f Seismic P f formance Category B. 
There are no special des i (l and con ruction provisions in 
this section for structur e,s built in Seismic Performance 
Category A or Class B.l of Ca gory • 

Replace the title and 
fol lowing: 

Sect ion 2407 (h) 3 with the 

"2407(h)3. Special Provis·ons r Class B.2 of Seismic 
Performance Category B. Ma~ nry str ctures in Class 8.2 of 
Se i sm i c Performance Cate go y B sha 1 l comply with the fol -
lowing special provisions:" 

Rep 1 ace the title and firs t sentence of Se t i on 2407 (h) 4 with the 
fol lowing: 

"2407(h)4. Special Provisions for Seismic Performance 
Category C. Masonry structures built in Seismic Performance 
Category C sha 11 b designed and constructed in accordance 
with the requireme ts for Seismic Performance Category 8 and 
with the following additional requirements. 

Replace the phrase "s ismic Zones No. 3 and No. 4" in Section 
2407(h)4.G with the cl lowing phrase "Seismic Performance Category C 
and D." 

D. Modific tions to Section 2409 e 6. Delete the fol lowing 
sentence: / 

"When 1 app~d bars are from O to 3 Inches apart, the 1 ap 1 ength 
shall be i ncreased by 1.3 times." 
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Modify Equations 9-11 and 9-12 of Ref. 12.6 by replacing fs with Fs. 

E. Hodlffcatfons to Section 2411. Replace Section 2411(b)3.A 
with the following: 

12.2 

"241l(b)3 A. Loads and load combinations shall be in 
accordance ith Chapter 3, Structural Design Requirements. 

tE"BERS AND CONNECTIONS 

The strength of m mbers and connections su Jected to seismic forces 
acting alone or in combination with oth r' prescribed loads shal 1 be 
determined using a apac i ty reduction actor, •, and 2. 5 ti mes the 
allowable working str ~s s determined fro one of the reference documents 
listed In Sec. 12.l in luding the modi..fications stated therein. 

compression 
the masonry 

For reinforcement ss esses except 
when considerings ea 

When considering shear 
shear reinforce ent and 

When permitte to consider 

by 

tension p~~ !el to the bed ·oints, 
i.e., hor ![~nta lly in normal 
construct on 

When c9 sidering shear carried 
them sonry 

Whe permitted to consider masonry 
te ion perpendicular to the bed 
j ints, i.e., vertically in normal 
onstruction 

When considering splice length of 
reinforcement 

RESPONSE Q>JFICATION COEFFICIENTS 

• = 0.8 

• = 0.8 

• = 0.6 

• = 0.6 

• = 0.4 

• = 0.4 

= 0.4 

factors of Table 3-B for reinforced masonry shall apply, provided 
sonry is designed in accordance with Ref. 12.6, Section 2409, and the 

equtrements of the following sections of Ref. 12.6 are met: 

I. 2407(h)4.B 
2. 2407(h)4.C 
3. 2407(h)4.D 
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The R factors of Table 3-B for unreinforced masonry shall apply for all 
other masonry. 

12.4 SEI5"IC PERFORttANCE CATEOORY A 

Buildings assigned to Category A may be of any type of masonry con
struction permitted in the reference documents. 

12.5 SEISNIC PERFORNANCE CATEOORY B 

For masonry construction, Seismic Performance Category B Is divided 
into two classes, B.l and B.2, as defined in Table µ~ B. 

12.5.1 Requirements for Class 8.1 

Buildings assigned to C~ass B.l shall confo ~m to all the requirements 
in other chapters of hese provisions for Category A and to the 
add it i ona I requ I rements for Category B exclusive of the requirements 
for Class B.2. Buildings higher than 50 feet shall conform to the 
requirements of Class B.2 unless appr:,oved by the Regulatory Agency 
based upon substantiating da a.5 

12.5.2 Requirements for Class 

Buildings assigned to Class B.2 hall conform to the requirements of 
Ref. 12.6 and to the additional ' requirements of this section. 

12.5.3 Construction Limitations 

A. Screen Walls. All screen walls shall be reinforced in 
accordance with this section. Joint reinfor ement shnll be considered 
effective in re!'i I sting stresses. The units of a pane 1 sha 11 be so 
arranged that either the hor i zonta 1 or the ver-t i ca I joint conta f n i ng 
reinforcing is continuous without offset. This continuous joint shall 
be reinforced with a minimum steel area of 0.03 square inch. Rein
forcement shall be errt>edded in mortar or grout. 

Joint reinforcement may be composed of two wires made with welded 
ladder or trussed wire cross ties. In calculating the resisting 
capacity of the system, compression and tension in the spaced wires may 
be utilized. Ladder wire reinforcement shall not be spliced and shall 
be the widest that the mortar joint will accommodate allowing l/2 inch 
of mortar cover. 

5The hejght 1 imit is arbitrary and should be reviewed for need and 
numerical value. 
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Each panel shall be supported on all edges by a structural member of 
concrete, masonry, or steel. 

B. Construction Type. Wythes of cavity walls of structural 
masonry shall be designed and reinforced as if independent walls. 

12.5.4 ttaterial Limitations / 
The fol lowing materials shall not be used for ·any structural masonry: 

Unburned Clay Masonry 

Structural Clay Load-bearing Wall Tile (ASTM C 34) 

Masonry Cement (mortar with ai~ · content greater than 15 percent) 

12.6 

conform to all of the require
additional requirements and limitations 

12.6.1 Construction 

Masonry components 
of this section. 

A. Tie Anch 
Section 2409(b)5 
diameters but n t 
be provided. 

to conform to the limitations 

ra es. In ad~ tion to the requirements of Ref. 12.6 
. for tie anc~~~ ges, an extension of at least 6 tie 
less than 4 incH sat the free end of the tie shall 

B. Sta ked Bond Construction. minimum ratio of horizontal 
reinforcemenf shall be 0.0015 for all s ,ructural walls of stacked bond 

I 

construction. The maximum spacing of Horizontal reinforcement shall 
not exceed 24 inches. Where reinforced ho l low unit construction forms 
part of the seismic resisting system, the c~nstruction shall be grouted 
solid and all head joints shall be made solid through the use of open 
end units. The opening formed by the open end units shall satisfy the 
requirements of Sec. 12.6.1.C. 

C. Hollow Unit Masonry. Vertical cells to be filled shall have 
vertical alignment sufficient to maintain a cl ear, unobstructed 
continuous vertical cell measur.ing not less than 2 inches by 3 inches. 
If walls are battered or if alignment is offset, the 2-inch by 3-inch 
clear opening shall be maintained as measured from course to course. 

D. Shrinkage of Concrete Units. If the concrete masonry units 
used for structura 1 purposes have a 1 i near shrinkage exceeding O. 065 
percent from the saturated to the oven-dry condition, special consider
ation shall be given to design for shrinkage effects. 
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12.6.2 Shear Wall Requirements 

Shear walls shall comply with the requirements of this section. 

A. Reinforcement. The minimum ratio of reinforcement for sear 
walls shal 1 be 0.0015 in each direction. The maximum spaci g of 
reinforcement in each direction shall be the smaller of the f , lowing 
dimensions: one-third the 1 ength and height of the e 1 emen but not 
more than 48 inches. The area and spacing of re i nforcemy t perpen
d i cu 1 ar to the shear reinforcement shall be at least equ 1 to that of 
the required shear reinforcement. The portion of the reinforcement 
required to resist shear hall be uniformly distributed 

EXCEPTION: 

For shear walls constr cted using running bod, the ratio of 
reinforcement may be creased to O. 0007 , rov i ded that a 11 
shear is resisted by the reinforcement The sum of the 
ratios of horizontal and verticJI reinfo cement shall not be 
less than 0.002. 

Reinforcement required to resis wal I sher shall be terminated with a 
standard hook that terminates ,eyond t e boundary reinforcing at the 
end of the wal 1 sections. The h •ok may be turned up, down, or horizon
ta I 1 y and sha 1 1 be embedded in ~rt r or grout. Wa 11 reinforcement 
terminating in boundary columns o earns shall be fully anchored into 
the boundary elements. 

B. Boundary Members. Wher c oss walls or boundary members form 
a part of the shear wall syste the intersection shall be constructed 
as required for the wa 11 s th se 1 ves. Connections to concrete sha 11 
conform to Ref. 12.6, Sec. 2407(h)4 H. Where the boundary members 
are of structural steel, th shear tr nsfer between the wall and the 
boundary members sha 11 be eve 1 oped by fu 11 y encasing the element in 
grout, by dowels, bolts, o shear lugs, o by similar approved methods. 

When the structural sys em, as described 1 Chapter 3 and Table 3-8, 
consists of substant ally complete vert·cal load-carrying frame, 
boundary members sh 11 be provided at eac end of the wall. The 
members shall be of e same construction as t e frame columns. Where 
the frame is a speci 1 moment frame, those colu s shall conform to the 
requirements for su ,h members in Chapters 10 and I. 

The required ver ~i cal boundary members and such ot er similar vertical 
elements as may be required shall be designed to car y all the vertical 
forces resulting from the wal 1 loads, the tribut y dead and 1 ive 
loads, and the seismic forces prescribed in these prov sions. 

Horizontal reinforcing in the walls shall be anchored f the vertical 
elements. Where the boundary element is structural steel, this shall 
be accomp Ii shed by we 1 ding or by extension, with bends if required, 
into grout fully surrounding the column. 
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C. Stresses. For load combinations including in-plane seismic 
forces, allowable compression stresses at any point shal 1 not exceed 
those allowed for axial compression. 

Vertical stresses in shear walls shall be determined from the combined 
effects of vertical load and from the overturning effects f lateral 
loads. Minimum vertical loads shal I be considered. Eq 3-2a shall 
be used for unreinforced masonry design. / 

In computing the shear resistance of the r/ the web sha 1 1 be 
considered. 

EXCEPTION: 

For pier type wall elements that do no extend from floor to 
floor, compression stresses under mb i ned 1 oad i ng at any 
point may be 1 i mite to those a 11 o ed for fl exura 1 compres
sion provided that Ref. 12. 6, ect ion 2406 ( e) ·1 , Equation 
(6-21), is also satisf"ed. 

D. ~~~ ......... ------- ......... --- ......... _ ~en shear reinforcing is required for 
sand diagonal bars are not provided, 

reinforcement ~ppr ox i mate 1 y perpend i cu 1 ar to the required shear 
reinforcement shall be provi d equal in amount and spaced not further 
apart than is required for. the shear reinforcing. Hori zonta 1 rein
forcing shall anchor into or be ontinuous through the pier elements. 
Hori zonta 1 components ma. be sepa ated from the shear wa 1 1 system by 
means of joints. Th . joints s a 11 provide for bu i 1 ding movement 
determined in accord nee with Sec 3. 8. The hor i zonta 1 components 
shall be anchored to he building an designed as otherwise required by 
these provisions. 

12.6.3 tlateri,al Limitations 

The followin - materials shall 

Unbur,k d C 1 ay Masonry 

Structural Clay Load-bearing 

Structural Clay Nonload-bearing Wall Ti 

12.7 SEIS"IC PERFOR"ANCE CATEGORY D 

56 

Buildings assigned to Seismic Performance Category D shall conform to 
the requirements of Se i sm i c Performance Category C and to the add i -
tional requirements and limitations of this section. 
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12.7.1 Construction Limitations 

Haterials for mortar and grout for structural masonry shall be measured 
in suitable calibrated devices. Shovel measurements are not accepta
ble. An approved admixture of a type that reduces early water loss and 
produces a net expansion action shall be used for grout for structural 
masonry unless it can be demonstrated that shrinkage cracks will not 
develop in the grout. The thickness of the grout between masonry units 
and reinforcing shall be a minimum of 1/2 inch for structural masonry. 

A. MI n i mum Grout Space for Grouted Masonry. The mini mum grout 
space for structural reinforced grouted masonry shall be 2-1/2 Inches 
for low-1 ift construction and 3-1/2 inches for high-lift construction. 

B. Reinforced Hollow Unit Masonry. Structural reinforced hollow 
unit masonry shall conform to requirements below: 

1. Wythes and elements shall be at least 8 inches in nominal 
thickness with clear, unobstructed continuous vertical eel ls, without 
offsets, large enough to enclose a circle of at least 3-1/2 inches in 
diameter and with a minimum area of 15 square inches. 

2. All grout shall be coarse grout. Grout consolidation 
shal 1 be by mechanical vibration only. Al 1 grout shal 1 be recon
so 1 i dated after excess moisture has been absorbed but before work
abi 1 ity has been lost. 

3. Vertical reinforcement shall be securely held in position 
at tops, bottoms, sp I ices, and at i nterva Is not exceeding 112 bar 
di a meters. Approved intermediate centering c I i ps of caging devices 
shal 1 be used in high-1 ift construction, as required, to hold the 
vertical bars. Horizontal wall reinforcement shall be securely tied to 
the vertical reinforcement or held in place during grouting by equiva
lent means. 

4. In wythes of less than 10 inch nominal thickness, in any 
vertical cell, there shall be a maximum of one No. 10 bar or two No. 8 
bars with splices staggered for the two-bar situation. 

5. The m1n1mum nominal column dimension shall be 12 inches. 
The exception permitted under Ref. 12.6, Section 2407{h)4.E{i I) shal 1 
not apply. 

C. Stacked Bond Construction. A 11 stacked bond construction 
shall conform to the following requirements: 

I. The minimum ratio of horizontal reinforcement shall be 
O.0015 for nonstructurq 1 masonry and O. 0025 for structura 1 masonry. 
The maximum spacing of horizontal reinforcing shall not exceed 24 
inches for nonstructural masonry or 16 inches for structural masonry. 

2. Reinforced ho! low unit construction that is part of the 
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seismic resisting system shall be grouted solid, shall use double open 
end CH block) units so that all head joints are made solid, and shall 
use bond beam units to facilitate the flow of grout. 

3. Other ref nforced hollow unit construction used struc
turally, but not part of the setsmfc resisting system, shall be grouted 
solid and all head joints shall be made solid by the use of open end 
units. 

12.7.2 Special Inspection 

Special inspection shall be provided for all structural masonry. 
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l NTROOUCTION 

Appendix to Chapter 12 

ANCHOR BOLTS IN tlASONRY 

The BSSC Technfcal Conrnfttee on Masonry unanfmously agreed that there 
fs an fnadequate treatment of the desfgn requfrements for anch - bolts 
in the provfsions. The tentatfve provisions presented in thi appendix 
are based on the available research from 1934 to 1980 and on research 
conducted at Clemson Univ rsity in 1983. They should be used carefully 
and with consideration of ubsequent research findings. 

St£AR AND TENSION ON El18EDDED ANCHOR BOLTS 
I 

A 1 1 owab 1 e I oads and p I acemen requ f rements for~ l ate anchor bo 1 ts, . 
headed anchor bolts, and bent ~ r anchor bolts s ,all be determined in 
accordance with Sections 2406(h) 1\ , 2., 3., 4., d 5 of Ref. 12.6. 

Notations used in this section sha l l be defin as follows: 

Tension 

or 

Bt 
Bv 
bt 
bv 
Ap 

Ab 
1b 
1be 

= Allowable tensio n force n anchor bolts (lb) 
= Allowable shear f r ce n anchor bolts (lb) 
= Computed tension ~o c on anchor bolts (lb) 
= Computed shear fore on anchor bolts (lb) 
= Area tension (pull o t ) cone projected onto the 

surface of masonr ( I • 2 ) 

= Cross-sectional rea of anchor bolts (in. 2
) 

= Embedment dept of ancH~ bolts (in.) 
= Edge dfstanc, the lea t length measured from 

the edge o fi masonry the surface of the 
anchor bolt ( in.) 

8t = 0.5 

Bt = 

l0A-2: 

(l0A-1) 

(I0A-2) 

The area Ap shall be the lesser of Eq. l0A-3 or l0A- 4, and where the 
projected areas of adj acent anchor bolts overlap, Ap of each bolt shall 
be reduced by one- half of the overlapping area: 

or 
(I0A-3) 

(l0A-4) 

The effective embedment I ength, tb for p I ate or headed anchor bo I ts 
shall be the length of embedment measured perpendicular from the. 
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surface of the masonry to the bearing surface of the plate or head of 
the anchor, and lb for bent bar anchors perpendicular from the surface 
of the masonry to the bearing surface of the bent end minus one anchor 
bolt diameter. 

Shear 

Allowable loads in shear, where lbe equals 
shall be the lesser of Eq. lOA-5 or lOA-6: 

or 
Bv = 350j ) f~ Ab (lOA-5) 

Bv = o~l! b fy. (lOA-6) 

Where I.be is less than 12 bo 1 t diamete r: , the va 1 ue of Bv sha l l be 
reduced by l i near interpolation to zero at an lbe di stance of one ( l) 
inch. 

Con:Jfned Shear and Tension : 

Anchor bolts subjected 
fn accordance with Eq. 

shear and tension shall be designed 

(lOA-7) 

NfnillUII Edge Dfstance 

The min I mum va 1 ue of / be measured \from the edge of the masonry to the 
surface of the anchor bolt shall be one inch. 

Nlnloun -. L 
I 

The minimum em~edment depth shall be four bolt diameters. 
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BUILDING SEIS"IC SAFETY COUNCIL "E"BERS 

AFL-CIO Building end Construction Trades Department 
American Concrete Institute 

American Consulting Engineers Council 
American Council of Independent Laboratories. Inc. 

American Institute of Architects 
American Institute of Steel Construction 

American Insurance Association 
American Iron and Steel Institute 

American Plywood Association 
American Society of Civil Engineers 

Appl led Technology Councl I 
Associated General Contractors of America 

Association of Engineering Geologists 
Association of 11ajor City Building Offlclals 

Association of the Wall and Celling Industries. lnterMtlonal 
Brick Institute of America 

Building Officials and Code Aanlnlstrators. International 
Building Owners and Nanagers Association. lnternatlonal 
Canadian National Conmlttee on Earthquake Engineering 
Concrete Nasonry Association of California and Nevada 

Concrete Reinforcing Steel Institute 
Council of American Building Offlclals 

Earthquake Engineering Research Institute 
lnteragency Conmlttee on Seismic Safety In Construction 

International Conference of Building Officials 
11asonry institute of America 

11asonry Institute of Washington 
"etal Building Nanufacturers Association 

National Association of Home Builders 
National Association of Housing and Redevelopment Officials 

National Fire Sprinkler Association 
National Concrete Nasonry Association 

National Elevator Industry. Inc. 
National Forest Products Association 

Natlonal Institute of Building Sciences 
Natlonal Ready Nixed Concrete Association 

Oklahoma 11asonry Institute 
Portland Cement Association 

Post-Tensioning Institute 
Prestressed Concrete Institute 
Rack Nanufacturers Institute 

Soll and Foundation Engineers Association 
Southern Building Code Congress International 

Steel Plate Fabricators Association, Inc. 
Steven Winter Associates, Inc. 

Structural Engineers Association of Arizona 
Structural Engineers Association of California 

Structural Engineers Association of Central California 
Structural Engineers Association of Northern Callfornla 

Structural Engineers Association of San Diego 
Structural Engineers Association of Southern California 

Structural Engineers Association of Utah 
Structural Engineers Association of Washington 

The H~sonry Society 
Western States Council Structural Engineers Association 

Western States Clay Products Association 
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